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Disclaimer

All users of this book do so entirely at their own risk. The author and publisher disclaim 
any liability for injury, injury resulting in death, or any other damage by anyone undertaking 
skiing, ski touring, snowboarding, snowshoeing or any other activity in any of the areas 
described in this book.

Backcountry/slackcountry skiing/snowboarding and winter mountain travel in general has 
inherent risks. All the areas in the book can be dangerous to travel in during the winter. 
Rapidly changing weather, avalanches or even wild hungry animals can all make an usually 
“easy day out” into a nightmare. The mountains do not care if you live, die or get hurt but in 
my experience they will tap you on the shoulder a number of times before taking action. It is 
up to you to leave the ego at home and listen to the warnings. The mountains aren’t going 
anywhere and it will likely snow next winter; there’s no point in rushing things.

The areas covered in this book have easy or short access for the most part but don’t let that 
fool you into thinking something can’t go wrong. We are super lucky to have an excellent 
search and rescue resource in Banff National Park but remember most of the 93N doesn’t 
have cell service and it still takes time for responders to get “the call”, load the heli and 
find you. Without the correct skills and a practiced team it might not matter how good our 
search and rescue service is. You may only be 2km away from the highway at the time of 
the incident, but if you’re bleeding out due to a compound femur break those 2 kilometers 
will feel a lot further.

To keep the mountains wild and free we must take full responsibility for ourselves, 
the people we ski with and the actions we take in the mountains.
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Foreword
When I first moved to the Bow Valley a few years back I was, like most, absolutely 
blown away by the magnitude and abundance of the surrounding mountains. I 
was, however humbled by their imposing nature and quietly whispered secrets 
of where you actually go to enjoy them. In an age where exploration is supposed 
to be dead why weren’t there people laying down tracks on all these amazing 
lines?! I struggled like most new folks to the Bow Valley to find partners and 
information to explore the areas near Banff. People said go to Roger’s Pass, the 
Kootenays, Alaska, and heck even hire a heli.

But then one day I went out for a ski with Marcus. A notable figure in the valley, 
vocal on social media and always skinning around somewhere... A quirky guy 
who “likes to sleep in snow caves at -30C”, I’d been told. On my first day out 
with him, he bashfully asked if he could give me some tips on how to do my kick 
turns better. But that’s him in a nutshell, a man with great experience who has to 
ask you if he can help.

“Do you ski in Roger’s Pass much?”, “No way, I’m a Rockies man!”. Marcus 
always sees the potential in the mountains here, always looking at this face or 
that line, those features right there across the valley. “Nobody skis there though” 
I’d say, “Let’s go check it out then!” he’d reply.

The 93N runs from Lake Louise to Jasper past dozens of 3000m+ peaks. It is a 
corridor of the most spectacular scenery you could dream of. There has always 
been the few popular places to get some easy turns in, but few people seemed 
to venture off the broken skin track. When Marcus invited me along to explore 
some off the radar terrain I was stoked to see what was out there. I was not 
disappointed. Less than an hour from the road, time and time again we were 
walking past couloirs hundreds of meters high, slide paths minutes wide flanked 
by pillows, cliff features and alpine spines. Epicness for days... years. Marcus 
relentlessly spent months, seasons scouting out these areas, working to get 
photos of every aspect of every piece of terrain. His belief and desire to share 
these amazing places leaves no doubt in my mind that there is still exploration 
to be had and a wealth of experience to share. Marcus let’s me drop in first every 
time, that’s just the kind of guy he is. Stoked to share the stoke. Enjoy this guide, 
use it, share it, add to it. And if anyone tells you “There’s no good skiing in the 
Rockies” tell em to take a drive up the 93N next winter, you might just see some 
crazy guy skiing out of the forest when it’s -30C, (if you do, give him a ride!).

Chris Moneypenny
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Introduction
After going back and forth on how to proceed with my passion for sharing 
backcountry skiing information I decided to go full circle and release a printed 
guidebook. In the last two years I released a second edition of my first book as an 
e-book and then programmed an online guidebook in order to broaden the scope 
of what I could share. In the end I got the same feedback across the board: free 
online resources are nice but “I’d really like to just buy a printed book”. So here 
it is, a printed backcountry skiing guidebook covering The Icefields Parkway!

Within these pages you will find detailed pictures, maps and route information 
covering day trips along the 93N between Lake Louise and Bow Summit. While 
trying to decide on the scope of this book I wondered if I should include the 
long Wapta day trips that now seem to be the norm? Maybe “The Zone”? Or 
should I just say “screw scope and focus” and make a monster 800-page book for 
everything I know in Banff? In the end I decided to focus on a single geographical 
area within a certain access style. After spending a good chunk of my skiing time 
during the last two seasons on the 93N I knew I had the beta fresh in my mind 
and all the correct pictures to make a great guidebook.

This book was written in the same style as my previous offerings, it breaks 
away from the traditional ski guidebook style for this area by offering detailed 
descriptions and large pictures. If you are looking to truly explore the areas 
covered by this book then you should read no further, there will be few surprises 
to be had after digesting the information found here. If you are looking to find 
the best downhill skiing with the least amount of effort then you’ve come to the 
right place.

The 93N provides skiers with endless amounts of ski terrain, everything from 
hot laps to full day adventures can be found along the road. Thousands of skiers 
enjoy this area every year for good reason, often great snow can be found and 
when it’s not so great the views make up for it. We can often take things for 
granted as we become familiar with them, hopefully none of us forget how 
special a place like this is.

My hope is that more people have more fun skiing along the 93N because of this 
guidebook. Enjoy and stay safe out there!

Marcus Baranow
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General Information
Below you will find some general information and tips on spending time in Banff 
National Park and area. With the mass amount of information online these days 
it is questionable if the following even needs to be featured in a guidebook  but it 
has been included to give you a start in the correct direction.

Travelling Here
Banff National Park is a major tourist destination, seeing millions of visitors 
every year, with the bulk in the summer season. Travelling here should not be a 
difficult task as many major airlines either fly directly to Calgary or have short 
stops in either Toronto or Vancouver. Once in Canada it is best to rent a vehicle, 
one with winter tires would be a plus but it seems this option is rarely provided, 
in which case a four wheel drive vehicle may be your best bet. If driving within 
North America your goal will be to reach the Trans Canada Highway which 
travels directly through Banff National Park.

Staying Here
Accommodation within the National Park can be tricky whether you are coming 
for a week long ski holiday, ski bumming until the snow goes bad or staying 
for a whole season. Cheaper accommodation can sell out and random car/tent 
camping is illegal. Finding long term housing can also be difficult and expensive. 
It is wise to plan well ahead if staying in the area otherwise you may be forced to 
stay outside the park or pay more than you would like.

Supplies
Shops in Banff will be able to fulfill all your basic needs, skiing and otherwise. 
Lake Louise has a small mall area which can satisfy basic needs, most notably 
an excellent book/map store and two outdoor shops. The town of Canmore, just 
outside the National Park to the east, will provide you with everything from used 
gear shops to big box stores. While driving within the park it is wise to fill up  
your gas tank regularly in the towns, intermittent gas stations charge accordingly.

Parks Canada
If you have not previously visited Banff National Park you should visit an 
information centre in either Banff, Lake Louise or Field as there are many legal 
regulations you may not be aware of. Visitors must purchase a Park Pass, which 
is an entry fee but will also cover any rescues required within the National Park 
bounderies. If staying overnight in the backcountry everyone in your group must 
purchase a backcountry wilderness pass. Other information such as area closures 
for avalanche control or wildlife, local conditions, and possible reports from 
returning parties can be gathered from information centres. A stop at one is not 
only necessary, but also beneficial.
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Skiing In The Canadian Rockies
Below you will find information regarding the unique nature of backcountry 
skiing in the Canadian Rockies. If you are new to the area then consider hiring 
a local guide for your first day out to better understand the differences found 
here from other backcountry ski areas. This section assumes that you already 
have previous backcountry ski training or experience; this is not your one stop 
source for backcountry skiing education.

Snowpack
The snowpack in the Canadian Rockies can be downright tricky compared to 
many other places in the world. It is a common mistake to underestimate its 
complex nature. We live in a dry continental climate which produces some 
extremely light and dry powder snow but this also causes an overly variable 
snow pack with deep persistent weak layers that can be problematic for most of 
the ski season.

Variable Snowpack
The wind can often distribute the snow unevenly due to its light and dry nature. 
You will likely notice windward areas with no snow beside areas with cornices 
and deep lee deposits. Slopes that are cross loaded can have multiple deep zones 
alongside shallow ones. Triggering avalanches while travelling between the 
thinner and thicker deposits is common and it may not always be obvious when 
these transitions are occurring. Along with avalanche problems a variable and 
thin snowpack can also present the opportunity for hitting buried rocks or fallen 
trees while skiing, ski style should account for this possible interaction.

Persistent Weak Layers
Persistent weak layers, such as depth hoar and facets, can be a season-long 
problem often producing avalanches long after these layers have been buried. 
Although we can get surface hoar layers it is a little less common. Depth hoar 
and facets are often a problem lower down in the snowpack near or at the ground. 
These layers are generally the result of a cold spell in the early winter while the 
total snowpack was still thin. The wind can also transfer faceted snow over areas 
creating uneven problems for when these persistent weak layers get covered up; 
this creates a slope with many trigger points (“hot spots”) for skier triggered 
avalanches. Since these persistent weak layers are often near or on the ground the 
avalanches they produce can also run off the ground, resulting in a very violent 
ride for the victim and death is often caused by trauma. Smaller avalanches or a 
skier’s slough can also cause larger step down avalanches running off buried and 
otherwise bridged persistent weak layers.
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Complex Strata
When it is all put together the overall layering of the snowpack is often very 
complex until a true melt-freeze takes over in the mid to late spring. Do not 
underestimate the often stubborn nature of the snowpack if avalanche reports are 
warning of bad conditions but your party is not seeing avalanche results.

Crevasse Bridging
Snow bridges on glaciers are regularly thin throughout the skiing season and it 
is common practise to always carry a rope and travel roped up while skinning. 
Contrary to what some people may suggest there are plenty of crevasses large 
enough to fall into on the glaciers here.

Remoteness
One of the main draws for skiing here also holds one of the greater hazards. While 
the almost limitless, remote, and isolated wilderness of the Canadian Rockies 
within the Mountain Parks offer great freedom, it comes at the cost of great self 
responsibility. Have a plan and be prepared to deal with any problems that your 
group may encounter and do not assume someone will be able to rescue you.

Planning
Due to the remoteness of the area you should leave a plan or itinerary with 
someone you will not be travelling with, if check-ins or return times are not 
met they will be able to initiate the appropriate search measures. You can also 
organize return times at a Parks Canada information centre in Banff, Lake Louise 
or Field. If heading out on a multi-day trip you need to register for camping 
permits at these information centres and therefore can organize a check in with 
them at the same time.

Rescue
Most of the time you will not have a cellular signal or be near urban infrastructure. 
Outside of the more popular day trip zones you will not be likely to see other 
people. Your party should be completely self-sufficient, including self-rescue. 
Although the National Parks here have excellent, on-sight search and rescue 
programs it is common that they are hampered by bad weather or avalanche 
conditions. Your best bet is to be prepared and trained in self-rescue. Carrying a 
satellite phone, SPOT, Garmin InReach or other such devices are good uses of 
pack weight but should not be your “go to” rescue plan as practiced self-rescue 
can often be quicker. If you do self-rescue and need medical attention you can 
either call 911 once back in cell range or head to the closest hospital which will 
likely be in the town of Banff. Although Lake Louise has a medical clinic it is 
not prepared to deal with serious injuries, the time spent contacting someone 
to meet you there (they have limited hours but are on call) could very well be 
better spent driving to Banff. These are  tough decisions but ones you should be 
prepared to make.
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Season Quality and Quantity
The ski season here is long and some might argue never-ending but with long 
seasons come long droughts and questionable turns, if you feel like it hasn’t 
snowed in a while don’t worry, it will. If you stretch your season here you will 
end up skiing everything from fluff on rocks to sun cups on glaciers.

Regular Season
Locals here will start skiing in mid-to-late October and end in late May, with 
most considering November to April to be a more true ski season. In the early 
and late seasons the access or lower valley skiing is often plagued with low snow 
depths and this tends to puts people off from making regular trips. Usually by 
December you can travel in and out of most places without issue. Most seasons 
you will start seeing more consistent snow fall around mid-February with the 
bulk coming down from March into April. Sometime in April the snow pack will 
head into a melt-freeze cycle, while late April to mid-May provides corn skiing 
that generally has less snowpack issues. May through June can be a great time 
for the larger objectives on the higher icefields and this usually ends the season 
for most skiers.

Never Ending Seasons
Some people never stop skiing here and 
although it is possible, it can end up 
being a fair amount of work heading into 
summer. Many of the high north facing 
glaciers can be skied any time of the 
year and often strips of avalanche debris 
in lower gullies can be skied into mid-
summer. Those Facebook posts from 
friends skiing in September probably 
included core shots and less than ideal 
conditions so don’t get too jealous.

Ski Terrain
The National Parks in this area stretch 
along the Great Divide and include large 
glaciated mountains and icefields at 
higher elevations but fairly dense forests 
in the valleys. Both alpine and forest 
areas are often littered with cliffs. Many 
falling in the “not skiable” range. You 
should have a good understanding of the 
overall terrain you will be travelling in 
before heading out, blind or exploratory 
downhill skiing here can result in death.
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Aspects
In general north and east aspects will be much steeper than south and west aspects. 
If skiable, north and east aspects will often still have many cliff areas both in the 
alpine and below tree line. Travel is generally easier and more straightforward 
on the lower angle south and west aspects but due to being windward and sun 
exposed these slopes can have their own snowpack problems.

Glaciers
The glaciers here are less active and generally have less/smaller crevasses than 
many other ranges in the world. You will still notice isolated areas with large 
crevasse holes and seracs, especially on the larger icefields. It is considered 
normal practice to rope up on all glaciers and icefields in the Canadian Rockies 
due to the thin snow bridges, which are the norm here.

Tree Skiing
Many skiers will tell you that there is no good tree skiing found in the Canadian 
Rockies but this is likely due to their skill set being actually tuned to skiing 
glades. If you can handle true tree skiing then you will likely be able to get 
fresh turns in all season long, as these areas are not often utilized. In general it is 
normal to ski forest terrain by connecting ski able tree pockets that are separated 
by short sections of thicker trees. If you are more interested in spaced out tree 
runs, (glades), then you will need to search for areas at treeline or trim lines along 
avalanche paths.

Weather
Weather patterns in the Canadian Rockies can change rapidly. They can  be extreme 
at either end of the spectrum and are very hard to forecast. While travelling in the 
mountains you should be prepared to deal with any type of weather, regardless 
of the forecast. It is not uncommon to experience temperatures in the -25°C to 
-35°C range and during winter temperatures down to -50°C can occur during 
most seasons. Cold spells can happen suddenly and be short-lived or they can sit 
around for several weeks. If planning a mid-winter camping trip it is important 
to plan for these temperatures and use tested gear that you can rely on. It is also 
not uncommon to have warm swings, even mid-winter. Although this is less of an 
issue for gear prep, you should take careful note of the changes this can produce 
in the snowpack.

Access
Access to backcountry ski terrain within the National Parks is limited to human 
power. You can charter helicopters for some areas by being dropped off just 
outside the border of the National Park which is common practice for some of 
the more remote ski zones, (Freshfield Icefield, Clemenceau Icefield, etcetera).
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Skiing Along The 93N
The 93N or The Icefields Parkway is the road that connects Lake Louise and 
Jasper running north/south just east of The Great Divide in the Canadian Rockies. 
This book covers the southern section found in Banff National Park running from 
Lake Louise to Bow Summit. Although there is skiing along the road all the way 
to Jasper the southern section is the most popular.

Parking
Parking can often be a challenge as many of the ski areas either have small, 
or non-existant parking lots. If parking roadside please make sure you are 
completely off the road which means being to the right of the painted shoulder 
line. In some cases you will need to do some shoveling in order to make this 
happen. This road is winter maintained with wide plow trucks running almost 24 
hours a day to keep up with snow removal. Please don’t make an already difficult 
and dangerous job even more so by parking in the road lane, especially during 
storms or bad weather. If the weather is particularly bad (heavy snow/wind) it 
might be a good idea to pick a location with a large pull out or parking lot to start 
with. If you park roadside and there is already a car in the location please do not 
park opposite to it, even if you are both off the road as the road way will look 
more narrow, which can create a dangerous situation for drivers. Please do not 
park on blind corners or blind hills. I have personally almost driven directly into 
a parked car on a blind corner during a storm. The last and likely most important 
point to be made on parking is to MAKE SURE YOU ARE NOT PARKED 
IN AN AVALANCHE RUNOUT ZONE! These areas have signs posted on the 
road and no one is permitted to park or even stop within these areas on the 93N. 
If you park in an avalanche zone your car will likely be towed, ticketed and it 
might end up resulting in a court appearance.

Cell Service
Often I have had a confused newcomer ask why they can’t get cell service or why 
there are no restaurants or gas stations along the way. Do not be mistaken, just 
because there is a road nearby doesn’t mean you aren’t in a wilderness setting. 
Generally you will start getting spotty cell service south of Herbert Lake but 
don’t count on a clear call until you get closer to Lake Louise. While out skiing 
there are a number of places where you may get cell service, in general they are 
all “line of sight” to Lake Louise. The following are the cell service locations I 
have noted recently. The summits of: Mount Hector, Cirque Peak, Bow Peak, 
Crowfoot Mountain, Vulture Peak, Mount Thompson and Mount Gordon. Other 
areas: Hector South Ridge/Sub Peak alpine areas, Mount Hector West Rib and 
high on most of the Pulpit Knobs.
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Hitchhiking
Although I have never bothered with hitchhiking myself, I have heard it is 
easy to hitch back to your car after completing a day traverse on the 93N. Even 
though it seems that many people rely on such situation to work out it should be 
understood that traffic here dies down very quickly as the sun begins to set. If 
your traverse ended up taking a bit longer than expected then the walk back from 
something like the Seven Deadly Sins Traverse would make an already long day 
into a bit of an epic.
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How To Use This Book
This book is divided into two main sections, the East Side and West Side of the 
93N with the individual ski areas listed south to north for both sides. There is a 
third section for day traverses. For each ski area there will be a title, description, 
driving distance, parking style and a map. For each ski run there will be a title, 
description, map reference #, vertical, distance, directions and terrain pictures. 

Title: The name I have given the area/run. May be slightly different than 
traditional names to lessen confusion (IE: Crowfoot Pass for the larger area 
whereas it is usually referred to as Crowfoot Glades).

Description: Not labeled and found directly under the title. This information 
is how I see the area/run in a greater context and is there to give you a quick 
idea what the area/run has to offer. It may include personal preferences, insights, 
avalanche risks and maybe even a few off hand comments.

Driving Distance: Distance travelled from the Parks Canada gate at the start of 
the 93N to the skiing access point along the road.

Parking Style: Either roadside, viewpoint or parking lot. Notes or alternative 
parking options may be listed here too.

Map Reference #: The number which relates to the route found on the map. 
These routes are estimates and are only here to assist you in order to follow the 
directions, in all cases you need to adjust travel to the conditions found.

Vertical: Roughly the amount of vertical you will gain/loss for access and the 
ski run. These are estimates and are only here to assist you in order to follow 
the directions, in all cases you need to adjust travel to the conditions found. 

Distance: Roughly the distance travelled horizontally for access and the ski 
run. These are estimates and are only here to assist you in order to follow the 
directions, in all cases you need to adjust travel to the conditions found.

Directions: Instructions to access and ski the run. I have tried to keep this as 
“meat and potatoes” as possible. And yes, I realize that “you can also do it this 
way”; my route selection is often a result of straightforwardness or easiest for 
people new to the area. In all cases you need to adjust travel to the conditions 
found.

Pictures: I have tried to get the best possible pictures for every area/route but a 
few I would have liked did escape me. Please see the copyright page for credits.

Maps: I created my own topographical map for this book based on the CanMatrix 
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maps produced by the Natural Resources Canada (NRCan). It contains 
information licensed under the Open Government Licence – Canada, (https://
open.canada.ca/en/open-government-licence-canada). If you compare my maps 
to others you will likely find extra glaciers, smaller glaciers and more/longer 
runouts – I updated these aspects using pictures, GPS marking while out skiing 
and other first hand information in an attempt to create the most up to date map 
possible as far as skiing is concerned. This map should not be used for summer 
travel and should still be taken with a “grain of salt” (as all maps should in my 
experience!).

Map and Picture Route Lines: Terrain pictures and maps will have red dashed 
lines marking the access routes (skin tracks/bootpacks/etcetera). Each line will 
have an encircled route number, this is the Map Reference number found under 
the description. I decided against downhill lines on the map to keep the clutter 
down and felt the directions/pictures, plus being there in person, should be more 
than enough to go on. In all cases you need to adjust travel to the conditions 
found, these route lines are only there to assist you with the descriptions and 
directions.

No ATES?
As you will likely notice, I have not included 
ATES ratings, (Avalanche Terrain Exposure 
Scale). It is important to understand that I am 
not an ACMG Guide and therefore the act of 
officially classifying ATES ratings is beyond 
my professional certification. I hope I have 
made it clear in my descriptions and directions 
that most of the terrain found in this book 
falls within the “Challenging” and “Complex” 
ratings. Just because I don’t say there is 
avalanche risk doesn’t mean there isn’t. You 
should always be aware of where you are and 
what the risk is.

It is critical that you are able to identify the 
type of terrain you are travelling within or 
near. The best way to start to do this is by taking  
AST courses (Avalanche Skills Training) from 
a certified ACMG Guide. Even after taking 
both AST courses it is important to seek 
ongoing training from either an ACMG Guide 
or someone with professional level avalanche 
training (for example Avalanche Operations 
Level 1, 2 or 3 provided by Avalanche Canada).

Map Legend
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East Side
The Murchison Group or Murchison Range includes all of the mountains west of 
the Pipestone and Siffleur Rivers and along the east side of the 93N from Lake 
Louise to the Saskatchewan River. Although they have less impressive glaciers 
than the Waputik Mountains found to the west, there are some large peaks here 
including Mount Hector and Observation Peak. In general most of the better 
skiing is found on the east and north aspects as the west and south aspects often 
get hammered by wind coming up and over the Wapta and Waputik Icefields or 
wind coming up and down the valley creating cross loaded slopes with variable 
ski conditions. Sun also plays a larger factor on the east side compared to the 
west side which stays in the dark for most of the winter. Since the road runs along 
the east side of the valley you are often able to finish your day without having to 
skin back to the car. The lower angled west aspect forest slopes contain plenty of 
tree and glade skiing that can be enjoyed by most abilities of skiers and can be 
day savers when avalanche conditions keep you out of the alpine.
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Hector South Ridge
This area is located about 5km south of the Mount Hector summit. A more 
“correct” name for this area may be “South Ridge of Hector South Peak” but 
I’ve never heard anyone refer it as such, and that seems a bit long-winded. Lots 
of great ski terrain is found here on every aspect. There are options from scenic 
ridge walks to steep committing north facing alpine slopes and everything in 
between. The views from the unnamed high points are excellent as you are 
positioned between two large valleys with large peaks in every direction. If you 
put in a steady uptrack on the way up, away from flats and thick forest, you can 
ski all the way back to the road with ease by back tracking on it.

Driving Distance: 8.5-10km

Parking Style: Roadside

Southern Unnamed Peak
At the very southern end of the roadside ridge you will find a small isolated 
unnamed peak. The views from the top are excellent due to its position between 
the Bow and Pipestone Valleys. The north-facing run into the bowl feature is 
short but fun and some limited skiing can be done on the roadside aspect as 
well. The south aspect has the longest runs but they are a much more serious 
undertaking.

Map Reference #1

Vertical: 680m access, 150-175m runs on north and west aspects, upwards of 
550m runs on the south aspect.

Distance: 3.5km access, 0.5km runs on north and west aspects, 1.2km runs on 
the south aspect.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 8.5km 
and park roadside. Skin up fall line for roughly 450m and 2km before breaking 
treeline, possibly with the peak now in sight. Find the saddle to the north of 
the peak and gain the top via the northern ridge. From the top you have 3 
options for skiing downhill on the north, west and south aspects. The north 
and west aspects offer short runs while the southern aspect boasts several steep 
committing runs. The north and west aspects are easy to lap via the north ridge 
while a run down the southern aspect towards the Pipestone Valley will require 
you to regain the western forest and wrap around to the north ridge.
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Roadside Glades
There is some limited glade skiing at treeline along the west aspect of South 
Bowl (below). In the northern section you will find plenty of steeper tree lane 
ways while the southern section has a few more open chunks leading into short-
lived glades. You can extend most of the runs by starting in the low alpine below 
the ridge to mix things up a bit.

Map Reference #2, #3 (to use South Bowl access)

Vertical: 600-700m access, 200-275m runs.

Distance: 2-2.5km access, 0.5-0.7km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 9-10km 
and park roadside. Skin up the forest for 400m and 1.5km where you will start 
seeing either tree lane ways or short open slopes at treeline. Skin another 100-
150m vertical to find good starting spots for yoyo laps. Another option is to skin 
slightly higher up into the low alpine where you can usually link up some low 
angle alpine sections before heading into the trees. Lap this area using the same 
uptrack.

South Bowl
This long bowl feature provides some fun shorter laps on the east and south  
aspects. Longer runs lie on the west aspect, however this area often has a 
problematic snowpack. You will likely find cornices along the lower ridge over 
the east and south aspects. The west aspect is windward and most years will have 
thick to thin issues and rock sharks to deal with.

Map Reference #3

Vertical: 700m access to north west edge of the bowl and another 160m to the 
high point along the upper ridge.100-150m laps on east and south aspects and up 
to 400m from the high point along the upper ridge on west aspects.

Distance: 2.5km access to the north west edge of the bowl and another 1.5km to 
the high point along the upper ridge. Runs from 0.5km to 1km.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 10km and 
park roadside. Skin up on the climber’s right side of the marked drainage on the 
map (the drainage is hard to find with snow cover) for roughly 400m and 1.5km 
before reaching treeline lane ways. Start trending slightly climber’s right to gain 
a ridge that will bring you to the low alpine. Just above 2400m the terrain will 
become low angled until reaching the northwest edge of the bowl. From here 
you can ski the shorter runs into the bowl or head either northeast or southeast 
to gain some vertical and the longer runs. The longest southwest facing runs will 
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require you to follow the higher ridge for 1-1.5km before dropping in. The most 
direct way to lap the bowl is to skin back up to the northwest edge of the bowl, 
the terrain here is slightly benched and has the smallest start zones. If you want 
less exposure then climbing the saddle between the Southern Unnamed Peak and 
the South Bowl’s south ridge is your best bet but this does add upwards to 2km 
for full laps if skiing the more northern area of South Bowl.

South Hector Pass
This unnamed “pass” separates the Hector South Peak and Hector South Ridge 
areas and gives you access to the Pipestone side which has some very impressive 
ski runs, (these are not covered in this book). You can also get laps in the pass 
area, which has all but east facing aspect options if staying on the Bow Valley 
side. It should be noted that this area is within a terrain trap with plenty of smaller 
start zone pockets that could bury someone deep at the bottom of the drainage.

Map Reference #4

Vertical: 720m access to the pass, runs up to 400m if connecting to lower trees.

Distance: 3km access to the pass, runs over 1km if connecting to lower trees.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 10km and 
park roadside. Skin up on the climber’s right side of the marked drainage on the 
map (the drainage is hard to find with snow cover) for roughly 400m and 1.5km 
before reaching treeline lane ways. The drainage will become more pronounced 
to the climber’s left and you will want to stay on the north aspect (climber’s right 
in the drainage) in the trees until switching to the south aspect (climber’s left in 
the drainage) to link up with the next section of trees. Work the slightly benched 
terrain found on the south aspect leading into the upper pass area. You can access 
the south and north alpine runs on either side of this bowl feature along the ridges 
off the pass. It is also possible to access the runs from The South Shoulder (page 
23) of Hector South Peak from the pass.
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Hector South Peak
A little south of Mount Hector there is an unnamed peak, which is commonly 
referred to as Hector South Peak (or sometimes Hector Sub Peak). Standing just 
under 3000m it probably should have been given an official name but staying 
within Rockies tradition, it wasn’t. There are plenty of great ski options with a 
short approach, but most are a bit more committing than the Hector South Ridge 
area. In 2018 a large avalanche tore out the drainage and created a wide ski 
run, reminding us that some truly monster avalanches can come out of this area. 
Although the avalanche paths and large alpine runs are the main draw for this 
area, there is some good treeline glade skiing to be found for when stability isn’t 
as good as you thought it was before heading up.

Driving Distance: 11-12km

Parking Style: Roadside

South Shoulder
The South Shoulder is found just north of South Hector Pass (page 20) and has 
some good glade and tree skiing. The area also provides good access to the South 
Shoulder Avalanche Paths and the summit ridge. Most people will probably only 
use this area for access to the paths but if conditions aren’t looking great then the 
lower trees and forest can be enjoyable.

Map Reference #5

Vertical: 920m access to high point, 600m access to high treeline.

Distance: 3km access to high point, 2km access to high treeline.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 11km and 
park roadside. Skin up through the forest to the climber’s right of the drainage 
for roughly 1.5km and 400m where the trees will begin to thin. From here the 
terrain will steepen and start to bench out a little as you enter the alpine. The 
upper alpine area steepens before it again flattens, and before that you will likely 
be working thin to thick wind sculpted benches. When you feel like skiing just 
head back down the way you came up with the best skiing usually starting at 
high treeline.
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South Shoulder Avalanche Paths
There are two large avalanche paths looker’s right of the main peak, both offer 
excellent skiing and finish well below treeline. Both can be accessed from the 
summit ridge via the South Shoulder (page 23) which makes skiing less of a 
chore. It should be obvious by the length of the runout and piles of timber below 
that this is serious avalanche terrain that most should be terrified of.

Map Reference #5

Vertical: 920m access, 680m run before entering trees.

Distance: 3km access, 1.8km run before entering trees.

Directions: Follow the directions for the South Shoulder (page 23) to gain the 
upper alpine ridge area. You are able enter the first avalanche path to the climber’s 
left at most places as you skin up the South Shoulder. If wishing to ski the full 
path, the entry will be obvious as you top out on the ridge. To reach the second 
avalanche path follow the ridge to the saddle before reaching the large rock block 
along the ridge and drop down the run. Both paths connect lower down and can 
be skied to 2050m. If heading back to the road via this run it is best to enter the 
forest skier’s left of the runout as the forest drainage tightens closer to the road.

South Shoulder Tree Ribs
Between the two South Shoulder Avalanche Paths and to the looker’s right of the 
Peak Bowl area you will find two ribs with good tree/glade runs. You will need 
to cross below the large avalanche paths for access and the run itself is still steep 
enough to slide even though there are trees here. I would personally not consider 
the tree coverage here to provide much in the way of anchoring to lower the 
avalanche danger rating in most cases.

Map Reference #6

Vertical: 550m access, 150m run.

Distance: 2.3km access, 0.3-0.4km run.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 11km and 
park roadside. Skin up through the forest to the climber’s right of the drainage for 
roughly 1.5km and 400m where the trees will begin to thin. Turn directly north to 
reach the large wide runout zone for the South Shoulder Avalanche Paths. Where 
the two paths meet you will find the looker’s right tree rib and after crossing 
under the next path you will find the looker’s left tree rib. Both can be climbed 
and skied using this direct access. For less direct access and a longer run you can 
follow the directions for the South Shoulder Avalanche Paths (above) to gain the 
ribs from above. This access will likely have you transitioning over thin to thick 
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zones and through vertical cornices guarding the ribs, both can create a dangerous 
situation. To lap the area simply regain the uptrack you set. If exiting to the road 
ski the runout and enter the forest 
to the skier’s left before entering 
the forest drainage.

Peak Bowl
Under the summit of Hector 
South Peak lies this large 
alpine bowl feature with a ton 
of options for skiing. The bowl 
itself can be dropped into from 
most spots with a little cornice 
cutting or there are usually a few 
clean drop in points one can take 
advantage of. This bowl presents 
serious avalanche risk, when 
the overlapping avalanche paths 
release here there can be massive 
volume of debris.

Map Reference #7

Vertical: 875m access, 625m 
longest run before entering trees.

Distance: 2.6km access, 2.2km longest run before entering trees.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 12km 
and park roadside. Skin up through the forest to the climber’s left of the drainage 
for roughly 1.5km and 400m where the trees will begin to thin. From here you 
will start to notice the large open face of Hector Sub Peak and/or the South 
Shoulder Avalanche Paths. Skin north along the forming ridge within the trees 
until coming to a trim line with smaller groups of trees above you. Work the 
slightly benched terrain along the ridge, staying on the climber’s left side of the 
ridge as the cornices show up on the climber’s right. Once above all the trees 
follow the alpine ridge up along the bowl to find a location to ski into it. You 
will likely only find a few locations without cornices so many lines may require 
cornice cutting. If lapping, you can regain your skin track by skinning up to the 
ridge at treeline on the skier’s right. If heading back to the car then ski the runout 
and enter the forest to the skier’s left before entering the forest drainage.
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Mount Hector Roadside
On the west aspect of Mount Hector, below the ridge that joins Mount Hector and 
Little Hector, there are some fun ski runs with large overhead exposure. Most of 
this area is exposed to large avalanche start zones, some which have been known 
to run all the way to the road, as one did in May 2017. The alpine area here can 
hold some tricky snowpack conditions and a trip high on this face should not 
be treated lightly even in “bomber” conditions. Make sure not to park in the 
restricted avalanche zone that is found close to the described roadside parking 
location.

Driving Distance: 15km

Parking Style: Roadside

West Bowl
Below the summit of Mount Hector there is a nice west aspect bowl feature to 
grab some laps in. Although the slopes here are not overly steep the exposure 
above can be a serious concern. The lower drainage could act as a terrain trap if 
the avalanche volume was big enough.

Map Reference #8

Vertical: 600-700m access, 100-250m runs.

Distance: 2-2.5km access, 0.3-0.6km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 15km 
and park roadside. Make sure not to park within the nearby avalanche zone. 
Skin directly up fall line for about 350m before seeing small but steep open 
sections above you. Head climber’s right but do not go up into the steeper open 
sections above. Instead, stay along the trim line to gain lower angled open terrain 
near the start of the forest drainage below. After leaving the trees behind, you 
will find yourself below slightly benched out open terrain, this is the bottom 
section of the West Bowl. Skin up to the climber’s left using the benches to gain 
your desired starting area for skiing. Use your uptrack to lap the area. To exit, 
follow your uptrack down into the forest or cross over to the runout drainage far 
skier’s right in the forest (page 36). The drainage below the West Bowl area is 
not recommended, as it is tight and often has open water. You can also access the 
top of this area using the directions for Mount Hector West Rib Summit Route 
(page 35) but the directions here allow you to check out the overall area before 
skiing down it.
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Mount Hector West Rib Summit Route
This route to the summit of Mount Hector is very direct, steep and committing 
when compared to the standard route. The last 400m to the summit ridge puts you 
high on an open face, in the start zone of a 1200m avalanche path, with plenty 
of thick to thin and cross loading issues most years. Chris Moneypenny and I 
climbed this route in the spring of 2018 while doing the Hector Andromache 
Highline Traverse (page 225), I do not recommend it over the standard route.

Map Reference #9

Vertical: 1500m to summit.

Distance: 4.5km to summit.

Directions: From the Parks 
Canada gate at the start of 93N 
drive about 15km and park 
roadside. Make sure not to park 
within the nearby avalanche 
zone. Staying to the climber’s 
right of the drainage runout, 
skin directly up fall line for 
about 350m before seeing small 
but steep open sections above 
you. Skin up a short section of 
steeper trees where you will 
probably see the avalanche path 
runout to climber’s left. You will 
start to see larch trees before 
breaking out of the treeline and 
into a section of small open rolls 
before gaining the main alpine 
rib feature. Once on the rib, the 
terrain will become lower angled 
for the next 200m of vertical 
before becoming very steep all 
the way to the ridge. Once on 
the ridge you should rope up 
as there are crevasses which 
border this area of the glacier. From here you can join the standard route to the 
summit of Mount Hector by working the upper north face benches to the col 
between the summit and sub peak. At the col you will almost certainly need 
to bootpack up though some short rock sections before reaching the summit. 
After down climbing from the summit you can either ski back down the way 
you came or take the standard route down the north glacier. If skiing back down 
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the west aspect make sure to account for solar input and/or any other issue that 
may have changed the stability from when you skinned up it. If you ski down the 
standard route prepare for a 4km walk along the highway if you forgot to place a 
second vehicle at the Hector Creek parking lot. The Hector Glacier run (page 37) 
provides a full description of the standard route.

Avalanche Path
This very long avalanche path runs all the way to the road. In May 2017 an 
explosive triggered size 4 slide did just that, blocking the road for several days. 
The path can be skied as high as the summit ridge between Mount Hector and 
Little Hector but climbing the upper start zone is a task on it’s own. It is possible 
to ski sections of the path, but remember you are still very much exposed if a 
big one rips out from above. The 400m section from roughly 2400m to 2000m is 
now a nice wide run thanks to recent slides. The lower 200m becomes a serious 
terrain trap due to the steep side walls and often partly open creek, regardless of 
the dangers above it. The decision to ski here should never be taken lightly.

Map Reference #9

Vertical: 1200m access to ridge, 1200m run from ridge to highway.

Distance: 3km access to ridge, 2.8km run from ridge to highway.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 15km 
and park roadside. Make sure not to park within the nearby avalanche zone. 
Staying to the climber’s right of the drainage runout, skin directly up fall line 
for about 350m before seeing small but steep open sections above you. Skin up 
a short section of steeper trees where you will probably see the avalanche path 
runout to climber’s left. You will start to see larch trees before breaking out of the 
treeline and into a section of small open rolls before gaining the main alpine rib 
feature. Once on the rib the terrain will become lower angled for the next 200m 
of vertical before becoming very steep all the way to the ridge. At any point along 
this route you will be able to ski down the run but it should be obvious that doing 
a change over on the steep upper face could be difficult depending on the snow 
found. On the way down it is best to exit the lower runout to the skier’s left as 
the sidewalls steepen. If staying in the drainage you will come to a small tight 
waterfall drop near the road, which normally has running water, plenty of rocks 
and low snow.
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Hector Pass
This is a commonly travelled area in order to bag Mount Hector via the standard 
route up Hector Glacier but also offers some skiing on the south and east aspects 
of Mount Andromache. The approach up the drainage is not overly enjoyable 
but once above the small waterfall the access becomes easier and mostly  
straightforward. The approach route has plenty of overhead exposure and has 
claimed lives in the past. During periods of stability this area is heavily travelled 
thanks to popular standard route up Mount Hector.

Driving Distance: 19km

Parking Style: Plowed parking lot

Mount Hector, Hector Glacier
A Rockies classic ski descent and one of the Canadian Rockies 11,000 footers. 
The views are outstanding and the very long ski run often holds great snow. Even 
though this glacier is well travelled, often with dozens of tracks on it most days, 
it should still be treated with respect as there are many very large crevasses found 
here. Both the creek access and crevasses have claimed lives in the past.

Map Reference #10

Vertical: 1500m to summit, 600m glacier run.

Distance: 6km to summit, 2km glacier run.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 19km 
and park in the plowed parking lot on the west side of the road. Skin up climber’s 
right of Hector Creek on the east side of the road until reaching an open slope 
with cliffs above. Skin up the slope on the climber’s left until you can work your 
way through the cliff bands to the right to reach a gully. Skin up the gully where 
you will likely encounter a waterfall where you may need to bootpack. After the 
gully stay climber’s right heading up into open terrain (to the climber’s left there 
are trees but also cliffs which block access to the pass). The slope will turn 90° 
to the right and you will skin up a steeper section before the angle lowers. Skin 
about 0.5km over the often-windswept rocky terrain found below Little Hector 
until you finally arrive at the toe of Hector Glacier. After roping up you can 
usually stay climber’s middle right on the glacier all the way to the final steeper 
section to avoid most crevasses. Work the upper north face benches to the col 
between the summit and sub peak. At the col you will almost certainly need to 
bootpack up though some short rock sections before reaching the summit. After 
down climbing from the summit strap in and ski back down the way you came 
up.
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Mount Andromache South Slopes
Below the eastern summit ridge of Mount Andromache you will find a short, 
south facing slope which you can get several laps on. Not really a destination 
slope but if combined with a climb of either Andromache or Hector it can add to 
an already successful day. Be careful not to connect the lower, steeper slopes, as 
there are plenty of cliffs here.

Map Reference #11

Vertical: 900m access, 100m run.

Distance: 4.5km access, 0.4km run.

Directions: From the Parks Canada 
gate at the start of 93N drive about 
19km and park in the plowed parking 
lot on the west side of the road. Skin 
up Hector Creek on the east side 
of the road until you reach an open 
slope with cliffs above. Skin up the 
slope on the climber’s left until you 
can work your way through the cliff 
bands to the right to reach a gully. 
Skin up the gully where you will likely 
encounter a waterfall where you may 
need to bootpack. After the gully stay 
climber’s right heading up into open 
terrain (to the climber’s left there 
are trees but also cliffs which block 
access to the pass). The slope will 
turn 90° to the right and you will skin 
up a steeper section before the angle 

lowers. From here leave the usual Mount Hector approach and head east through 
a maze of worn down moraines towards the obvious lower south ridge of Mount 
Andromache. Go up the ridge, which may require some bootpacking due to the 
often-windswept rock, to the bench where you will find the south facing slopes 
above. Skin up to the top and ski/lap, making sure not to be tempted in skiing 
below the first bench, as there are large cliffs below. Return to the road the way 
you came.

Mount Andromache East Face
The east aspect of Mount Andromache’s east peak has a nice steep slope leading 
down to a long low angled ridge. This run could be lapped or if connected to the 
lower southern aspect could make for a fairly long run from the summit. Do take 
note of the exposure to the south or north as getting caught in even a small slide 
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towards the lower cliffs would likely result in death.

Map Reference #11

Vertical: 1150m access, 200m run.

Distance: 5.2km access, 0.6km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for Mount Andromache South Slopes (page 
41). At the top of the south aspect head west directly up the East Face of Mount 
Andromache. Ski back down the way you came or do laps from any stopping 
point using your uptrack. You will not want to go too far to either side of the east 
aspect slope, due to the large cliffs found.
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Noseeum Creek
Noseeum Creek seems to have been forgotten recently, the last time I can find 
it mentioned was in a cross-country skiing guidebook from the 70s with the 
description stating that there was basically no skiing in the area. Skiing has 
obviously changed since, and soon after skinning up the creek you will note that 
both sides of the creek are littered with chutes and couloirs. The area above the 
creek also has plenty of good skiing but access in and out can often be tricky. 
Molar Glacier is probably the most popular ski descent in the upper area but it is 
better accessed via a traverse of Mount Andromache (page 41, 225) as you will 
be required to climb up the steep and heavily crevassed glacier on the Noseeum 
side.

Driving Distance: 21.5km

Parking Style: Roadside

North Facing Creek Chutes
There are about a half dozen good chute options off the north ridge of Mount 
Andromache. With a little creativity you can probably squeeze out another half 
dozen or so variations to the main lines. The longer runs are located near the 
headwall and even some hot laps on the fans can be good fun. Most of these runs 
have boulders in them, which can act as hidden trigger points while travelling 
within these features.

Map Reference #12

Vertical: 200m access, 100-200m runs (or more if joining the upper ridge).

Distance: 1.5-2km access, 0.1-0.3km runs (or more if joining the upper ridge).

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 21.5km 
and park roadside near the bridge. Skin along the south shore of Noseeum Creek 
for just under 1km. After crossing under an open moraine area you will come to a 
small set of trees where the north ridge of Andromache meets the creek, it is often 
slightly easier to go through this tree section higher up, (if the creek has good 
snow coverage it is also easy enough to skin directly up the creek). After the last 
set of trees you follow the creek another 1km to reach the headwall area and the 
longest runs leading up the north ridge of Mount Andromache. You pass several 
other shorter options along the way. To ski any of these lines you simply skin 
up them and ski back down. Most can be skinned but the tighter ones obviously 
require a bootpack at some point.
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Noseeum Creek Couloir
On the south aspect near the headwall area you will see a nice long straight 
couloir feature leading from the upper area all the way to the creek. This couloir 
makes for an excellent way to exit the upper Noseeum Lake area if stability is 
good. When entering the run make sure not to mistake it with the other couloir 
feature, which ends in a cliff over the trees. The wrong run starts very low angled 
and it should be obvious that you are not in the steeper couloir feature. If you do 
end up in the wrong run it is often possible to traverse the slope and drop into the 
correct couloir about one fourth down it.

Map Reference #14

Vertical: 500m access, 180m run.

Distance: 3km access, 0.4km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for the North Facing Creek Chutes (page 43) 
and once at the headwall you will have two options to access the alpine. If you 
have been here in the summer than you will likely want to try the summer route, 
which climbs steeply up between the two waterfalls, I do not recommend this 
route for winter as it often requires exposed bootpacking. My preferred route 
goes up the steep climber’s left trees. Where the climber’s left waterfall meets the 
creek, start skinning up around pillows and small cliffs for about 100m of vertical 
before reaching lower angled terrain. Travel in a northern direction following 
treeline benches and ramps around cliffs 
before breaking into the alpine to the 
south west of Noseeum Lake. To the 
north you should see a small grouping 
of trees below the slope heading towards 
the unseen Noseeum Lake above, head 
directly west to find the first flat couloir 
drainage feature but do not go down here. 
This run is the couloir feature, which ends 
in a cliff over trees. Instead continue west 
to the next obvious run start and ski down 
to Noseeum Creek. If you mistakenly go 
down the first flat drainage couloir and find 
yourself at the cliff then either skin back 
up the feature or traverse hard skier’s right 
to attempt to enter the correct run about 
one fourth down - this may require you to 
drop a cliff into the couloir feature during 
low snow periods. Once at the creek you 
can head back to the road by following 
your access track.
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Noseeum Lake Runs
There are several good alpine skiing options above Noseeum Lake on the smaller 
unnamed peaks. The poor access to this upper area plus the fact it get windswept 
likely keeps most people away but when the snow is good it can make for 
excellent skiing.

Map Reference #14

Vertical: 850m access to the flat alpine area east of the lake, runs vary greatly.

Distance: 4.5km access to the flat alpine area east of the lake, runs vary greatly.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Noseeum Creek Couloir (page 47) 
but head up and northeast once seeing the small grouping of trees below the 
slope heading towards Noseeum Lake. As you skin up the slope you will reach 
a cliff, which you can wrap around to the north before reaching an alpine creek 
bed which leads to Noseeum Lake. From Noseeum Lake you can easily skin up 
most of the slopes above and you should be able to tell which ones will be too 
wind blown to bother with. Skin up and ski down slopes that present the best 
conditions. To return back to the road you can either ski back down your uptrack 
or take a lap down the Noseeum Creek Couloir (page 47).
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Molar Glacier
The run down Molar Glacier from the top of the west peak on Mount Andromache 
is excellent but committing. This glacier run has very steep rolls and is heavily 
crevassed. If looking for slightly less commitment or if the upper section is not 
filled in, then you could also lap the lower section of the glacier. Although I have 
included this run within the Noseeum Creek section most people will probably 
want to ski the full Molar Glacier run by traversing Mount Andromache (page 
41, 225) using Hector Pass access.

Map Reference #13

Vertical: 1150m access to the west summit of Mount Andromache, 400m glacier 
run.

Distance: 5.5km access to the west summit of Mount Andromache, 0.8km 
glacier run.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Noseeum Creek Couloir (page 47) but 
at the top of the waterfall head east before breaking out of the trees after a short 
but steep slope. Link up the benched terrain below increasingly larger cliffs as 
you turn to the south and towards Molar Glacier. At 2600m you will reach the 
toe of the glacier and reaching the top of the glacier run from here is tricky and 
will highly depend on snow coverage. The dip area (looker’s right of the hanging 
glacier) of the lower steep face usually has the least amount of open crevasses 
but has a large overhanging cornice above it. You may be able to skin up the 
area to the looker’s left of the hanging glacier, which has less exposure above 
it. Regardless of your route a short but steep bootpack may be required before 
reaching the bench above. Once on the bench head east to gain the higher ridge 
where the route to the top will become obvious. The last 10-20 meters may again 
require a short bootpack over steep snow and/or loose rock. Once at the top ski 
northeast down the steep rolling glacier while keeping in mind where the larger 
crevasses where. To return to the road you can either back track on your access 
route or ski a short low angled couloir found skier’s left after the glacier toe. The 
short cut through the couloir will come out to the top of the waterfall, cross over 
and ski down the skier’s right trees to arrive at Noseeum Creek.
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Mosquito Creek
As you head up Mosquito Creek you will see plenty of skiing to be had on both 
sides of the valley. There are two avalanche runout areas very close to the road, 
that provide great hot laps on a lazy day. Dolomite Shoulder and OXO Puzzle 
Peak offers some excellent long open face skiing in the alpine with amazing 
views – both which should be considered classics and not missed. Summit 
attempts on Mosquito, Ramp and Quatzite also fall within the day trip category 
and provide excellent ski descents.

Driving Distance: 22.5-24km

Parking Style: Mosquito Creek Hostel parking lot

Roadside Run Outs
There are several avalanche runout zones along Mosquito Creek and if you are 
looking to grab a few quick laps with very short access then this is a good choice. 
Do note that although the terrain you are skiing is not overly committing the 
massive exposure above you is serious, after all there is a reason all the trees have 
been cleared out here.

Map Reference #15

Vertical: 160m access to the top of either runout area. 100-120m runs.

Distance: 0.8km access to the top of the southern runout area, 1.3km access to 
the top of the northern runout area. 0.25km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 22.5km 
and park at the Mosquito Creek Hostel. Cross the road and start skinning in an 
eastern direction on the south side of Mosquito Creek. After a short distance you 
will come to a short but steep slope where you can start trending slightly north 
while still heading mostly east. The trees will start to become thinner and you will 
likely see the first avalanche runout area. From here gain the top of the runout 
area via the trim line or—if not concerned about the overhead exposure—easily 
gain the runout slope from anywhere. To find the second runout area follow the 
creek north on the east side for less than 1km. Again you can skin up along the 
trim line within the forest to gain the top or within the runout if unconcerned with 
the overhead exposure. To return to the road it is often best to trace your access 
track back as the creek here is often running.
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Dolomite Shoulder
The run down Dolomite Shoulder starting from the small southern peak is quiet a 
treat and should be on everyone’s list for a clear day. The views are outstanding. 
The run is very long with a lot of vertical if skiing all the way to the road. You 
also have multiple options for slightly steeper slopes along the same route and 
even some pillow skiing as you enter the trees. The lower forest back to the road 
is mostly lower angle glade skiing with steeper options if heading back to the 
road higher up.

Map Reference #16

Vertical: 850m access to the top, 
alpine second of the run about 
480m.

Distance: 3.5km access to the top, 
alpine section of the run about 
1.5km.

Directions: From the Parks Canada 
gate at the start of 93N drive about 
24km and park roadside. Follow 
the open tree lane ways in the 
lower forest which head almost 
directly north while slightly 
trending climber’s right. After 
roughly 1.5km and 200m vertical 
you will either reach the lower 
open slopes of Dolomite Shoulder 
or at the very least see them 
through the forest if you ended up 
a little too east. Skin up through the 
trees heading west for about 100m 
vertical before reaching the lower 
angled terrain of the south ridge at 
treeline. Follow the ridge heading 
northwest into the alpine where the route should become obvious. Stay on the 
high point on the ridge all the way to the last steep section where you will have 
to decide if the last 30m of steeper vertical is worth the extra exposure. On the 
way down you basically ski the same route. You can link the steeper sections on 
the skier’s left. Don’t head too sharply east as there are several cliffs and much 
steeper slopes below. It is also possible to ski the road facing slopes (west/skier 
right) of Dolomite Shoulder but again there are many cliffs and much steeper 
terrain here which should be scouted long before committing to such a descent.
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OXO Puzzle Peak, Ramp Runs
This large officially unnamed peak is found northeast of Dolomite Pass and its 
southeast shoulder offers plenty of great skiing options. The name “Puzzle Peak” 
was only ever “suggested” in the 1940’s and first climbed by E. Cromwell and 
Miss G. Engelhard in 1941; “OXO (Puzzle) Peak” appears in the summit register 
along with barely any registered climbs. The name “OXO Peak” now shows up 
on many online maps. The big ramp is visible from the road as you drive past 
Mount Hector and is hard to ignore as a skier. Once in the area you can get many 
laps in, as the area is quite large. The greater area would serve well for an AST 
2 field day, as there are plenty of micro features to work on the way up and lots 
of big terrain close by.

Map Reference #17

Vertical: 900m access to the top, 400m run.

Distance: 4.5km access to the top, 1km run.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 24km 
and park roadside. Follow the open tree lane ways in the lower forest which 
head almost directly north while slightly trending climber’s right. After roughly 
1.5km and 200m vertical you will either reach the lower open slopes of Dolomite 
Shoulder or at the very least see them through the forest if you ended up a little too 
east. Follow the trim line heading north before seeing the first drainage heading 
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east and down towards Mosquito Creek. Continue north and then northeast 
over the ever-increasing rolling terrain before reaching the next drainage which 
you can begin to follow until escaping treeline. Above the end of the steeper 
walled drainage you will find an alpine area filled with rolling bumps, ramps and 
benches which can be worked almost all the way to the top of the run, otherwise 
you can head further north along the disappearing drainage and skin directly up 
the slope of your choosing. Skiing the slope is nearly the same regardless where 
you go down and to exit back to the road follow your access route.

Mosquito Mountain Summit Route
By Robb Schnell

Mosquito Mountain is the most southerly of the group of three peaks found at the 
back of Mosquito Creek and is an excellent objective. It  provides a  long, fun 
descent with some enjoyable tree skiing to finish. This tour involves significant 
avalanche terrain on large open slopes, so good stability is required. The views 
of the Waputik Icefield, Mount Hector, Molar Mountain and the Siffleur Valley 
are outstanding!

Map Reference #18

Vertical: 1150m access to summit

Distance: 9km access to summit

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 22.5km 
and park at the Mosquito Creek Hostel. Cross the road and travel northeast up the 
Mosquito Creek summer trail for about 5km to reach the campground. Shortly 
after the campground angle climber’s left into the forest and begin ascending the 
treeline hump found at the foot of Mosquito Mountain’s southwest ridge. This 
hump feature is obvious and visible while travelling up the creek. Ascend the 
climber’s left (west) side of the treeline hump. Do not travel too far to the east 
as there is a Parks wolverine research area here as of 2018. There are signs and 
a taped off area indicating not to travel through this section of forest and you 
should be mindful of this on your descent.

Near the top of the treeline hump the slopes will open up and become quite steep. 
There is significant avalanche potential here and good route finding are required. 
From the top the hump skin up the more mellow southwest ridge of Mosquito 
Mountain. About half way up it is necessary to travel along the climber’s right 
side of the ridge, as it cliffs out along the top. Proceed directly toward the summit 
where the angle will increase and a little bootpacking may be required to reach 
the top. Ski back down using the same route, back tracking on your access route 
to head back to the road.
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Ramp Peak Summit Route
By Robb Schnell

Ramp Peak is perhaps the most straightforward summit to attain of the three 
mountains at the head of Mosquito Creek. Like Quartzite Peak and Mosquito 
Mountain this tours involves significant avalanche terrain on large, open slopes, 
so good stability is required. The views of the surrounding terrain are excellent! 

Map Reference #19

Vertical: 1000m access to summit

Distance: 9km access to summit

Directions: Follow the directions for Mosquito Mountain (page 61). Contour 
around north into the basin below Ramp Peak upon reaching the treeline hump. 
You are simply aiming directly for the peak while travelling below and northwest 
of Mosquito Mountain’s southwest ridge. The route should be obvious to most 
and aims for the trough just below the main slope’s lower right side. Some 
bootpacking may be required to attain the actual summit. Ski back down the face 
and back track on your access route to arrive back at the road.

Quartzite Peak Summit Route
By Robb Schnell

Of the three Mosquito Creek mountains, this one is easily my favourite as its tour 
through the rolling alpine basin below Ramp Peak and Quartzite Peak is quite 
delightful! This tour involves significant avalanche terrain on large open slopes, 
so good stability is required. From the summit you can see many others including 
Watermelon Peak, Mount Willingdon and Cataract Peak.

Map Reference #20

Vertical: 1000m access to summit
Distance: 10km access to summit

Directions: Follow the directions for Mosquito Mountain (page 61). Contour 
around north into the basin below Ramp Peak upon reaching the treeline hump 
and head directly towards the bottom of Quartzite Peak. The terrain to reach the 
foot of Quartzite Peak meanders but is very enjoyable. Much like Ramp Peak the 
route up the mountain is apparent with some often required bootpacking near the 
top. After skiing back down the face it is best to back track on your access route 
to return to the road.
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Helen Creek
A popular area with great scenic tours but compared to other areas maybe a little 
less of a downhill skiing draw. The famous Dolomite Circuit starts here and the 
Rockies classic Cirque North Couloir is most often accessed from this area. I 
have often heard people online comment how there is “no avalanche danger” to 
access this area but it shouldn’t take long to realize that this is not the case by 

anyone who can recognize avalanche terrain.

Driving Distance: 27km

Parking Style: Plowed parking area

Dolomite Runouts
If you have ever been touring up Helen Creek 
you will have hopefully noticed the large 
avalanche runouts coming off Dolomite Peak. 
These lower runouts can make for some good 
yoyo skiing while the upper alpine areas 
ave serious snowpack problems most years 
making them often not worth the effort. These 
paths seem to run regularly as they get plenty 
of cross loading, wind and sun so skiing them 
should not be considered a safe option by any 
means. Helen Creek can also provide a nasty 
terrain trap when avalanches run full path 
here.

Map Reference #21

Vertical: 80-160m access to the bottom of the runouts. Lower runs are in the 
100-200m range and if pushing into the high alpine could get 600m+?

Distance: 0.5km-2km access to the bottom of the runouts. Lower runs are in the 
0.3-0.4km range and if pushing into the high alpine could get 1km+?

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 27km 
and park at the plowed area found on the north side of the road. Follow the old 
summer trail west a short distance before it turns east to gain the forest ridge (you 
will find an open viewpoint of the creek below). The trail then side hills back 
down towards Helen Creek. After finding a creek crossing continue following 
the cut trail where you will cross through several avalanche runout zones from 
Dolomite Peak’s south west aspect. Simply skin up the trees along the runout you 
wish to ski and enter the run where you please. Once done skiing follow the trail 
back to the pull out parking area.
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Helen Creek Glades/Trees
Along the slopes of Helen Creek there is some limited glade/tree skiing to be 
had, but compared to some of the other options in this book it seems like a long 
way to go for such short slopes. Probably best skied when linked up with other 
options in the area to make a fuller day.

Map Reference #21

Vertical: 400m access to high treeline, 100-150m runs.

Distance: 3.5km access to high treeline, 0.2-0.4km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Dolomite Runouts (page 65) to arrive 
in the general area of Helen Creek. Most of the better skiing is found in the 
northern section of the Helen Creek area on the south and east aspects. From this 
point you can see a few options and lay in an uptrack to the areas you wish to 
try for turns. The main route to high treeline will cross the creek and then follow 
along the climber’s left of the ridge crest, this is probably your best bet in order 
to gain access and puts you in a good position to ski the south facing glade like 
area between the two upper drainage features. There will be an old cut summer 
trail in the area, which provides good access to high treeline.

Katherine/Helen Ridge Slopes
The high point along the south ridge of Cirque Peak has many unofficial names 
and also several good ski options. The slopes on the Helen Lake side are often 
more rocky than the Katherine Lake side but in deeper snowpack years they both 
ski well. Avalanches seem to be more common on the Helen Lake side.

Map Reference #22

Vertical: 600m access, 100-150m runs.

Distance: 4.5km access using south aspect above treeline or 5.5km access via 
Helen Lake. 0.2-0.3km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 27km and 
park at the plowed area found on the north side of the road. Follow the old summer 
trail west a short distance before it turns east to gain the forest ridge (you will 
find an open viewpoint of the creek below). The trail then side hills back down 
towards Helen Creek. After finding a creek crossing continue following the cut 
trail where you will cross through several avalanche runout zones from Dolomite 
Peak’s south west aspect. After the last avalanche path continue following Helen 
Creek on a slightly harder to follow cut summer trail. After a short distance you 
will again cross the creek and start to skin up the treeline forest ridge. There are 
two options here, the more popular one seems to be to the climber’s left of the 
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ridge but the more direct one follows slightly steeper terrain to the climber’s 
right. Regardless of which you take, you will find yourself in the low alpine after 
250-300m of vertical gained. Once in the alpine you again have two options to 
gain the top of Katherine/Helen Ridge. The direct route is to work the benched 
south aspect of the ridge to the top. The longer route heads to Helen Lake over 
rolling alpine terrain and under the southwest aspect of Katherine/Helen Ridge 
before skinning 100m to the low point of the summit ridge of Cirque Peak where 
you head back south. Both alpine sections may have thick to thin, wind and solar 
snowpack issues to deal with. Once at the top of the ridge you will be able to 
scout the western slopes from different points along the ridge. The slopes down 
to Katherine Lake are less committing and often hold much better snow since 
they are lee. To lap the western slopes use the same route in which you gained 
the ridge. Lapping the eastern slopes can be done via the low angle terrain to the 
south west of Katherine Lake. To head back to the road it is best to back track 
your access route.

Cirque North Couloir
A Rockies classic couloir which may leave you a little disappointed if you thought 
you were going to ski a big couloir line. I can only assume this has become a 
classic because the whole trip together offers a good mix of ski mountaineering 
aspects into one big day trip. A couple of hours of ski touring into a beautiful area 
before a long summit ridge walk followed by a summit bid and rappel into a short 
and often rocky couloir. On the way out you get to ski over a glacier and finish 
touring through the large alpine meadow area near Dolomite Pass.

Map Reference #23

Vertical: 1100m access to the summit of Cirque Peak. Couloir/glacier run 300-
350m.

Distance: 7km access to the summit of Cirque Peak. 1km+ run down the couloir 
and glacier. 4km back to the starting of the summit ridge or 4km back to the road 
if going out the valley between Cirque and Observation Sub Peaks.

Directions: The traditional approach for this couloir goes up Helen Creek and is 
the one I list here but more direct approaches include starting at Helen Shoulder, 
over Crystal Ridge or through the pass between Crystal Ridge and Cirque 
Forepeak, these three options should be obvious to most and would link up to the 
following route via Helen Lake.

Follow the directions for the Katherine/Helen Ridge Slopes (page 71) to arrive at 
the low point of the summit ridge of Cirque Peak, (if taking the direct south aspect 
approach listed in the directions then highline over the Katherine/Helen Ridge to 
reach this point). Skin along the flat section to the base of the steeper ridge and 
go up as far as you can on skins before switching over to a bootpack. The last 
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20m before the false 
summit steepens 
slightly before 
reaching the flat area 
where the North 
Couloir run starts. 
To reach the summit 
climb up the short 
slope to the east. You 
will find ring bolts on 
the skier’s left wall of 
the couloir, often the 
upper 30m of this run 
is littered with rocks 
and a rappel over 
them will be preferred 
by most. Once off the 
rope, ski the short 
couloir to come to a 
wide-open low angle 
glacier run which 
ends around 2600m. 
If heading back to 
Helen Creek area it 
is best to trend skier’s 
right as you will need 
to circumvent Cirque 
Peak to the east via 
the Dolomite Pass 
area. Hug the east 

ridge of Cirque Peak trending south to reach the Dolomite Pass where you can 
link back up with your uptrack at the bottom of Cirque Peak’s south ridge. A 
preferred exit (especially if using one of the more direct approaches via Crystal 
Ridge or Cirque Forepeak – or if leaving a second car) is to head northwest 
towards Observation Sub Peak and to exit out the drainage between Cirque 
and Observation Sub Peak. You will find a benched rocky alpine section before 
reaching the valley drainage. Once below treeline stay skier’s left of the creek to 
access the lower forest of Cirque Forepeak’s West Ridge/North Rib area (page 
102) where skiing will be fairly easy all the way to the road.
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Helen Shoulder
Helen Shoulder is the unofficial name for the area south of Crystal Ridge. The 
Helen Lake summer trail goes through this area and the name is likely somewhat 
a result of that and Helen Creek to the east. In the past the area from just south 
of Cirque Forepeak all the way to Helen Shoulder was referred to as such by 
skiers, (and I’ve even had a few old schoolers tell me they used to call this area 
Crowfoot Glades 40 years ago). This is a classic area with short access and 
good lapping options. You will find open avalanche paths, burnt tree skiing, low 
angled glades, and since spring 2017 a very long low angle avalanche runout 
zone, which reaches far into the forest. After cranking out laps here you can ski 
back to the road via the Roadside Glade run.

Driving Distance: 29.5km

Parking Style: Roadside

Roadside Glades
This is by far the quickest and 
easiest way to access the Helen 
Shoulder area but is also a fun little 
glade run in its own right. The trees 
are well spaced and the run is low 
angled with no overhead exposure 
so it makes for a great beginner 
area too. Less of a destination 
slope and best used as an access/
exit route.

Map Reference #24

Vertical: 200m access/run.

Distance: 0.9km access/run.

Directions: A lot of people seem 
to access Helen Shoulder using the 
Helen Lake summer trail but that 
route is long, boring and a pain to 
ski out on. Instead from the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 
29.5km and park roadside. While skinning up fall line stay within the more open 
trees, this is the Roadside Glades run. After 30-40 minutes you will probably 
find the packed down summer trail which crosses under the burnt forest further 
to climber’s left (east). Ski back down almost all the way to the car if the snow is 
supportive and do laps using the same track.
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The Burn
The looker’s right run in the main bowl feature has an obvious burnt forest 
and it makes for some fun skiing. The area is easy to lap via the ridge line but 
most parties will eventually start skinning directly up the area after building 
confidence in the conditions. Although this area has “trees” the snowpack should 
not be considered anchored more than the open slopes in the area. Being caught 
in an avalanche within burnt trees will often cause massive trauma, as the branch 
stubs can be quiet sharp.

Map Reference #24

Vertical: 400m access, 100m run.

Distance: 1.5km access, 0.3km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Roadside Glades run (page 75). Skin 
up the ridge to the climber’s right to work around some cliffs before gaining 
the lower angled ridge where you will notice the burnt trees on the climber’s 
left slope. There are two burn entry points along the ridge, skier’s left burn and 
skier’s right, both providing about the same skiing vertical. It is also possible to 
extend your run down the newly formed runout zone leading into the forest. To 
lap you can either link back up with the shoulder or many will set a track directly 
up the climber’s right burn if conditions permit.

High Ridge Path
This avalanche path is very popular due to the easy access and has a longer run 
than The Burn. It is possible to connect it to the long low angled runout below 
to create an even longer run. I have triggered some isolated slabs here in the past 
and every time they have started about 20-30 meters down slope.

Map Reference #24

Vertical: 425m access, 150m run.

Distance: 1.6km access, 0.4km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Roadside Glades run (page 75). Skin 
up the ridge to the climber’s right to work around some cliffs before gaining 
the lower angled ridge where you will notice the burnt trees on the climber’s 
left slope. Continue up the ridge over wind-sculpted snowdrifts before reaching 
larger rocks, which you can’t skin over, the run is below you to the southwest. It 
is also possible to extend your run down the newly formed runout zone leading 
into the forest but there is a sizable flat area separating them. To lap the run you 
can either link back up with the shoulder or many will set a track directly up the 
climber’s right burn if conditions permit.
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Sitting Bull
The large rock formation at the very top of this area is often referenced as the 
Sitting Bull, (at least in the rock climbing community). To the looker’s left of it 
there is an excellent run with a nice flat grouping/staging area at the top. As with 
most of the runs in this area it can be linked up to the low angle run out zone 
below to make for a longer run.

Map Reference #24

Vertical: 500m access, 225m run.

Distance: 1.8km access, 0.5km 
run.

Directions: Follow the directions 
for the Roadside Glades run 
(page 75). Skin up the ridge to the 
climber’s right to work around 
some cliffs before gaining the 
lower angled ridge where you 
will notice the burnt trees on the 
climber’s left slope. Continue 
up the ridge over wind-sculpted 
snowdrifts before reaching larger 
rocks, which you can’t skin 
over. Often you can skin around 
these rocks on either side to then 
continue skinning up along the 
climber’s left of Sitting Bull. At 
the top there is a flat staging area 
and for those looking for views, 
a short walk to the top of Sitting 
Bull is definitely worth the effort. 
Most parties seem to take a more 
direct approach to gain access by skinning directly up the run. It is also possible 
to extend your run down the newly formed runout zone leading into the forest but 
there is a sizable flat area separating them. To lap the run you can either link back 
up with the shoulder or many will set a track directly up the climber’s right burn 
if conditions permit, (or skinning up the run itself if taking the direct approach 
mentioned).

South Facing Avalanche Paths
On the south aspect (looker’s left) of the main bowl feature there are several 
runs between slight ribs, which offer some great skiing. These south facing 
paths are the longest in the area and can provide large volume avalanches. On 
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March 15, 2014 a skier was caught in a size 3 avalanche while skiing the furthest 
looker’s left path, the following day they passed away while in the hospital, 
(https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/pn-np/mtn/securiteenmontagne-mountainsafety/
accidents/2014/03-2014).

Map Reference #24

Vertical: 520m access, 200-250m runs.

Distance: 2km access, 0.5km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Roadside Glades run (page 75). Skin 
up the ridge to the climber’s right to work around some cliffs before gaining 
the lower angled ridge where you will notice the burnt trees on the climber’s 
left slope. Continue up the ridge over wind-sculpted snowdrifts before reaching 
larger rocks, which you can’t skin over. Often you can skin around these rocks on 
either side to then continue skinning up along the climber’s left of Sitting Bull to 
a flat area above. The looker’s right run starts from the top of a flat ridge feature 
just west of the Sitting Bull run. For the other runs skin up to the climber’s left 
high point near the wind tunnel found to the climber’s right. The remaining runs 
can be accessed from this high point but to ski the skier’s right path you may 
have to down climb or ski through the rocky section that is often found here. 
Most parties seem to take a more direct approach to gain access to these runs by 
skinning directly up them. To lap the run you can either link back up with the 
shoulder or many will set a track directly up the climber’s right burn if conditions 
permit, (or skinning up the run itself if taking the direct approach mentioned). A 
third option for access or lapping is to sneak into the Crystal Ridge area to the 
west where you will find good but often-rocky access.
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Crystal Ridge Roadside
Crystal Ridge is the unofficial name for the area between Helen Shoulder and 
Cirque Forepeak (which are also both unofficial names). Traditionally skiers 
have included this area into Helen Shoulder but the Crystal Ridge name has 
become popular with hikers/scramblers and is also beginning to show up on 
topographical mapping apps. The roadside area of Crystal Ridge doesn’t provide 
much in the way of long fall line skiing but it does provide some fun short laps 
and amazing views once in the alpine. On a sunny day you can traverse the full 
length of this area in either direction at several altitude levels, which makes for 
excellent views and route finding exercises. The alpine area has many small, 
unnamed high points/peaks, bowls and moraines. Below treeline you will find 
several pillow fields, short steep open forest moraines and tree skiing back to 
the road.

Driving Distance: 31.5km to 34km

Parking Style: Crowfoot Glacier viewpoint or Bow Lake parking lot

Roadside Forest Moraine Wall
About a kilometer away from the road you’ll find this long band of steep but 
short skiing on an old moraine feature. A short distance above are some isolated 
pillow fields which can add to a playful day. It will quickly become obvious that 
this area has limited use but I included it for those looking for a quick lap or two 
with short access. The overall area is fairly large (roughly 0.5 square kilometers) 
but is broken up too much to provide any long ski lines.

Map Reference #28

Vertical: 200m access, 50-60m runs.

Distance: 1-1.5km access, 0.05-0.07km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 31.5km 
and park at the Crowfoot Glacier viewpoint. Cross the road to enter the unplowed 
Helen Lake parking lot and follow the obvious summer trail for about 0.5km 
before turning left into the forest heading north. Another 0.5km and you should 
arrive at the bottom a short but steep open slope. You can either skin directly 
up the slope or look for a lower angled section covered in trees to the climber’s 
right. Once on top of the open slope you can traverse along it to do laps or skin 
up a little higher to find isolated pillow fields. Return to the road by backtracking 
on your access route.
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Summit Bowl
To the east of the “summit” of Crystal Ridge there is a small alpine bowl which 
I have used for beginners to get some turns in while enjoying excellent views. 
There are also several other small high points in the area which can hold good 
snow on their lee aspects although most runs are in the 50-100m range. The 
views from the alpine are excellent and the skiing fairly easy. Do note that the 
wind here can create sharp hole like features—which, at best—could cause an 
awkward wipe-out and—at worst—create small terrain traps. The route to the 
summit could also make for a good introduction to easy bootpacking/YDS 2 in 
ski boots but make sure not to fall down the east aspect, it’s a long way down!

Map Reference #27

Vertical: 600m access, 80-100m 
runs

Distance: 2.8km access, 0.2-0.3km 
runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada 
gate at the start of 93N drive about 
31.5km and park at the Crowfoot 
Glacier viewpoint. Cross the road 
to enter the unplowed Helen Lake 
parking lot and follow the obvious 
summer trail for about 0.5km 
before turning left into the forest 
heading north. Another 0.5km 
and you should arrive either at the 
bottom a short but steep open slope 
(Roadside Forest Moraine Slope 
page 83) or the lower angled section 
covered in trees to the climber’s 
right of this area. Regardless 
you will need to link up with the 
lower angled forest terrain above 
the moraine where you will work 
benched terrain all the way to the 
alpine and the upper area of Crystal 
Ridge. The “summit” of Crystal 
Ridge is the highest pointy peak, which is found just northeast of a barely shorter 
similar looking peak. The Summit Bowl run is found to the west and often starts 
at the col between the two similar peaks. Further northwest you will also find 
several small slopes on the many unnamed high points in the alpine here. Return 
to the road by backtracking on your access route.
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Unnamed Border Peak
At the border (at least as far as this book is concerned) between Cirque Forepeak 
and Crystal Ridge there is an unnamed peak with great views and often a few 
different ski options depending on how the wind has blown the snow in.

Map Reference #31

Vertical: 650m access,  the runs vary highly depending on snow and how/if you 
link up to the lower slopes/forest.

Distance: 2.5km access, runs vary highly depending on snow and how/if you 
link up to the lower slopes/forest.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 34km 
and park at Bow Lake parking lot. Cross the road and skin up through the forest 
heading northeast. As you reach treeline the terrain will begin to bench and roll 
out, work these features heading east until finding the flatter alpine terrain above. 
With some luck you will find yourself to the west of the Unnamed Border Peak, 
with the steeper alpine slope of Cirque Forepeak to the north. From here there are 
two main options. The lower angle option wraps around the peak to the climber’s 
left to gain access to the unnamed pass between the Unnamed Border Peak and 
the south ridge of Cirque Forepeak before heading up a north aspect. A slightly 
more direct approach is to head up the west facing benches leading to a bowl 
feature, which could have anything from easy (but steeper) skinning on snow 
to random wind swept slopes requiring a bootpack. The ski options will highly 
depend on if the features are filled in enough as these slopes receive a fair share 
of wind. Return to the road by backtracking on your access route or follow the 
directions found in Cirque Forepeak’s South Ridge/Rib (page 97) to head to the 
summit of Cirque Forepeak.
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Crystal Ridge Backside
Crystal Ridge is the unofficial name for the area between Helen Shoulder and 
Cirque Forepeak (which are also both unofficial names). Traditionally skiers 
have included this area into Helen Shoulder but the Crystal Ridge name has 
become popular with hikers/scramblers and is also beginning to show up on 
topographical mapping apps. This is a super fun ski zone with some impressive 
rock features and amazing views. You will find several excellent alpine runs here 
and it is possible to lap them fairly directly when the conditions are stable. The 
runs are short but most are steep and the aesthetics alone are worth a few laps at 
some point in the season. Although I only listed a few runs for this area there are 
plenty more and you will soon start noting them while skiing in the area.

Driving Distance: 31.5km to 34km

Parking Style: Crowfoot Glacier viewpoint or Bow Lake parking lot

Summit Run
Just south of the Crystal Ridge “summit” there is an open run which can also be 
used to lap the southern Crystal Ridge Backside runs. It is also possible to ski 
the steeper skier’s right and left features depending on coverage. Do note that the 
slopes on either side of this run threaten it when used for lapping. I have seen a 
large size 1 avalanche cover our skin track here.

Map Reference #26

Vertical: 600m access, 125m run.

Distance: 2.1km access, 0.15km run.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 31.5km 
and park at the Crowfoot Glacier viewpoint. Cross the road to enter the closed 
Helen Lake parking lot and follow the obvious summer trail for about 0.5km 
before turning left into the forest heading north trending slightly east. Another 
0.5km and you should arrive either at the bottom a short but steep open slope 
(Roadside Forest Moraine Slope page 83) or the lower angled section covered in 
trees to the climber’s right of this area. Regardless, you will need to link up with 
the lower angled forest terrain above the moraine where you will work benched 
terrain all the way to the alpine and the upper area of Crystal Ridge. Once on top 
of the ridge you will most likely find yourself near the run. It starts at the low 
point, just south of the two ramp like peaks (the northern one being the “summit” 
of Crystal Ridge). Ski down to the east and skin back up the run for backside 
lapping. Back track on your access route to end the day. If unsafe to skin back up 
then wrap around Helen Shoulder and follow the summer trail back to the road.
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The Sugar Cube Runs
The large rock cube found on the back of Crystal Ridge is referred to as The Sugar 
Cube (at least by the rock climbing community). The rock formation provides 
some excellent aesthetics while skiing beside or through it. The runs on either 
side of The Sugar Cube are steep with the skier’s right run being much wider 
than the skier’s left. The Sugar Cube Couloir takes it up a notch with a possible 
required rappel (or very committing straight-line drop) to enter the upper bowl 
feature before skiing through a tight couloir and onto the fan.

Map Reference #25

Vertical: 625m access, 150m runs.

Distance: 2.5km access, 0.2km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 31.5km 
and park at the Crowfoot Glacier viewpoint. Cross the road to enter the closed 
Helen Lake parking lot and follow the obvious summer trail for about 0.5km 
before turning left into the forest heading north trending slightly east. Another 
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0.5km and you should arrive either at the bottom a short but steep open slope 
(Roadside Forest Moraine Slope page 83) or the lower angled section covered in 
trees to the climber’s right of this area. Regardless you will need to link up with 
the lower angled forest terrain above the moraine where you will work benched 
terrain all the way to the alpine and the upper area of Crystal Ridge. At top of 
the ridge you will most likely need to head south, along the way have a look 
down and across the slopes to find the large Sugar Cube rock feature. For the 
skier’s right run, head a short distance down and south to the start of the open 
face run. The Sugar Cube Couloir run starts directly above it and you will need 
to figure out a way into the upper bowl feature, which may require either a rappel 
or straight-line cliff drop. The skier’s left run starts from the highest point just 
south of the Summit Run and north of the Sugar Cube Couloir entry point. The 
entrance is wide and it will funnel soon after you begin to ski. The easiest area to 
lap the runs on the backside of Crystal Ridge is by skinning up the Summit Run 
(page 91). To return to the road it is best to follow your access route back down.

Northern Sneak Through Couloir
Just south of the Unnamed Border Peak (page 89), which borders the Cirque 
Forepeak and Crystal Ridge areas, you will find a short and wide couloir feature 
with a few small rock tower features. Due to the short vertical I would say it is 
less of a destination run and better severed as more interesting access to the Helen 
Lake area. It also serves well as an introduction to feature skiing for beginners.

Map Reference #30

Vertical: 600m access, 80m run and 80m to the unnamed pass.

Distance: 2.7km access, 0.1km run and 0.5km to the unnamed pass.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 34km 
and park at Bow Lake parking lot. Cross the road and skin up through the forest 
heading northeast. As you reach treeline, the terrain will begin to bench and roll 
out, work these features heading east, trending south, until finding the flatter 
alpine terrain above. With some luck you will end up below an alpine depression 
and will see the “summit” of Crystal Ridge above it in the distance. Skin up this 
depression and start working up the benched alpine terrain to the climber’s left 
(north east) where you will see a large “block” rock to the looker’s right of a low 
point along the ridge. Head directly towards the low point where you might find a 
skinny slot access point on the skier’s right side. Normally there is a large cornice 
overhanging the skier’s left side of the run and you may have to down climb a 
short distance to gain access to the ski terrain. After skiing down the feature, head 
north and climb through a rocky but short-lived slope up to the unnamed pass 
which separates the Cirque Forepeak and Crystal Ridge areas. From here you can 
end your day by skiing to the road or head up Cirque Forepeak, both which are 
described in the Cirque Forepeak South Ridge/Rib section (page 97).
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Cirque Forepeak
The officially unnamed high point to the west of Cirque Peak is commonly 
referred to as Cirque Forepeak. There are a ton of skiing options covering the full 
spectrum of skiing ability from low angle open face skiing to steep committing 
alpine lines. The short access to the alpine is another big draw to this area and the 
views are pretty damn sweet too. The roadside aspect has three wide rib features 
with an upper alpine bench area above, and the run descriptions are broken down 
this way. As far as this book is concerned the border for the Cirque Forepeak and 
Crystal Ridge areas is just north of the Unnamed Border Peak (page 89) where 
you will find an unnamed pass leading into the Helen Lake area.

Driving Distance: 34km to 35.5km

Parking Style: Bow Lake parking lot or roadside

South Ridge/Rib
This area is bordered by Crystal Ridge to the south and the most obvious forest 
drainage to the north. While the alpine run coming off the Upper Alpine Bench 
here is the steepest, the trees below are the thickest of the three rib zones. There 
is a not-so obvious forest drainage further to the south which can serve as a better 
exit from the area than skiing the main forest rib. The treeline skiing is broken up 
a fair bit and has limited skiing potential when compared to the other ribs.

Map Reference #32

Vertical: 850m access 
and run back to the 
road.

Distance: 3.5km 
access, 3km run back to 
the road.

Directions: From the 
Parks Canada gate at 
the start of 93N drive 
about 34km and park at 
Bow Lake parking lot. 
Cross the road and skin 
up through the forest 
heading northeast. As 
you reach treeline the 
terrain will begin to 
bench and roll out, work 
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these features until finding the flatter alpine terrain above. With some luck you 
will find yourself to the west of the Unnamed Border Peak with the steeper alpine 
slope of Cirque Forepeak to the north. From here you have two similar options. 
You can wrap around the climber’s left side of the Unnamed Border Peak (page 
89) to gain access to the unnamed pass between it and the south ridge of Cirque 
Forepeak, before heading up the south aspect of the lower south ridge and then 
losing about 20m to arrive at the crest of a mini bowl feature. To gain roughly 
the same location you can also skin directly up the larger slope to the northeast. 
Regardless how you get to this mini bowl feature you now need to go up a short 
but steep slope to gain the upper south ridge leading to the summit. Once on the 
ridge the route to the top should be obvious to most, head north working benched 
and often rocky terrain. There are plenty of options for skiing down. The main 
downhill draw for the south rib area is the steeper alpine slope below the upper 
bench. The lower tree skiing isn’t great but there are some descent drainage runs, 
which border the Cirque Forepeak and Crystal Ridge areas, these will be found 
roughly where you skinned up if using these directions. And of course you can 
ski down any of the other Cirque Forepeak runs described.

Center Rib
This is my personal favourite rib feature out of the three. The run coming off the 
Upper Alpine Bench connects well to the even planed treeline area. The lower 
tree skiing is spaced out enough for most skier abilities. Just below treeline you 
will likely run into a short section of small thick trees but it is short lived enough 
to be forgiven. Although the terrain here is very similar to the North Rib I often 
find slightly better snow for downhill skiing in this area.

Map Reference #33

Vertical: 850m access and run back to the road.

Distance: 3.5km access and about the same for the run back to the road.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 34km 
and park at Bow Lake parking lot. Cross the road and skin up through the forest 
heading north for about 1km before turning northeast after passing the drainage. 
If you find yourself travelling up an increasingly obvious drainage it is best to 
gain the climber’s left wall to exit it. This drainage, although commonly travelled 
up, leads to a nasty terrain trap and can often have open water holes in it. As you 
reach treeline, you will most certainly find a thick section of small trees before 
popping out into open treeline glades and finally alpine terrain. Continuing 
into the alpine you will reach the steeper alpine slopes leading up to the Upper 
Alpine Bench. Skin up the steeper alpine slope to gain the bench above and head 
northeast to link up with the West Ridge, which leads all the way to the summit. 
Ski back down your access route or use the other directions to try a different run.
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West Ridge/North Rib
Similar to the Center Rib area the West Ridge/North Rib has fairly good skiing 
terrain from top to bottom but often it’s downfall is that it seems to be effected 
by wind a bit more. If the alpine snow is questionable you can often bootpack 
the steeper section up the West Ridge directly on rock before gaining the lower 
angled terrain above. This ridge is also a great way to gain access to the Northern 
Alpine Chutes as the shorter runs start soon after you enter the alpine along the 
ridge.

Map Reference #34

Vertical: 800m access and run back to starting location.

Distance: 3km access and run back to starting location.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 35.5km 
and park roadside. Travel into the open forest heading northeast. After 1km start 
heading more east to avoid some steeper sections before breaking treeline where 
you will then want to head directly towards the West Ridge. Follow the alpine 
ridge to the Upper Alpine Bench area and continue following it all the way to the 
summit. Ski back the same way or use the other directions to try a different run.

Middle Drainage
Below the center area of the Upper Alpine Bench you will find a cross loaded 
strip of snow above the most obvious drainage on the roadside aspect of Cirque 
Forepeak. This can be a great run all the way down to the forest if conditions are 
stable but the lower section is a serious terrain trap and even a small slide could 
result in a deep burial into possible open water. As you get closer to the road this 
run does see some thick and fallen trees and you may end up paying a small price 
for the turns.

Map Reference #32, #33 or #34

Vertical: 200m run from the Upper Alpine Bench to the lower drainage area.

Distance: 0.4km run from the Upper Alpine Bench to the lower drainage area.

Directions: Follow the directions from the South Ridge/Rib, Center Rib or West 
Ridge/North Rib (pages 97, 98, 102) to gain access to the summit of Cirque 
Forepeak. From the summit, trend skier’s right to find the drainage. If you are 
not looking to go to the summit then traverse the Upper Alpine Bench until the 
drainage becomes obvious. The most obvious exit is to follow the drainage all 
the way back to the road but many will prefer to head skier’s right out of the 
drainage before it turns into a terrain trap in order to ski the Center Rib’s more 
pleasant forest terrain.
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Upper Alpine Bench
Above the steeper alpine areas of the three rib features on the roadside aspect 
you’ll find a fairly low angled bench feature with some broken slopes above 
leading to the summit. Most parties will only use this area on route to the summit 
but you could also do some laps here before heading down for the day if good 
snow was found. Often the section just below the summit is wind swept but later 
in the year it often begins to fill in allowing for full top to bottom runs if you 
connect the correct areas.

Map Reference #32, #33 or #34

Vertical: 200m run from the summit to where the bench ends.

Distance: 0.5km run from the summit to where the bench ends.

Directions: Follow the directions from the South Ridge/Rib, Center Rib or West 
Ridge/North Rib (pages 97, 98, 102) to gain access to the summit of Cirque 
Forepeak. Lap this area using the same track and exit using the directions from 
one of the previously described runs.

Cirque North Bowl
Personally I feel this is the best overall run on Cirque Peak/Cirque Forepeak. 
The snow on this benched out bowl is often very good and stays dry well into 
late spring. The way the terrain is broken up make it feel like several shorter runs 
but each section still long enough to have plenty of fun with. Other guidebooks 
describe the run access to be from Helen Creek, but by accessing it via the Cirque 
Forepeak area you can get at least two laps in by looping around Cirque Forepeak 
and you won’t require a second vehicle.

Map Reference #29 (Helen Creek Access), #32-34 + 35 (Highline Access)

Vertical: 900m access via Helen Creek, 800-850m via Cirque Forepeak summit 
routes.400m run down the North Bowl.

Distance: 7km access via Helen Creek, 3.5-4km via Cirque Forepeak summit 
routes. 1km run down the North Bowl.

Directions: There are several ways to access this run. The most committing 
route will have you highline from the summit of Cirque Forepeak. Follow the 
directions from the South Ridge/Rib, Center Rib or West Ridge/North Rib (pages 
97, 98, 102) to gain access to the summit of Cirque Forepeak. Ski or bootpack 
along the ridge to the east to gain the low point where the run starts to the north. 
Some parties will appreciate ice axes, crampons and short roping here if deciding 
to bootpack as you are climbing above a large slope along a cliff. Another option 
is to ski one of the east-facing slopes found along the south ridge. After the 
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short east-facing run skin up the south aspect to the low point between Cirque 
Forepeak and Cirque Peak. The last option is drop over the unnamed pass, which 
separates Cirque Forepeak and the Crystal Ridge area and skin up the south 
aspect to the low point. I prefer these routes over the Helen Creek/Lake route but 
if you wish to do that simply follow the directions earlier in the book to access 
Cirque North Couloir (page 72, map page 66) but at Helen Lake head northwest 
to find yourself below the south aspect leading to the same low point. From the 
low point between the peaks ski down the north-facing bowl all the way to the 
valley found between Cirque Forepeak and Observation Sub Peak. As you enter 
the trees on the skier’s left side of the drainage you can regain the West Ridge 
(page 102) to head back to the summit of Cirque Forepeak for another lap or head 
down the North Rib forest for an fairly easy ski back to the road. If you parked at 
Bow Lake then it is best to ski hard skier’s left within the forest to end up closer 
to your starting location.

Northern Alpine Chutes
On the north aspect of Cirque Forepeak there are several steep alpine lines 
which you will have probably noticed if you have skied the North Bowl or on 
Observation Sub Peak. These lines are best left for later in the season as they 
are often fairly rocky earlier on. The longest line from the summit of Cirque 
Forepeak can often be accessed without a cornice problem, while most of the 
other lines will require some chopping or dropping for access. These chutes start 
showing up off the back of the West Ridge soon after reaching the alpine and gain 
length as you head up the ridge to the summit.

Map Reference #34

Vertical: 400-850m access depending on access route and run. 100-200m of 
feature skiing with another 100-200m of fan skiing depending on run.

Distance: 2-3.5km access depending on access route and run. Run distance 
varies greatly.

Directions: Follow the directions from the South Ridge/Rib, Center Rib or West 
Ridge/North Rib (pages 97, 98, 102) to gain access to the summit of Cirque 
Forepeak where you can access the longest chute. For the other lines follow the 
West Ridge/North Rib directions where you will need to look along/down the 
backside of the ridge to figure out where each run starts from. To lap these runs 
ski down into the valley found between Cirque Forepeak and Observation Sub 
Peak. As you enter the trees on the skier’s left side of the drainage you will need 
to skin up through the forest to regain the West Ridge. If wishing to head back 
to the road it is best to head hard skier’s left within the forest if you had parked 
at Bow Lake.
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Observation Sub Peak
Observation Sub Peak is found between Cirque Forepeak and Observation Peak 
and has long been a classic ski touring area. It has quite a few different areas 
to ski, with a lot of different access routes. Near the road and up the valley that 
borders Cirque Forepeak you will find some great tree/glade skiing, while the 
alpine areas off the summit and summit ridge offer some outstanding ski descents.

Driving Distance: 35.5km to 36.5km

Parking Style: Roadside

South Ridge, South Face
This is a popular area to grab some quick turns near the road with easy access. 
This slightly benched out terrain has open glade skiing, alpine loaded pockets 
and access to the bigger alpine lines near and off the summit.

Map Reference #36

Vertical: 400-600m access, 100-300m runs.

Distance: 2.5-3km access, 0.3-0.7km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 35.5km 
and park roadside. Travel in the forest northeast for about 1.5km while staying 
on the climber’s right side of the drainage where you will reach the open valley 
separating Observation Sub Peak and Cirque Forepeak. Head up the valley for 
another 0.5km before skinning up the south aspect. Trend climber’s right to gain 
the ridge line which you can follow all the way to the top of the lower south face. 
On the way up you should see plenty of downhill skiing options. Once back at 
the drainage valley head southwest to exit back to the road, stay skier’s left of the 
lower drainage, following your access track back out.

South Ridge, East Aspect Alpine Run
Near the top of the south summit ridge you can drop into this beautiful and steep 
line fairly easily. There will probably be some cornice growth along the ridge but 
often near the top it will knife or horn out allowing better access. This run faces 
east of south and gets sun throughout the day, even in the deep winter.

Map Reference #36

Vertical: 800m access, 250m run.

Distance: 3.5km access, 0.4km run.
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Directions: Follow the directions for the South Ridge South Face (page 107). 
Follow the ridge until reaching some larger rock features before the final climb to 
the summit. The run goes down to the skier’s right of the rock. After skiing down 
it is often possible to regain the south ridge at the flat section on the way back to 
the drainage valley to get a run in the glades found on the lower section of the 
South Face. Once back at the drainage valley head south west to exit back to the 
road, stay skier’s left of the lower drainage, following your access track back out.

South Aspect Summit Run
It is possible to ski directly from the summit of Observation Sub Peak on the 
south aspect although during early and late season the upper section can be 
quite rocky due to wind and solar effect. The lower section has a couple of route 
options and you should be sure to note which has the best coverage before skiing. 
You can scout the line easily along the ridge on your way up.

Map Reference #36

Vertical: 950m access, 400m run.

Distance: 4km access, 1km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for the South Ridge South Face (page 107). 
Follow the ridge all the way to the summit. Near the top of the ridge you will 
likely run into the some YDS 2-3 terrain depending how much snow is present. 
Once at the top, ski down directly south either through the couloir like feature to 
the skier’s right or the more open terrain to the skier’s left. You can easily scout 
each skiing option on the way up. After skiing down it is often possible to regain 
the south ridge at the flat section on the way back to the drainage valley to get a 
run in the glades found on the lower section of the South Face. Once back at the 
drainage valley head southwest to exit back to the road, stay skier’s left of the 
lower drainage, following your access track back out.

East Peak, South East Face
The slightly lower summit of Observation Sub Peak has some great skiing down 
its southeast aspect. The runs here are a bit steeper than the North Glacier (page 
113) and the glacier found on most maps here is now almost completely gone. If 
you did take a lap here and had your glacier kit it is also a short distance to go to 
grab a lap on Cirque Glacier.

Map Reference #37

Vertical: 950m access, up to 400m runs.

Distance: 5km access, up to 1km runs.
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Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 35.5km 
and park roadside. Travel in the forest northeast for about 1.5km while staying 
on the climber’s right side of the drainage where you will reach the open valley 
separating Observation Sub Peak and Cirque Forepeak. As you continue up the 
valley you will see a headwall at the end. Skin up the headwall using the benches 
and head climber’s left (north) to gain the upper alpine area below the South East 
Face run. Skin up the south ridge using the lower angle terrain to gain the top of 
the East Peak to ski from the top. Do not attempt to ski northeast all the way to 
Dolomite Creek as there is a sizable cliff around 2250m.

North Glacier
Traditionally this is probably the main draw for people heading up to the top 
of Observation Sub Peak. This glacier run usually has great coverage right into 
early summer, is low angle enough for most skier abilities and the views to the 
north are outstanding. The run ends at a large cliff with a couloir feature leading 
down to Dolomite Creek.

Map Reference #36, #38 or #39

Vertical: 950m access, 400m glacier run.

Distance: 3-4.5km access depending on route, 1km glacier run.

Directions: There are many ways to gain the summit of Observation Sub Peak 
to ski its North Glacier. You can follow the directions for Observation Peak’s 
Alpine Bench Runs (page 122) and once at the col climb up and over the false 
summit of Observation Sub Peak and onward to the summit via the northeast 
ridge. Otherwise follow the directions for the South Aspect Summit Run (page 
111). A third route goes directly up the southwest ridge from the road which links 
up to the south ridge (Roadside Glades page 119). Regardless of access, once on 
the summit ski down north-east while making sure to stop short of the cliff at the 
glacier toe. The couloir at the bottom is reported to go all the way to Dolomite 
Creek but this would result is a fairly long day and is outside the scope of this 
book. To lap and ultimately exit back to the road you will need to skin back up 
the glacier. Your exit route to the road will depend on where you parked and it is 
likely best to back track on your access route.
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West Face
This area has seen its fair share of accidents in the past and for good reason, the 
slope gets wind blasted, cross loaded, isolated solar and usually suffers from 
thick to thin issues when it “looks filled in”. If you do find yourself here when 
the snow is good, the runs are steep, have good fall line and are excellent overall.

Map Reference #36, #38 or #39

Vertical: 950m access, 300-400m run depending on line.

Distance: 3-4.5km access depending on route, 0.8km run.

Directions: There are many ways to gain the summit of Observation Sub Peak, 
refer to the North Glacier (page 113) directions. Once on the summit of the Sub 
Peak you’ll need to find an entry point for the line you hoped to ski. Often you 
will need to down climb along the ridge a short distance from the summit for 
access. You may also need to down climb into your line, as the top section here 
is often windswept. After skiing down you will want to stay to either side of 
the lower terrain trap drainage feature to head back to the road. If you parked 
at Bow Summit then go hard skier’s right to regain the Roadside Gully area. If 
you skinned up the south ridge then head skier’s left and ski out via the Roadside 
Glade area.
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False Summit North Couloir
Unless you are looking to traverse Observation Sub Peak you will probably never 
bother skiing this run, although it is a fairly nice feature. The main reason to ski 
this run is to avoid bootpacking down the final section of the often very rocky 
west ridge of Observation Sub Peak to link up with the high col between it and 
Observation Peak. It is fairly steep and usually the wind will create even steeper 
spine features within. The directions listed come from the Observation Peak area 
but I have included here since it is technically part of Observation Sub Peak.

Map Reference #39 or #40

Vertical: 800m access, 150m 
run.

Distance: 4km access, 0.2km 
run.

Directions: Follow the directions 
for Observation Peak’s Alpine 
Bench Runs (page 122) and once 
at the col climb up and over the 
false summit of Observation Sub 
Peak. The false summit is often 
rocky and a bootpack will be 
required. From the top the run to 
the northwest is obvious. After 
skiing the guts head skier’s left 
at the bottom where you will 
need to skin up to the col. From 
here you can retrace your steps 
back to the road or ski the full 
Roadside Avalanche Gully (page 
121) run from the top.
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Roadside Glades
On the lower roadside aspect you will find plenty of tree and glade like skiing 
in the forest up to treeline. The short access and often wind loaded trees make 
for good reasons to come here for the day. The area can be a day saver when 
avalanche danger has gone up or the alpine has been wind hammered. The alpine 
areas above can also provide very direct access to the summit.

Map Reference #38

Vertical: 350m access to the top of the glade area and 950m total to the summit 
via this route. 200 glade runs.

Distance: 1.5-2km access to the top of the glade area and about 3km total to the 
summit via this route. 0.5km glade runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 36.5km 
and park roadside. Skin northeast up into the forest where you will find plenty 
of areas for glade and tree skiing along the way. You can also skin a little higher 
to join some of the alpine areas to extend your runs. To return to the road simply 
backtrack on your access track. If heading to the summit using this access take 
the skier’s right route branch found on the map to head up to the often wind 
swept south-west ridge leading to the southern summit ridge.
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Observation Peak
On the east side of the 93N at Bow Summit lies the rather large Observation Peak. 
Lots of opportunity for getting turns in on this west aspect but unfortunately the 
alpine areas here tend to get a lot of wind and the snow usually ends up being 
highly variable. If you do get to ski here without wind effect it can be a real treat, 
short and fast access with some great views await.

Driving Distance: 39km

Parking Style: Peyto Lake (Bow Summit) parking lot

Roadside Glades
Much like the Roadside Glades on Observation Sub Peak (page 119) this area 
can be a day saver during heightened avalanche danger or wind blasted alpine 
periods. You’ll find a mix of glade and tree skiing here with slope angles that 
work well for the tree density found.

Map Reference #39 or #40

Vertical: 350m access for low alpine start to glades. 200-250m runs.

Distance: 2-2.5km access for low alpine start to glades. Up to 1km runs if skiing 
off fall line, 0.5km if taking more direct lines.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 39km and 
turn left onto the road marked for the Peyto Lake (Bow Summit) parking lot. At 
times the plow operators will have cleared an area around this intersection and 
although it provides room for closer parking it is more likely intended to provide 
sight lines for cars attempting to get back on the road. From the parking lot walk 
down the road, cross the 93N and head down onto the large open flat area. From 
here there are two popular routes. The first is to head on a 90° angle from the 93N 
across the open flats towards the open drainage/avalanche runout found just after 
entering the forest. Follow the drainage until reaching the main fan feature where 
you head hard climber’s right following the trim line for access to the glade/tree 
skiing found below. The second option is to head directly east across the open 
flats to skin up through the glade/tree skiing area. You will most likely find a well 
-set skin track regardless which way you go. Once above the trim line ski down 
into the trees. Use your uptrack for lapping and back track on your access route 
to head back to the road.

Roadside Avalanche Gullies
These are very popular areas to lap when stability is good due to the short access, 
steep skiing and excellent views. These gullies get cross-loaded which can make 
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for great skiing but can also create localized heightened avalanche danger. The 
start zones above are very large and also make for a great skiing but the transition 
from the upper area to the runouts can often have some serious thin to thick 
issues that you’ll need to account for.

Map Reference #40

Vertical: 300-400m access, 150-250m runs.

Distance: 1.25-1.5km access, 0.3-0.5km runs. 

Directions: Follow the directions for the Roadside Glades area (page 121) 
following the direction heading up the drainage/avalanche runout. Follow the 
drainage to reach the fan feature where you can skin directly up the guts of the 
run for access. To access the climber’s left gully head up and over the rib feature 
that separates it from the main gully. Lap using the same uptrack and exit back to 
the road via your access route.

Alpine Bench Runs
Below and to the west of the col that separates the false summits of Observation 
Peak and Observation Sub Peak you will find a bench with a small bowl like 
feature on the backside. There are several options for skiing around this feature 
and it provides a route to the col if you are heading up to the higher areas.

Map Reference #39 or #40

Vertical: 600m access, 200-400m runs (longer if joined to Roadside Glades).

Distance: 2.5-3km access, 0.3-0.5km runs (longer if joined to Roadside Glades).

Directions: Follow the directions for the Roadside Glades area (page 121) until 
you are at the top of the trim line. Above you is the bench feature with southwest 
facing ski lines between rocky sections. To the climber’s right there will be a 
slight drainage with a higher rib/ridge feature further climber’s right. Skin up or 
along side the drainage feature to link up with the low angled terrain of the Alpine 
Bench found to the north (climber’s left). Above the bench will be some short 
slopes with cliffs with often wind swept rock above. Below your position will be 
a number of chutes that may or may not be skiable depending on coverage. It is 
also possible to link up to the Roadside Avalanche Gullies area at the far north 
end of the bench and above this point is the route to access the col found between 
the false summits of Observation Peak and Observation Sub Peak. To gain the col 
skin up climber’s left and through the exposed terrain to reach the flatter alpine 
ridge above you.
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“But between Banff and Jasper lay the richest section of 
the whole Rockies, towards which motorists looked with 
longing eyes. There, in a region almost inaccessible, 
the alpine grandeur of the Canadian mountains, it had 
long been known, reached a majestic culmination. The 
fascinating books written by a handful of alpine climbers 
and scientists who had made the first explorations; later 
governement reports, the stories told by mountain guides 
and the few travellers who made the three weeks’ journey 
through by pony back were all agreed on one point- this was 

the climax of the Rocky Mountains system.” 

-Miss Mabel B. Williams, 
“The Banff Jasper Highway” 1948
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West Side
On the west side of the 93N you will find the Waputik  Mountains stretching 
from Kicking Horse Pass to Saskatchewan River Crossing. Many of the peaks 
here are heavily glaciated compared to the east side of the 93N. The bulk of the 
roadside runs found here are on north and east aspects, which stay in the shade 
for most of the ski season. The solar runs in the area also get their unfair share of 
shade during the middle part of the winter as the valley trends slightly northwest 
and the large peaks end up blocking the light. These areas seem to get less wind 
effect and more direct loading due to the winds coming off the Waputik and 
Wapta Icefields. The southern section has longer access due to the road being 
on the east side of the valley but for the most part the lower flats provide quick 
travel in open terrain. The Wapta Icefield is found on this side of the valley and 
the straightforward access from the road makes it possible to day trip the peaks 
found in the Bow and Vulture Glacier areas.
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Waputik Peak
This isolated peak found in the southern section of the 93N would provide some 
amazing views due to it’s position. I have heard some friends skiing the lower 
roadside runouts but I have yet to bother heading over to it myself. Below Robb 
Schnell offers up his winter route to the summit.

Driving Distance: 6km

Parking Style: Roadside

Waputik Peak Summit Route
By Robb Schnell

Waputik peak is a short, straightforward summit to tag directly from the Icefields 
Parkway. It is much quicker to tackle it from this side than doing the long walk 
up Bath Creek and the skiing is quite mellow. The impressive views to the west 
include the Bath Creek ice climbs, the Bath Glacier, and Mt Daly. If this summit 
sounds too good to be true you’re correct, the price you will pay for the fine 
outing is a very steep section of dense, miserable forest!

Map Reference #41

Vertical: 1000m access to summit

Distance: 6.5km access to summit

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 6km and 
park roadside. Ski west through the light forest aiming for the highest peak of 
Waputik or the bowl just to the south of it. The angle increases as you near the 
peak and aggressive, high traction skins are recommended. This section  is quite 
unpleasant and you will be hating life, and ME, for sending you here!... and I 
wouldn’t blame you! But persevere... the terrain eventually relents below the east 
side of the highest peak. Turn north, following the edge of the forest until you can 
curve west into the valley between the peaks. Travelling on the southern slopes 
here presents great exposure to avalanche terrain. Head straight up this valley to 
reach the col. Turn north and ascend towards the west slope of the highest peak 
all the way to the summit. This section will likely require some bootpacking. 
Travel back on your access all the way back to the road.
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The Pulpit Knobs
Between Pulpit Peak and Waputik Peak you will find 7 “knobs” extending out 
from the long southern ridge of Pulpit Peak. Most of these knobs provide excellent 
ski runs on their north, east and south aspects. Traditionally the reference “Pulpit 
Knob” belonged solely to the most northern knob feature to the east of Pulpit 
Peak and it has been very popular with skiers for some time. The southern knobs 
have been skied in the past less regularly it seems. The wind coming off the 
Waputik Icefield tends to load this area nicely with loose snow with knobs 6 and 
7 being the exception due to the lack of an alpine wall to provide shelter. In 2018 
Chris Moneypenny and I did a traverse of all 7 knobs which we named the Seven 
Deadly Sins Traverse, details can be found on page 221.

Pulpit 1 Knob
Traditionally referred to as Pulpit Knob, this area has become an extremely 
popular location with skiers over the years. Often the runs will be “tracked out” 
after the weekend crowd gets to them but luckily this zone refreshes quickly from 
snow blowing off the Waputik Icefield found to the west. The main draw here is 
the perfectly angled open glades on the South Aspect but you’ll often meet more 
than a couple of parties lapping the East Chutes or using them as their preferred 
exit run.

Driving Distance: 16.5-17.5km

Parking Style: Roadside or Hector Lake viewpoint

Pulpit 1 South Aspect
A classic run which often has great snow. The main attraction is the wide open 
glade area on the skier’s left of the south aspect but the trees skiing to the skier’s 
right can also provide some great runs. Lower down on this aspect you will find 
a number of cliffs and pillow areas, most are great fun while some may provide 
slightly larger drops than most will want to try.

Map Reference #49

Vertical: 450m access, 200m runs.

Distance: 4.5km access, 0.4km runs.

Directions: The shortest access is found by parking roadside at the Hector Lake 
summer trailhead, from the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 
16.5km and park roadside. In the summer there is a small parking lot here but it 
is not plowed in winter. The other option for parking is to drive 1km further north 
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to arrive at the Hector Lake viewpoint, this provides you with better parking but 
adds about 15 minutes to your access time. From the roadside parking area follow 
the fairly obvious cut summer trail all the way to Bow River where you will find 
a trail sign. If you parked at Hector Lake viewpoint then head down and skier’s 
left in the forest to reach the Bow River and ultimately the same point where 
the summer trail meets the river. Head downstream (left) along the riverbank 
until you reach Hector Lake. Cross the lake heading towards the southern shore 
and begin working your way up the forest slope heading southwest. After about 
150m vertical gained from the lake the trees will start to open up and you should 
find yourself below the south aspect. Follow the south-east ridge working slight 
benches to gain the top of Pulpit 1 Knob. From here you have several options for 
runs with the most obvious being the large open area directly south from the top. 
Other options include skiing back down the south-east ridge or heading into the 
thicker glades to the west. To lap simply regain your skin track or to exit follow 
your uptrack back to Hector Lake and the road.

Pulpit 1 East Chutes
It’s hard to not notice the chutes on the east aspect of Pulpit 1 Knob while skinning 
across Hector Lake. There are a number of steep and committing runs here which 
should be treated with respect, even a 
small loose slide could easily throw 
you down some unfriendly terrain. 
Many people use these chutes as a 
better way to exit back to Hector Lake 
at the end of their day.

Map Reference #49

Vertical: 450m access, 200-350m 
runs

Distance: 4.5km access, 0.3-0.6km 
runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for 
Pulpit 1 South Aspect (page 131) to 
arrive at the south-east ridge. Along 
the final ridge you can drop off to the 
climber’s right to ski the shorter chutes 
or head all the way to the top to ski 
the longer ones. To ski the far skier’s 
left (north) run follow the north ridge 
down a short section before entering 
the slope.
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Pulpit 2 Knob
This feature is a bit less of a knob and more of a long ridge to a high point but 
regardless of semantics there is some excellent steep skiing found here. There is 
also some limited open alpine runs below the large alpine wall but this is less of 
a reason to head here and more of a backup plan for when the chutes are unstable.

Driving Distance: 16.5-17.5km

Parking Style: Roadside or Hector Lake viewpoint

Pulpit 2 Pillow Chutes
From the start of the ridge to the highpoint you will find several chutes and 
plenty of pillows. Many of these lines are steep, have tight chokes, large pillow 
features and/or mandatory drops so not really a place to get some chill laps in. 
The expectation to this is Chute 2, which provides a long excellent “normal” 
run. Chutes 1 and 5 may require a rappel or mandatory drops into serious terrain 
while Chute 1.5 may have you second guessing yourself with a straightline choke 
with an overhanging rock feature. These chutes also make for excellent steep 
avalanche terrain and when slides happen in them the snow moves extremely 
fast with no outs for the skier. Be 
warned, this is serious terrain!

Map Reference #47

Vertical: 300-400m access, 100-
300m runs.

Distance: 5-5.5km access, 0.1-
0.3km runs.

Directions: The shortest access is 
found by parking roadside at the 
Hector Lake summer trailhead, 
from the Parks Canada gate 
at the start of 93N drive about 
16.5km and park roadside. In the 
summer there is a small parking 
lot here but it is not plowed in 
winter. The other option for 
parking is to drive 1km further 
north to arrive at the Hector 
Lake viewpoint, this provides 
you with better parking but adds 
about 15 minutes to your access 
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time. From the roadside parking area 
follow the fairly obvious cut summer 
trail all the way to Bow River where 
you will find a trail sign. If you parked 
at Hector Lake viewpoint then head 
down and skier’s left in the forest to 
reach the Bow River and ultimately 
the same point where the summer trail 
meets the river. Head downstream 
(left) along the riverbank until you 
reach Hector Lake. Cross the lake 
heading towards the southern shore 
and begin working your way up 
heading southwest to link up with the 
open drainage that separates Knobs 1 
and 2. Follow the drainage to the low 
point and then head south along the 
ridge where you will begin to see the 
various chute options while looking 
over the edge to the east. The last 
section of the ridge to the top of Knob 
2 becomes fairly steep and exposed 
on both sides. To find the last chute 
you will need to head downhill a short 
distance. Chute 2 will be the easiest to 
look down while the other runs will 

require you to scout from either side or go in blind. To lap these runs head north 
at the bottom to meet up with the drainage and your access skin track.

Pulpit 2 Alpine Bowl
If you head to Pulpit 2 Knob’s Pillow Chutes and decide they aren’t your cup of 
tea than you can always take a few laps in the alpine area climber’s right of the 
ridge. There are several areas with playful jumps and rolls but take note of small 
terrain traps and the large alpine fan features above you.

Map Reference #48

Vertical: 400m access, 100-150m runs.

Distance: 5-5.5km access, 0.3-0.5km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for Pulpit 2 Pillow Chutes (page 135) until 
reaching the top of the drainage. From here skin up through the open rolling 
alpine area to gain access for the area you wish to ski. You can also follow the 
ridgeline above the chutes and drop down into the alpine area.
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Pulpit 3 Knob
A similar knob feature to Pulpit 1 Knob but just slightly smaller. The east aspect 
has several avalanche paths, which can be skied from the top while the south 
aspect has a very nice gully like feature leading down to the bowl. The trees 
below the bowl, which lead down to the valley flats, are also nicely spaced out 
compared to many of the other knobs. Make sure the Bow River is frozen before 
accessing this area as you are required to cross it.

Driving Distance: 13km

Parking Style: Roadside

Pulpit 3 East Paths
There are a few slightly different avalanche paths found on the east aspect but 
they are barely separated enough to call them individual runs. The main run 
which starts at the top of the knob is the prize here but the other paths are also 
great fun to lap. With a good uptrack in the climber’s left trees you should be able 

to ski several laps with little effort.

Map Reference #46

Vertical: 300-500m access, 200-400m 
runs

Distance: 3.25-3.5km access, 0.4-
0.7km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada 
gate at the start of 93N drive about 
13km and park roadside. Ski a short 
distance downhill to the valley flats 
and head directly towards Knob 3. 
Skin up the trees found below the 
upper bowl feature between Knobs 3 
and 4 for about 250m of vertical before 
skinning up through a more glade like 
area just below the top of Knob 3. To 
ski the shorter east facing lines head 
back down the glade area to where the 
forest thickens and head skier’s left to 
enter the shorter avalanche paths. To 
ski the longest east facing run simply 
drop off the top to the east. To lap this 
area go south to regain your skin track.
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Pulpit 3 South Run
This is a fun run with several pillow and small cliff options. The main line is 
a small gully like feature with a small tree island rib to the skier’s right. It is 
probably possible to start higher up in the more complex alpine terrain in deep 
snow years.

Map Reference #46

Vertical: 500m access, 200m 
run.

Distance: 3.6km access, 0.4km 
run.

Directions: Follow the 
directions for Pulpit 3 East Paths 
(page 139). Once at the top head 
west along the ridge and start 
your run to the south where the 
ridge begins to climb steeply. 
After the main run you can 
usually ski over the flatter terrain 
heading east to join up with the 
lower pitch heading down to the 
valley flats. If wishing to lap the 
upper section of the run then link 
up with your uptrack found in 
the climber’s right trees.
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Pulpit 4 Knob
Most likely the best skiing of all 7 Pulpit Knobs is found here. From large open 
alpine faces to playful pillow fields, you could probably spend a few days skiing 
here and still find something new and fun. Getting around and to the top of this 
one is a more serious task than many of the other knobs; this is big terrain with 
some scary terrain traps. Make sure the Bow River frozen before heading out.

Driving Distance: 13km

Parking Style: Roadside

Pulpit 4 East Path
From the top you can ski this very long east-facing avalanche path all the way 
down to the valley flats on the skier’s left. The terrain here benches out a couple 
of times but it should be obvious that these benches will not stop an avalanche 
of any notable size. It is also possible to lap lower sections from the climber’s 
right trim line.

Map Reference #45 or #43

Vertical: 600m access, up to 500m runs.

Distance: 4 km access, up to 1km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 13km 
and park roadside. Ski a short distance downhill to the open valley flats and head 
directly towards Knob 4. Skin up along the trim line found below the upper bowl 
feature between Knobs 3 and 4 for about 250m of vertical. If you wish to only 
ski the lower runout section then you can start here (or enter at any time below 
this point). For a longer run keep skinning along the slightly treed northeast 
ridge. The upper section becomes quite steep and exposed as you move climber’s 
left. Another way to reach the top is to skin up through the trees below the bowl 
between knobs 4 and 5 to the climber’s right of the main drainage (do not skin 
up the drainage). You will find a small lake as you exit the trees with a narrow 
“ridge like” feature to the climber’s right. Follow the “ridge” to gain a benched 
area above before skinning to the top of the knob in open alpine terrain. Once at 
the top of the knob (more like the low point of the alpine ridge) ski down east 
trending skier’s left to ski the full path to the valley flats.

Pulpit 4 East Pillow Fields
In the middle lower area of the east aspect you will notice several large areas of 
sustained pillows, which can provide a hell of a good time. Although these areas 
are under slightly more broken up and raised terrain, than the avalanche paths on 
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either side, it is important to recognize that you still have some large exposure 
above you. I imagine that a large stoked group lapping pillows could easily forget 
how exposed they are here on a big powder day! A rowdy freeskier will likely 
also see the potential for linking the upper cliff drops to the pillow fields but 
remember it’s a long way back to the road with two broken femurs.

Map Reference #44

Vertical: 400m access, 
100-150m runs (does 
not include linking to 
upper area).

Distance: 3.5km 
access, 0.2-0.3km 
runs (does not include 
linking to upper area).

Directions: From the 
Parks Canada gate at the 
start of 93N drive about 
13km and park roadside. Ski a short distance downhill to the open valley flats 
and head directly towards Knob 4. Skin up through the forest on the climber’s 
left side of the longer avalanche runout for about 200m vertical before finding 
yourself below the pillow areas. Lap the area directly and remember there is 
basically nothing you can do here to truly limit exposure. If you want to link the 
upper cliffs to this area then the best way is to gain the top of the knob. Skin up 
through the trees below the bowl between knobs 4 and 5 to the climber’s right 
of the main drainage (do not skin up the drainage). You will find a small lake as 
you exit the trees with a narrow “ridge like” feature to the climber’s right. Follow 
the “ridge” to gain a benched area above before skinning to the top of the knob 
in open alpine terrain. Once at the top of the knob (more like the low point of 
the alpine ridge) ski down east trending skier’s right to find yourself above some 
wicked terrain before linking back up with the pillow area below.

Pulpit 4 Drainage Paths
To the climber’s right of the drainage found between Knobs 4 and 5 there are 
three avalanche paths which have not yet cleared out the trees all the way to the 
valley. All three are steep and have cliff and pillow features to play with. With a 
good uptrack between the climber’s left path and the main drainage it is easy and 
quick to lap them all.

Map Reference #43

Vertical: 400-500m access, 150-400m runs.
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Distance: 3.5-4km access, 0.3-0.7km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 13km 
and park roadside. Ski a short distance downhill to the open valley flats and head 
directly towards Knob 4. Skin up through the trees below the bowl between 
knobs 4 and 5 to the climber’s right of the main drainage (do not skin up the 
drainage). You will find a small lake as you exit the trees with a narrow “ridge 
like” feature to the climber’s right. Follow the “ridge” to gain a benched area 
above where you can access the steep upper starting locations of the Drainage 
Paths. Another less committing option for access is to ski into them via the trim 
line below the lake, you will only be missing out on a short (but steepest) section 
by doing so but will save a good amount of time working the awkward “ridge” 
above the lake. To lap this area simply head south at the end of your run to regain 
your uptrack.

Pulpit 4 South Alpine Runs
Although some will argue that the other Pulpit Knobs also have alpine runs, 
Pulpit 4 Knob is by far the one that will make the most sense to most skiers. Once 
on the top of the knob it is straightforward to climb along the west ridge to access 
some truly big terrain or at any time ski down heading south to enjoy some lower 
angled open runs. Although dropping south into the more benched out terrain in 
the alpine will seem not very committing, remember you still have some massive 
overhead exposure and a nasty terrain trap (steep walls into a lake) below you. 
Make sure you scope your overall line carefully beforehand.

Map Reference #43

Vertical: 600-800m access, 200-400m runs.

Distance: 4-4.5km access, 0.5-0.7km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 13km 
and park roadside. Ski a short distance downhill to the open valley flats and head 
directly towards Knob 4. Skin up through the trees below the bowl between 
knobs 4 and 5 to the climber’s right of the main drainage (do not skin up the 
drainage). You will find a small lake as you exit the trees with a narrow “ridge 
like” feature to the climber’s right. Follow the “ridge” to gain a benched area 
above before skinning to the top of the knob in open alpine terrain. Once at the 
top of the knob (more like the low point of the alpine ridge) follow the ridge west 
to access longer runs and wilder terrain or ski down trending skier’s right (to 
avoid skiing towards the terrain directly above the lake). If planning on going to 
the high back wall lines via the ridge be prepared for some alpine snow climbing 
along cornices, knife ridges and short rock sections. It should be obvious to most 
that it is also possible to skin up the slopes to the climber’s left of the lake but this 
puts you in direct exposure for a much longer period of time.
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Pulpit 5 Knob
The nice thing about this knob is that it shares the same basic access for most 
of the runs for Pulpit 4 Knob and with just a little more work you can be skiing 
some steep north-facing terrain. From the top you also have easy access to the 
upper alpine bowl feature between Knobs 5 and 6 and access to Pulpit 6 Knob’s 
Northern Chutes. The 5/6 Bowl is similar to Knob 4’s South Alpine Runs but 
with no lake below to worry about. Although this knob will feel a little less 
committing than Knob 4 it should be obvious that this area is still avalanche 
terrain with the volume in the start zones exceeding the runout size.

Driving Distance: 13km

Parking Style: Roadside

Pulpit 5 North Aspect
The north aspect here provides some steep “tree” skiing but in no way should this 
area be considered a “safe zone” due to the tree coverage. Most of the trees here 
are small and/or larches and provide no anchoring effect. There is also a rock 
chute feature higher along the ridge which can mix up the run style a bit when 
lapping the area.

Map Reference #42

Vertical: 500m access, 150m runs.

Distance: 4km access, 0.2km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 13km 
and park roadside. Ski a short distance downhill to the open valley flats and head 
directly towards Knob 4. Skin up through the trees below the bowl between 
knobs 4 and 5 to the climber’s right of the main drainage (do not skin up the 
drainage). You will find a small lake as you exit the trees, head south and skin up 
along the steep ridge to gain the top. You can ski down within the light tree cover 
or continue west along the ridge to drop into more open terrain. You will find an 
obvious entry point along the ridge for a rock chute run.

Pulpit 5/6 Bowl
Once at the top of Pulpit 5 Knob it would be hard not to notice the long open 
facing skiing that the south and east facing alpine area offers. Skinning to just 
below the alpine ridge at the back of the bowl is a fairly simple but exposed task, 
while gaining the actual ridge can present a bit more of a challenge and may 
require a short bootpack.

Map Reference #42
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Vertical: 625m access, 125-225m runs.

Distance: 4.3km access, 0.3-0.5km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for Pulpit 5 North Aspect (page 147) to gain 
the top of Pulpit 5 Knob. Skin west along the ridge before finding a spot to ski the 
southern aspect. To ski the middle bowl area you can either go for a lap and skin 
back up or traverse high in the bowl from the ridge to start your run. Although it 
is possible to ski out of this drainage, it is not recommended, (the choke can be 
very rocky), instead skin back up to the top of Knob 5 and ski the North Aspect 
run to backtrack on your access route.

Pulpit 6 Knob
This is the most southern knob which runs are described for in this section, (for 
Pulpit 7 Knob check out the Seven Deadly Sins Traverse on page 221). This one 
will be a bit more work to get to as the least exposed route involves going up and 
over Pulpit 5 Knob and gaining the col in the Pulpit 5/6 Bowl. The north aspect 
here has several steep tree chute features but unless the other knobs are tracked 
out, or you’re looking for something new, then I’m not sure they are worth the 
effort.

Driving Distance: 13km

Parking Style: Roadside

Pulpit 6 Northern Chutes
The chutes here are definitely a little out of the way and if you get the snow 
wrong they can also provide some serious consequences to deal with in a remote 
location. For those reasons I don’t really suggest bothering with the area unless 
you have already skied most of the other Pulpit Knob runs.

Map Reference #42

Vertical: 650m access, 200m runs. 

Distance: 5km access, 0.2km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for Pulpit 5/6 Bowl (page 147) and gain the 
ridge at the back of the bowl, this may require a short bootpack. The route now 
becomes a pleasant ridge top walk to the chute of your choice. Although it is 
possible to ski out of this drainage, it is not recommended, (the choke can be very 
rocky), instead skin back up to the top of Knob 5 and ski the North Aspect run 
and backtrack on your access route.
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Bow Peak Roadside
This is a long time popular area that has plenty of options ranging from glades to 
insanely steep couloirs. West Nile and Grand Daddy Couloir are by far the most 
known runs, while the less skied Gutentight and FOD couloirs should test even 
the best skiers abilities. The short access to this area is one of it’s main draws and 
if you are thinking of spending a night or two at the Mosquito Creek Hostel then 
skiing here makes a lot of sense.

Driving Distance: 22.5km

Parking Style: Mosquito Creek Hostel parking lot

West Nile
A classic ski area with some great tree/glade skiing, which can be a good option 
when avalanche conditions aren’t favourable. It should be noted that avalanches 
can sometimes reach deep into the forest here and could take out previously 
untouched forest terrain, limiting overhead danger should still be considered 
when skiing here.

Map Reference #51

Vertical: 250m access,200m runs. 

Distance: 2km access, 0.4km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 22.5km 
to reach the parking lot for Mosquito Creek Hostel. Head southwest through the 
forest (or use one of the several trail/walkways in the area) before crossing an 
open area, which is bordered by the Bow River. After crossing the river the forest 
will start to become a mountainside and just under 1km of distance and roughly 
200m vertical gained you will be near the top of the glade/tree runs of West Nile. 
The better skiing that I have found has been south of the Grand Daddy fan and 
north of the southern avalanche paths, which extend down to the valley flats.

Alpine Fans and Avalanche Paths
Above the West Nile area you will be hard pressed not to notice the fans and their 
avalanche paths, which can reach far into the forest below. Even if you don’t start 
higher up on the alpine fans you still get a fair amount of vertical for the little 
effort involved in lapping the lower runout zones. Remember to consider the 
overhead exposure, after all there is a reason there are no trees here!

Map Reference #50 or #51
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Vertical: 300-450m access, 350m runs (or more if really pushing the alpine).

Distance: 2-2.5km access, up to 0.8km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for West Nile (page 151). Once at the trim 
line you can either traverse the area to find a runout to your liking or skin higher 
up onto the alpine fans to extend your run. Some of the longer runouts are now 
found to the south of the main West Nile area, if looking to head there directly 
then trend more south after the river crossing to arrive near the bottom of the 
main runout.

Grand Daddy Couloir
By Kevin Hjertass, ACMG Ski Guide, MTN Guiding.

This is perhaps the most user-
friendly, easy-to-access and fun 
couloir around. That’s why it’s so 
busy! The beautiful rock walls that 
form the couloir are tall and nearly 
vertical making it feel like you’re in 
the belly of the beast. The snow is 
often undisturbed by wind or sun but 
quite a bit of spindrift flushes its way 
down the line; at least one party has 
been spit out by loose dry avalanches 
so it’s best to wait a few days after 
new snowfall. It’s a great half-day 
for fast parties or full-on mission 
for those new to steeper lines. If you 
are looking for your first “big line” 
you might as well start here, most 
Rockies skiers before you did.

Map Reference #52

Vertical: 800m access, 400-450m 
run including the fan.

Distance: 3km access, 0.5km run 
including the fan.

Directions: Follow the directions 
for West Nile (page 151). Once at 
treeline regroup on the moraine 
and plan your attack. It is usually 
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possible to skin right up to the mouth of the couloir, though these fans are often 
the greatest avalanche hazard to consider. Regroup below the pillar climber’s 
right to switch to bootpacking. The climb starts easy enough but steepens and 
tightens as you go. The top section is split by a pillar, which can be passed on 
climber’s right. The skiing above this is tight (sometimes little more than a ski 
length wide) and often shallow and rotten. Many parties choose to click in below 
the pillar. The pillar itself can be topped and you can change over on it with a 
little balance. Other parties continue on through the next pinch and change over 
on climber’s left, directly above it. There is always a (mostly stuck/supported) 
cornice at the top. Don’t bother trying to tunnel through or climb around it as it 
does not add to the descent but does increase risk. The usual descent is to the 
skier’s left of the upper pillar but if you want an extra challenge, go right and be 
ready to come out hot! The couloir mellows and widens as you ski. The skier’s 
left often has the best snow. With a deeper snowpack you can cut left at the 
bottom and ski around the pillar where you changed over for bootpacking. Either 
way rolling out onto the fans is fast, fun and sometimes the best skiing of the 
whole run. To get back to the road retrace your setups by skiing down West Nile 
to link up with your access track.

Gutentight Couloir
By Matt Rta

Easily missed in the annual stampede up and down Grand Daddy, this line ranks 
as one of the area’s most aesthetic. It’s also no gimme, featuring steep, confined 
terrain, multiple chokes and more than enough overhead hazard to encourage one 
to pack a helmet. On the right day, though, a descent of this wild feature is pure 
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magic. The line can be broken into 
three somewhat distinct sections. The 
upper couloir is as steep and narrow 
as anything around, often runneled 
and promotes a sporting amount 
of snow mushroom and cornice 
growth. Below that, a comparatively 
wider and mellower middle is a 
good place to release a clenched 
sphincter before impossibly parallel 
and uniform rock walls close tightly 
to form the incredible lower couloir.    

Map Reference #53

Vertical: 800m access, 450-500m 
run.

Distance: 3.5km access, 0.5km run.

Directions: Follow the directions 
for West Nile (page 151). Traverse 
northwest along the trim line below 
Grand Daddy to the next prominent 
avalanche fan. Ascend where 
reasonable, aiming for the gap 
between two prominent rock towers. 
The base of either tower serves 
as a good place to transition to 
bootpacking and make a final hazard 
assessment before heading into 
the lower couloir, which bears an 
unsettling resemblance to a bowling 
lane with the side bumpers up. At 
its top, you’ll find yourself looking 
at a series of ledges and gullies. 
Stick climbers left where choices 
present themselves, until a steep 
choke marks the beginning of the upper couloir. This choke may be bypassed 
on descent by staying skier’s right on a small panel of steep snow. If it wasn’t 
already, the rest of the ascent should be extremely self explanatory. Transition at 
the top, or where comfortable, and descend the way you came up. Skin briefly 
back to the top of West Nile, then ski the glades and double pole, skate or skin 
the flats back to the car.
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Funnel of Death
By Matt Rta

The name of this line is one 
of the most melodramatic in 
the Rockies, and can only 
be pronounced correctly by 
professional monster truck 
announcers (though at the time 
of printing, it’s not believed that 
any have skied it). It is, however, 
very much a natural funnel with 
plenty of snow and extensive 
cornices in its upper reaches, so 
it’s not too difficult to understand 
the origin of the name. While 
the position on the steep, open 
upper snowfield is superb, the 
line’s true draw lies lower, in 
the several hundred meters of 
tight and continuous couloir 
skiing at a fairly moderate pitch. 
Resembling Bow Summit’s 
Flower Couloir on steroids, it’s 
a spectacular descent in good 
conditions and a memorable one 
regardless. 

Map Reference #54

Vertical: 1000m access, 700-
800m run (depending on fan 
skiing).

Distance: 5km access, 0.8-1km run (depending on fan skiing).

Directions: Follow the directions for West Nile (page 151). Traverse northwest 
approximately 1.25 km along the trim line below Grand Daddy and Gutentight 
until you round a slight corner and the aspect above switches from northeast to 
true north. Ascend the fan to the base of the couloir and find a sheltered spot to 
switch to bootpacking. Once at the base of the upper snowfield, use ribs and other 
micro features to find the most efficient route to Bow Peak’s summit ridge. Most 
parties transition just below the crest to avoid tunnelling through cornices, but 
the line has been skied from ridgetop. Being a funnel, the descent is extremely 
straightforward. Return to the road using your access route.
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Crowfoot Pass
This area is more commonly referred to as Crowfoot Glades but in reality the 
“glade” area is pretty small. As far as this book is concerned, this area starts at 
the small lake south of Bow Lake and ends south of Crowfoot Pass. There is a 
wide variety of runs here, steep treeline chutes, pillow walls, glade laps, moraine 
hot laps, couloirs and alpine fans. The route up Bow Peak is also included as it 
is accessed from the pass and offers some of the best views on the 93N. Often 
the area is extremely busy with a dozen or more cars parked along the road but 
there is enough isolated terrain that you may not run into anyone (or run into 
everyone!).

Driving Distance: 30km to 31.5km

Parking Style: Roadside or Crowfoot Glacier viewpoint

Crowfoot Road Facing Chutes
This is a super sweet, short access area that holds good snow and is easy to lap. 
In total there are 6 chutes here with pillow walls options between most of them. 
All the chutes are slightly different. Chute 1 is very short and is almost always 
tracked out. Chute 2 is probably the most popular, has three slightly different 
runs within it and can be started higher up on the ridge to make for a longer run. 
Chute 3 has the most tree coverage making it more of a glade run but does have 
several fun pillow lines on either side of main line. Chute 4 starts very wide but 
tightens before popping out over a steep cliff/pillow wall (which has a dense 
trim line under it so probably not the best place to get some air). Chute 5 is the 
most complex and longest, it has multiple lines in it including 2 couloir features, 
(one to start and one in the lower half), pillow walls and if skiing it down into 
the forest a big old growth tree ramp to finish the run off! Chute 6 is the widest 
and has several options for cliffs, pillows or just slashing the wide-open powder 
fields. Between all these chutes you will find very steep pillow walls, which may 
or may not be skiable depending on the snow found. In heavy snow years you 
will likely get a window to ski most of these pillow wall zones but do not make 
that decision lightly, when these walls shed it will become painfully obvious 
how serious this terrain is. Even small sloughs, (never mind slab avalanches) 
in either the chutes or the pillow walls could result in serious injury or worse, if 
attempting the more complex lines it is wise to check them out from below first.

Map Reference #58

Vertical: 100-225m access, 50-150m runs.

Distance: 1.5-2.2km access, 0.1-0.2km runs.
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Directions: From the Parks Canada 
gate at the start of 93N drive about 
31.5km to reach the Crowfoot Glacier 
viewpoint. From here you can either 
park in this often plowed area or 
backtrack south for about 1-1.5km 
before parking roadside before a slight 
left bend in the road. If opting for 
the plowed parking then skin down 
to the shoreline and follow it for just 
over 1km to link up with the roadside 
parking directions. From the roadside 
parking ski down a short slope to a 
large open area. Head south, trending 
slightly west towards an opening in 
the trees where you will reach a lake. 
Cross the lake heading south trending 
slightly east towards an opening in 
the trees where you will follow a 
drainage for 0.1km before coming 
out to another open flat area. Head 
south (left) where you will often find 
previous skin tracks splitting off in two directions. Head east (left) up a drainage 
for a short distance before beginning to skin up through the forest. Skin up 

the slope heading south-east to gain 
the ridge that climbs along the Road 
Facing Chutes. After about 50m of 
vertical you will find yourself above 
a short chute with pillows and drops 
on the skier’s right wall, this is Chute 
#1. Keep skinning along the high point 
of the ridge and after another 100m of 
vertical and about 0.3km of distance 
you will come to a flat open area 
with a steeper slope above. The runs 
to the climber’s left (north) is Chute 
#2. Skin up the steeper slope above 
Chute #2 to either add vertical to that 
run or keep heading up and over the 
high point to reach Chute #3 which 
will look less like a chute and more 
like a glade run. From here continue a 
very short distance to arrive at the top 
of the funnel like starting of Chute #4 
with the best starting position being on 
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the slightly higher skier’s right wall. For Chute #5 follow the ridge line a short 
distance to find the obvious entry, the skier’s left start is less complex while the 
skier’s right starts with a technical couloir like feature – below is an open runout 
slope which leads to a second couloir feature and an old grow tree ramp lower 
down before entering the denser forest. For the last chute head along the high 
point of the ridge for another 0.15-0.2km past Chute #5 to arrive at Chute #6, 
which has a very obvious entry point with cliffs on either side. The run splits into 
two main areas with the fall line area below the split sporting some cliffs.

There are several ways to lap these chutes. To lap chutes 1, 2 and 3 it is easiest 
to ski back down to the start of your uptrack, below these areas there is a forest 
drainage which can be fun “ski out” style run once filled in. If skiing Chute #3 
just make sure to trend high skier’s left as you get lower into the forest in order 
to join up with this forest drainage. When you ski Chute 1 & 2 you will naturally 
funnel into this forest drainage by heading slightly skier’s left after the run. To 
lap chutes 4, 5 and 6 the direct way is to put an aggressive skin track up Chute 
#4. After skiing Chute #6, traverse through the forest into the middle runout area 
of Chute #5 before traversing through the forest that separates #5 from #4 to find 
your uptrack in #4. If you ski the full run of Chute #5 it is fairly hard to get back 
up through the forest as there are many cliff areas. The preferred circuit is to do 
a lap in Chute #4, set an uptrack and then do several laps in Chute #6 and the 
upper section of #5 before finishing the day with a full lap of Chute #5 to head 
out. The other option for lapping chutes 4, 5 and 6 is to head southeast along the 
trim line below the runs where you will find a drainage which comes out from 
the moraines further to the east. Follow the drainage up to treeline where you 

will find a short but steep top out to 
gain the ridge. Follow the flat terrain 
northwest to link back up with the 
ridge, which provides access to all the 
chutes.

To end your day you can either trend 
hard skier’s left in the forest below 
any of the chutes or if you want to get 
some tree skiing in just head fall line 
until you reach the Bow River. More 
often than not the Bow River will not 
be frozen here during winter, instead 
of trying to cross, it is easier to follow 
it upsteam (west) to arrive back at 
the lake, which you went across for 
general access. Once at the lake regain 
your skin track leading back to the 
road.
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Pillow Drainage
This drainage is often used to access Crowfoot Glades or the Alpine Fans. In 
early season or a lower snow year most of this drainage is filled with pillows, 
later on with more snow and traffic these pillows usually disappear.

Map Reference #59

Vertical: 150m access and run.

Distance: 2km access, 0.3km run.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 31.5km 
to reach the Crowfoot Glacier viewpoint. From here you can either park in this 
often plowed area or backtrack south for about 1-1.5km before parking roadside 
before a slight left bend in the road. If opting for the plowed parking then skin 
down to the shoreline and follow it for just over 1km to link up with the roadside 
parking directions. From the roadside parking ski down a short slope to a large 
open area. Head south, trending slightly west towards an opening in the trees 
where you will reach a lake. Cross the lake heading south trending slightly east 
towards an opening in the trees where you will follow a drainage for 0.1km before 
coming out to another open flat area. Head south (left) where you will often find 
previous skin tracks splitting off in two directions. Head west (right) to follow 
another short drainage where you will arrive in a pillow/lateral moraine area, 
with an obvious drainage feature to the east (left), this is the Pillow Drainage. 
Skin up along or in the drainage to reach the top where you can ski back down 
over pillows (at least until the drainage has been skied a thousand times and the 
pillows are all packed out).

Moraine Bowl
To the looker’s right of the hanging Crowfoot Glacier tongue is a bowl feature 
above the lower drainage area. Although you will often see yoyo tracks here 
the area should be travelled in with caution as it is not unusual to watch large 
avalanches come down from above. As many will also note, moraines themselves 
provide an excellent slope angle to produce avalanches on their own.

Map Reference #60

Vertical: 200-400m access and runs.

Distance: 2.5-3.5km access, 0.5-1km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Pillow Drainage (above) but instead of 
heading up the drainage, do a 180 and head up and over the lateral moraine. Skin 
up the large moraine feature and into the upper bowl. Most people skip the upper 
bowl area and lap the lower steeper east facing moraine wall.
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Crowfoot Glades
Traditionally the whole area to which I am calling Crowfoot Pass in this book is 
referred to as Crowfoot Glades. This has always puzzled me a bit since there is 
almost no glade skiing in the greater area. For this book Crowfoot Glades will 
reference the tree/glade skiing found between the two drainages coming out of 
the upper moraine areas. This area does have some good skiing and often holds 
good snow but most of the area needs to be skied off fall line to avoid ending up 
in the terrain trap drainage to the skier’s right. It is very easy and quick to lap this 
area using the Pillow Drainage run and for the most part it is a pretty safe zone to 
ski (outside of the fall line drainage terrain trap).

Map Reference #59

Vertical: 200m access and run.

Distance: 2.2km access, 0.4km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Pillow Drainage (page 167) to reach 
the rolling moraine features above it. The Crowfoot Glades area starts up to the 
climber’s left of the drainage and you will probably want to gain the moraine 
slope just above the glades to extend your run a bit. The steeper fall line skiing 
will head skier’s right but unless you want to end up in a terrain trap you will 
want to resist fall line and trend skier’s left instead. If you are successful in 
trending skier’s left you will ski all the way back down to the flat area and link 
back up with the start of your uptrack to start another lap.

Crowfoot Pass Moraines
Many of the moraines can offer some short lived but fun yoyo laps when you feel 
like being in the alpine but are too scared to go into larger terrain. As most people 
know moraines can still avalanche but many of these features are small enough 
to “get it wrong” and “get away with it”, with that said I’m in no way saying you 
should go here and attempt to do such a thing! As you get closer to Crowfoot 
Pass some of the moraines do get fairly large and go flat rather quickly, such a 
terrain feature could act as a terrain trap and easily bury someone very deep even 
with smaller volumes of snow. Another point of concern is the plentiful amount 
of boulders in the area, which can often create hidden holes from wind drifts.

Map Reference #58 or #59

Vertical: 200-250m access, 50-100m runs.

Distance: 2.5-3.5km access, 0.1-0.3km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Pillow Drainage (page 167) to reach the 
rolling moraine features above it. Continue heading southeast skinning through 
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a maze of moraines to access the higher ones with slightly longer runs. You 
can also access these moraines by using the same access as the Crowfoot Road 
Facing Chutes (page 161). Once passing the top of Chute #3 start heading south 
where you will pop out of the trees with the moraines above you.

Alpine Fans
You will notice several large alpine fans starting under the steep cliffs of the 
unofficially named BowCrow Peak. These fan features offer some steeper alpine 
skiing in an area that otherwise would lack it. The most northern fan can be skied 
all the way down to the lower area providing a much longer run. These fans 
avalanche fairly regularly and are often triggered by snow coming off the steep 
cliffs above. The ground here is rocky and there are plenty of boulders, so being 
caught in an avalanche could result in some serious trauma.

Map Reference #59

Vertical: 200-300m access, 100-300m runs.

Distance: 2.5-4km access, 0.3-0.7km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Pillow Drainage (page 167) to reach the 
rolling moraine features above it. Continue heading southeast skinning through 
a maze of moraines before heading southwest to begin climbing the fan of your 
choice. The longest run here is the first fan feature as you can link it to back all 
the way to the flats where the Pillow Drainage run ends.

Crowfoot Pass
A tour out to Crowfoot Pass has long been a classic for a nice day out. The views 
of Hector Lake and the Pulpit Knobs are outstanding for such little effort. There 
is some skiing here but unfortunately the snow often suffers from the high winds 
that travel through the area. Plenty of terrain traps along the way, the most serious 
being the alpine slopes above a large depression just before reaching the pass.
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Map Reference #58 or #59 to #57

Vertical: 400m access.

Distance: 4.5km access.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Pillow Drainage (page 167) to reach 
the rolling moraine features above it. You can also access these moraines by 
using the same access as the Crowfoot Road Facing Chutes (page 161). Once 
passing the top of Chute #3 start heading south where you will pop out of the 
trees with the moraines above you. Work your way through the ever-growing 
maze of moraines features heading southeast. As you near the pass the fans from 
BowCrow Peak will begin to threaten your access. The final 0.5km will likely 
have you on the climber’s right travelling close to the fan coming of BowCrow 
Peak before reaching a large flat area with a large depression to the south. Head 
left (east) to find a shorter slope leading down into this depression in order to 
limit exposure before heading back right (west) to find easy access directly to 
Crowfoot Pass. To head back from the pass simply back track on your route.

High Five Wall
Resting below the south ridge of BowCrow Peak, to the southwest of Crowfoot 
Pass, is a steep wall with a hand full of couloir and couloir like features. The 
name comes from the four obvious lines make up the fingers, a less obvious 
shorter line looker’s left for the thumb, and the lower broken down moraines 
creating a palm. Look out for the large exposure above most of these lines in the 
form of isolated snowfields, snow ribbons and cornices. It is a bit of a journey to 
get here but the multiple lines in a small area make up for the distance. I have yet 
to ski these but they look great, which is why I decided to include them.

Map Reference #56

Vertical: 400m access to Crowfoot Pass, loose about 50m to reach the bottom of 
the lines. Runs are in the 150-250m range.

Distance: 6km access to reach the bottom of the lines. Runs in 0.15-0.25km 
range.

Directions: Follow the directions for Crowfoot Pass (above). At the pass head 
south trending west down the low angled slope directly towards the now visible 
couloir features. Climb up, ski down and repeat for each. On exit follow your 
access route out or complete the Bow Peak Circuit (page 241) to mix it up a bit.
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Bow Peak Summit, West Gully/South Bowl
Bow Peak has outstanding summit views due to its isolated position in the valley 
but it can often be a tricky climb due to snow conditions. Usually you will be 
forced to also follow your bootpack back down as the snowpack conditions can 
be fairly horrible but if you get a chance at good snow in the West Gully you 
won’t soon forget the descent. The summit ridge will often fall into the realm of 
easy mountaineering and in late season some parties will appreciate short roping 
along the knife ridges and overhanging cornices that may be present.

Map Reference #58 to #57 to #55

Vertical: 900m access to summit, 300-350m run for West Gully.

Distance: 6.5km access to summit, 0.6-0.7km run for West Gully.

Directions: Follow the directions for Crowfoot Pass (page 170). From the pass 
you can often skin a short distance up the west aspect of Bow Peak but you will 
most likely be forced to begin bootpacking at some point in order to gain the 
summit ridge. Once on the summit ridge follow it along wind-sculpted snow to 
a high point (false summit), about 30m below you crossed above the West Gully 
ski run. To reach the true summit 
you will need to down climb a 
short section, (you just crossed 
over the top out of FOD Couloir). 
Below you to the south is the 
South Bowl of Bow Peak, which 
is very big terrain and will most 
certainly have very different snow 
conditions than what you have 
just climbed. If skiing the South 
Bowl finish your day by wrapping 
around the south shoulder of 
Bow Peak at treeline and head to 
Mosquito Creek Hostel parking 
area to find your second vehicle 
waiting. To ski the West Gully 
head back over the false summit 
and climb down over a normally 
rocky entry point before skiing 
the cross loaded feature. If the 
snowpack is not one to be tested 
then retrace your bootpack down 
to Crowfoot Pass. Once at the pass 
head back to the road using your 
access route.
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Bow Lakeside
This area has short access while Bow Lake is frozen and boosts a few alpine 
features but is mostly fan skiing. Although most of the features and slopes here 
are small there is a fair amount of exposure above you. Often the upper cliffs can 
drop snow down and trigger larger avalanches on the slopes you will be skiing. 
More than a few parties have been caught in serious avalanches here.

Driving Distance: 31.5-33km

Parking Style: Crowfoot Glacier viewpoint or Bow Lake viewpoint

Crowfoot Couloir
By Kieran Crimeen

A short but sweet run visible from the ever-busy Crowfoot Glacier viewpoint. 
Bonus points if you can do it on a clear day with a big audience. This line is best 
done mid winter before the sun gets too warm as there is a bit of an east facing 
snow patch above that has a propensity to slough parties out of the couloir as it 
warms. The other usual couloir precautions apply; be aware of slough, ensure 
stability is good for the skin up in the fan, and look out for cornices.

Map Reference #61

Vertical: 600m access and run.

Distance: 2km access, 1km run.

Directions: From the 93N park 
gates drive 31.5km north and 
park at the Crowfoot Glacier 
viewpoint. Head SW across 
Bow Lake towards the obvious 
couloir. Stick to the trees in 
the lower slopes and begin to 
switchback up the fan. There’s 
a few large boulders strewn 
throughout the fan however but 
they should be visible and easily 
avoidable. Start booting once 
you get to the walls. Near the top 
there’s usually a short ice step 
guarding the final few meters 
of couloir. Transition here or 
put your crampons on and keep 
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going for a few extra turns but beware there’s usually a hole behind and to the 
sides of the ice step and not at all worth falling into. There’s nothing tricky about 
skiing the couloir, it’s a straight shot down to the lake and back to your car. It’s 
around 40 degrees on average and mellows as you near the exit. Things could be 
spicy getting down the ice step should you choose to climb it.

Lake Side Fans
If you are looking to do a few quick crowd-pleasing laps then there’s no better 
place than the northeast facing fans above Bow Lake. Some of these runs are less 
than 1km away from the road and offer steep pitches. These fans do avalanche 
regularly and are often triggered from the snow fields above; getting in an 
avalanche here would be serious mistake as you could very well be pushed into 
the lake and drown long before your partners find you.

Map Reference #62

Vertical: 200m access and runs.

Distance: 1.5-2km access, 0.5km runs.

Directions: From the 93N park gates drive 31.5km north and park at the Crowfoot 
Glacier viewpoint. Alternatively you can also drive 33km and park at the Bow 
Lake viewpoint. Regardless where you park you simply skin across Bow Lake 
and lap the fan area you wish to ski.
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Ferris Glacier
On either side of the small Ferris Glacier you will find two classic ski 
mountaineering peaks, the named Crowfoot Mountain to the south-east and the 
unofficially named Little Crowfoot to the south-west. Both have a long history 
with skiing and are well worth the effort, the views are outstanding and the ski 
descents, although not overly challenging, are long and enjoyable. Make sure to 
pack a glacier kit and rope, as you will be forced to cross over the glacier.

Driving Distance: 34km

Parking Style: Bow Lake parking lot

Crowfoot Mountain
This is a very popular summit with skiers, the views are apparently some of the 
best in the area (I’ve only ever experienced whiteout chaos), and the ski back 
down to the access canyon is very long. Remember to bring a rope and glacier kit 
for this trip, as you are required to cross over Ferris Glacier for access.

Map Reference #65

Vertical: 1100m access to summit, 850m back down to the canyon

Distance: 9km access to summit, 4km back down to the canyon

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 34km 
and park at the Bow Lake parking lot. If the lake is frozen skin across it in 
a southwest direction to reach the gravel flats, otherwise follow the shoreline. 
Follow the flats until the route is blocked by a canyon where you will want to 
enter the trees to the looker’s left. There is a fairly obvious trail here and often it 
resembles something you’d see at a ski hill due to traffic, (banked turns, moguls 
and such). You will come out of the trees below a large avalanche path, which 
can be avoided altogether by staying climber’s right as you gain the trees but 
for whatever reason this is not common practice. Skin up to your right and back 
down to gravel flats, you are now past the first canyon and a good place to take 
a short break, if needed. Head south into the second canyon where you may 
find open water, weak bridges and/or avalanche debris, all which can make 
travel somewhat difficult but it is advisable to move through this area as quickly 
as possible. After about 1km the canyon walls allow access to gain the small 
forest above, the canyon further ahead becomes narrow and unpleasant. Skin up 
through the trees heading south until reaching the low alpine where you should 
notice a slight drainage heading up to the your left along the trees. Skin up the 
trees staying on the climber’s left of the drainage until reaching flat terrain. From 
here head southeast through a moraine and drainage maze to arrive at Ferris 
Glacier. Skin up and over the glacier and to work your way up to the ridge top 
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leading to the summit. Depending how far south you travelled while gaining 
the ridge you may be in for a little bit of a flat walk to reach the actual summit. 
Return to the road using the same route.

Little Crowfoot
If you are skiing Crowfoot Mountain there is little reason not to budget a little 
extra time to summit this small, officially unnamed peak to the west of Ferris 
Glacier. You can bag it on your way in or out from Crowfoot Mountain, but it 
might make more sense to get it on the way out. Remember to bring a rope and 
glacier kit for this trip, as you are required to cross over Ferris Glacier for access.

Map Reference #64

Vertical: 850m access to summit, 600m back down to the canyon

Distance: 7.5km access to summit, 2.5km back down to the canyon

Directions: Follow the directions for Crowfoot Mountain (page 179). Once on 
Ferris Glacier skin up the slope to the south-west to reach the summit of Little 
Crowfoot. Return down the same way or continue onto Crowfoot Mountain.
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Wapta Icefield
What is a Wapta section doing in a guidebook focused on roadside and day trip 
skiing you might ask? Well believe it or not, day tripping many of the peaks 
found in the central area of the Wapta is now becoming the norm due to booked 
up huts and modern ski gear. Seeing someone do a “quick” lap on either Gordon, 
Olive, Rhonda or on all three doesn’t seem to be uncommon these days. A trip up 
on the Wapta Icefield is a real treat if you get good weather and a stable snowpack 
– the views, from any of these summits, are excellent and although the runs are 
not overly long, there is some steep and interesting skiing to be had. Make sure to 
pack a glacier kit and rope as all of the tours in this section require glacier travel.

Driving Distance: 34km

Parking Style: Bow Lake parking lot

Wapta Icefield Access
To access all of the follow peaks and runs you will be required to first get to the 
Wapta Icefield. This route has plenty of exposure associated with it and more 
than it’s fair share of avalanche accidents. Even so, judging from the number 
of debates I’ve had online, there seems to be a misconception out there that this 
route is risk free. This route is rated as Complex on the ATES scale by Parks 
Canada. The second canyon, the slopes above and past the second canyon and 
the large alpine cirque before arriving at Bow Hut all present serious avalanche 
risk. Remember to pack a rope and glacier kit for all routes found in this section.

Map Reference #63

Vertical: 600m access to the lower glacier

Distance: 7km access to the lower glacier

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 34km 
and park at the Bow Lake parking lot. If the lake is frozen skin across it in 
a southwest direction to reach the gravel flats, otherwise follow the shoreline. 
Follow the flats until the route is blocked by a canyon where you will want to 
enter the trees to the looker’s left. There is a fairly obvious trail here and often it 
resembles something you’d see at a ski hill due to traffic, (banked turns, moguls 
and such). You will come out of the trees below a large avalanche path, which 
can be avoided altogether by staying climber’s right as you gain the trees but 
for whatever reason this is not common practice. Skin up to your right and back 
down to gravel flats, you are now past the first canyon and a good place to take 
a short break, if needed. Head south into the second canyon where you may find 
open water, weak bridges and/or avalanche debris, all which can make travel 
somewhat difficult but it is advisable to move through this area as quickly as 
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possible. After about 1km the canyon walls allow access to gain the small forest 
above, the canyon further ahead becomes narrow and unpleasant. Skin up through 
the trees heading south until reaching the low alpine, the last set of trees make for 
another good rest spot if needed. Continue south in the alpine slowly wrapping 
to the west but don’t bother gaining much more height at this point. Above the 
cliffs to the west you should be able to see Bow Hut, which is basically your next 
objective. As you get near the back of the alpine cirque, the slope to your right 
(west) will present your route. Skin up the short steep slope to reach the lower 
angle ground found just below Bow Hut and travel towards it. Those who are 
not registered to stay the night are not welcomed in the hut outside of emergency 
use of the toilet (IE you’ve run out of wag bags). From Bow Hut head up the 
slope to the climber’s left, on low angle terrain, until reaching the climber’s right 
(north) side of the lower glacier, which usually has less crevasses than the steeper 
climber’s left area.

The Onion
The unnamed high point to the south-east of Bow Glacier is often called The 
Onion and, although there is no real skiing to be found from the top, the views 
are excellent. The access glacier to the south does offer a chance to get in some 
easy laps with the impressive cliff face of St. Nicholas Peak in the background. 
Although most parties will be seen lapping this area without ropes it is still a 
good idea to at least carry such gear.

Map Reference #71

Vertical: 100m access from the lower glacier, 700m from the road

Distance: 1km access from the lower glacier, 8km from the road

Directions: Follow the 
directions for the Wapta 
Icefield Access (page 185). 
Skin up the climber’s right side 
of the lower glacier hugging 
the rock, this is The Onion’s 
south aspect. After skinning up 
the glacier, follow flat and often 
rocky terrain to the top of The 
Onion. At some point walking 
may become favourable over 
destroying your skins. Return 
the same way or head onto the  
icefield for larger objectives.
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Mount Thompson South West Face
Most of the time this slope is a little too rocky for most skier’s tastes, but with 
good coverage it makes an excellent ski descent from the top. Skiing the narrow 
section along the large cliffs feels unreal, and the views laid out in front of you 
makes it even more so. Most parties will bootpack up and down this one in order 
to summit, instead let patience pay off and wait for an opportunity to skin up and 
ski down.

Map Reference #74

Vertical: 500m access from the lower glacier, 1100m from the road. 350m run.

Distance: 5.5km access from the lower glacier, 12.5km from the road. 1.5km 
run.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Wapta Icefield Access (page 185). Skin 
up the lower glacier and onto the icefield where you will want to start wrapping to 
the north and directly towards Mount Thompson. The route up is straightforward, 
with few options, as you are travelling up a narrow ramp for the most part. The 
section just before the summit widens with the highest point being to the north. 
Ski back down the same way, paying close attention to the large cliffs on either 
side of you. Retrace your access route to return to the road.

Mount Rhondda Summit Route
Bagging the summit of Rhondda often feels like a chore as most of the skiing is 
found before the long flat ridge. The views at the summit are excellent, but then 
again so are the views long before you get there. If you are more interested in 
skiing than reaching summits then don’t bother with the last 1+km walk.

Map Reference #73

Vertical: 500m access from the lower glacier, 1100m from the road. 200-300m 
runs on the south east aspect.

Distance: 5km access from the lower glacier, 12km from the road. 0.8-1km runs 
on the south east aspect.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Wapta Icefield Access (page 185). Skin 
up the lower glacier and onto the icefield and head west directly towards the east 
ridge of Mount Rhondda. Work your way up slightly benched terrain, and a short 
steeper section, before arriving on the flat summit ridge. From here you can head 
back down to get some skiing in or skin north west for just over 1km to reach 
the summit.
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Mount Rhondda North Aspect Lines
There are several north-facing ski lines found off the summit ridge of Mount 
Rhondda, depending on how filled in the crevasses are. The lines are steep and 
usually the snow is dry and loaded. It is best to have a quick look at the line you 
wish to ski, as making a wrong turn or dropping in at the wrong place could result 
in a serious accident.

Map Reference #73

Vertical: 250-300m runs.

Distance: 0.7-0.9km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Mount Rhondda Summit Route (page 
191). Along the summit ridge you can drop in at several points depending on 
which cravasses have filled in. After skiing head southeast to return back on your 
access route or climb Mount Thompson since you end up very close to the base 
of it.
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Mount Gordon Summit Route
A trip up to the highest point of the Wapta Icefield (yes, yes Balfour is about 70m 
higher but it’s on the Waputik Icefield, technically) is a long time classic, but also 
a long day from the road. The traditional summit route doesn’t look far when you 
first see it, but I’ve had more than a few people commit how first sight ended up 
being deceiving upon arriving at the summit. The ski back down is low angled, 
but fun if you get fast snow, otherwise you’ll soon be poling your way back to the 
toe run of the lower access glacier. From the top you can see just about the whole 
Wapta and Waputik Icefields, not to mention many other peaks in the distance.

Map Reference #70

Vertical: 650m access from the lower glacier, 1250m from the road. Up to 400m 
of downhill skiing if the snow is fast.

Distance: 4.5km access from the lower glacier, 11.5km from the road. Up to 
2kms of downhill skiing if the snow is fast.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Wapta Icefield Access (page 185). Skin 
up the lower glacier and onto the icefield heading south and trending west (right) 
towards the west side of Mount Gordon. There are often noticeable crevasses 
and sags along the way, even in deep snow years. After 3km of mostly low angle 
skinning you will begin to climb up a slightly steeper slope and past a wind 
scoop near a cliff. Above is a short but steep slope, either make a direct assault or 
wrap around far climber’s right. The last section to the summit is low angled and 
straightforward. Return the same way or follow the directions for Mount Gordon 
North Face (page 197).
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Mount Gordon North Face
This should do the trick for those looking for something other than a long low 
angled run after taking in the views from the summit of Mount Gordon. The 
North Face is a steep, broken glacier which usually fills in enough to ski. You’ll 
want to scout the line before dropping in as getting this one wrong could have 
some serious results. If someone finds a water bottle while in the crevasse to the 
skier’s left please let me know. It’s an excellent route if looking to head over to 
Mount Olive or St. Nicholas Peak.

Map Reference #70

Vertical: 300m run (steeper section is about 150m).

Distance: 1km run (steeper section is about 0.2km).

Directions: Follow the directions for the Mount Gordon Summit Route (page 
195). From the summit, ski northeast until you find yourself above a steep slope 
with crevasses on either side. Ski down the slope using the most filled in section. 
After skiing down the face go north to head home or tag Mount Olive and/or St. 
Nicholas Peak as you end up very close to both.

Mount Olive West Bowl
Both summits of Mount Olive can be easily tagged via this bowl feature, but 
the skiing here is a bit limited. Most of the time the upper section will require 
a bootpack to gain the ridge, making the ski descent not so aesthetic. If you are 
into bagging summits this is my preferred route to grab both the north and south 
peaks of Mount Olive. The more difficult rock sections along the ridge to the 
south peak can usually be bypassed to the climber’s right and probably falls 
between YDS 2 and 3 most of the time. A fall here would result is serious injury. 
The route to the north peak is basically a walk from the col.

Map Reference #67

Vertical: 500m access to high col from the lower glacier, 1100m from the road, 
add another 50 for each summit.

Distance: 3.5km access to high col from the lower glacier, 10.5km from the 
road, add another 0.5km for each summit

Directions: Follow the directions for the Wapta Icefield Access (page 185). 
Skin up the lower glacier and onto the icefield heading south and trending east 
following along the large cliffs of St. Nicholas Peak. Skin past the low point of 
the often rocky ridge and towards the bowl feature between the two peaks of 
Mount Olive. Skin directly up the bowl, as high as you can, before reaching rock. 
From here you can either ski back down or if interested in bagging the summits 
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you can bootpack to the col. The north peak is basically a walk from this point, 
but the south peak involves some easy climbing over exposure. For the south 
peak climb along the west side of the ridge where you will loose a few meters 
here and there to go around steeper terrain. The rock is loose here and falling 
is not an option. For both peaks you can return the way you came or follow the 
directions for Mount Olive North Ridge/Face (below) in order to ski down the 
steep North Face or down climb the North Ridge.

Mount Olive North Ridge/Face
This is the traditional route to the north peak of Mount Olive, and for those more 
interested in skiing it provides direct access to a short modern test piece style run 
on the North Face. The North Face will have a very large bergschrund when the 
ski line is “not in” and hopefully it will be obvious to most. There is often a very 
well-set bootpack up the ridge making for easy travel.

Map Reference #68

Vertical: 500m access to north face run from the lower glacier, 1100m from the 
road, add another 50 for the north summit. 150m run down the north face.

Distance: 3km access to north face run from the lower glacier, 10km from the 
road, add another 0.3km for the north summit. 0.2km run down the north face.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Wapta Icefield Access (page 185). 
Skin up the lower glacier and onto the icefield heading south and trending east 
following along the large cliffs of St. Nicholas Peak. Gain the low point of the 
often rocky ridge that separates St. Nicholas Peak and Mount Olive. If you are 
only interested in bagging the north peak then you can leave your skis here, 
otherwise strap them to your bag to begin the bootpack up the North Ridge. The 
route will likely be a bit of a staircase, unless it has recently snowed, all the way 
to easier scree covered ground leading to the top. Near the top you can drop into 
the North Face. You can also do a traverse of both peaks and/or ski down Mount 
Olive West Bowl (page 197) using this access.

St. Nicholas Peak South Ridge, East Face
This summit is another “must do” on most skier’s lists, even if they are not 
looking to ski down the steep East Face. The climb up the summit ridge holds a 
beautiful position high over the icefield. Although the East Face does get skied 
most years it is a bit tricky and a fall here would result in a very bumpy ride over 
rocks. Unless the face really fills in, you will most likely need to ski it off fall 
line to the skier’s right. Some parties will want a rope for the last section to the 
summit but most don’t seem to bother.

Map Reference #69
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Vertical: 350m access to summit from the lower glacier, 950m from the road. 
100m run down the steep section of the east face. 

Distance: 3km access to summit from the lower glacier, 10km from the road. 
0.1km run down the steep section of the east face.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Wapta Icefield Access (page 185). 
Skin up the lower glacier and onto the icefield heading south and trending east 
following along the large cliffs of St. Nicholas Peak. Gain the low point of the 
often rocky ridge that separates St. Nicholas Peak and Mount Olive. Skin north 
along the right (east) side of the ridge towards the summit of St. Nicolas Peak 
until it makes more sense to bootpack. If wishing to only bag the summit then 
you can leave the skis behind, otherwise strap them onto your bag. Bootpack up 
and towards the last summit ridge and climb up a steep pitch of rock and snow to 
gain the small summit. The exposure on both sides is great. If skiing then head 
down the East Face trending south to avoid the often rocky sections directly 
below, otherwise return the same way you came.

Vulture Peak South West Face
Admittedly it’s a bit of a stretch to include this run, but to be honest it’s probably 
one of my favourite runs in the area. There’s nothing quite like a nice long easy 
run with views of Balfour High Col far in the distance and the massive walls of 
hanging ice off Mount Olive close by. You also get very clear cell reception at the 
top, so at the very least it’s worth the trip to post some fresh Instagram photos.

Map Reference #66

Vertical: 400m access from the lower glacier, 1000m from the road

Distance: 4.5km access from the lower glacier, 11.5km from the road

Directions: Follow the directions for the Wapta Icefield Access (page 185). 
Skin up the lower glacier and onto the icefield heading south and trending east 
following along the large cliffs of St. Nicholas Peak. Gain the low point of the 
often rocky ridge that separates St. Nicholas Peak and Mount Olive. Head east 
over rolling terrain to a rocky outcrop in the glacier. From here the route to the 
summit, and the ski back down, should be obvious. Retrace your access route 
back to the car or take a short cut to the east of St. Nicholas Peak to meet up with 
the lower glacier/Bow Hut area, (which can also be used for original access).
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Iceberg Lake Exit
So I’ll probably get some looks for including this but after many years of looking 
at it, both during summer and winter, I really do think this exit is possible, if 
the snow and stars line up. I have no idea if it has been skied before and after 
bailing on an attempt in March 2018 I’d be stoked just to hear about a successful 
run. The idea is to ski down the very steep broken Bow Glacier, which leads to 
Iceberg Lake, in order to bypass the second canyon on exit.

Map Reference #72

Vertical: 100m access from the lower glacier, 700m from the road. 300m run to 
Iceberg Lake and another 3000m back to the start of the second canyon.

Distance: 1km access from the lower glacier, 8km from the road. 1.2km run to 
Iceberg Lake and another 1.5km back to the start of the second canyon.

Directions: As noted in the description I have not completed this route, be 
prepared for possible adventure, you’ve been warned. Follow the directions for 
the Wapta Icefield Access (page 185). Skin up the lower glacier keeping The 
Onion to your right side. Once to the west of The Onion you want to ski towards 
the middle section of the descending and steepening hanging glacier toe, all the 
way to Iceberg Lake. From the lake I believe there are several options, with the 
best likely following the unmarked summer trail down the moraine feature found 
to the north east of the lake. Once at the flats above the large cliffs it may be 
possible to ski down the trees to the skier’s right. At worse you can always rappel 
off trees, if sections are too broken or steep, since you’ll have a glacier rope. 
From here you will link up with the start of the second canyon, follow the access 
route back out to the parking lot. Good luck!
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Mount Jimmy Jr
The peak at the base of Bow Lake is officially unnamed but commonly referred 
to as Mount Jimmy Jr by most mountain sub cultures. The run down from just 
below the summit makes for an excellent ski and you will most likely see tracks 
on it during most of the season. The bowl feature to the north is often referenced 
as Jimmy Jr Bowl (although I’ve heard several other names for it) and it has 
quick access to shaded slopes.

Driving Distance: 34km and 35.5km

Parking Style: Bow Lake parking lot or roadside

Jimmy Jr Summit Run
A short access classic with a good ski descent – with that said this peak should 
be taken seriously and done during stable conditions. The winds coming off the 
Wapta often create wind slabs on this open slope and you will likely come across 
several thick to thin problems on the way up. When you get this one top to 
bottom it is a real treat and views from the summit are outstanding.

Map Reference #75

Vertical: 800m access to summit, 700m run.

Distance: 2.5km access to summit, 1.5km run.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 34km 
and park at the Bow Lake parking lot. Skin past Num-Ti-Jah Lodge on the road 
and head northwest, and directly up the southeast forest ridge of Jimmy Jr. After 
gaining 300m vertical you will find a large open treeline bench where you will be 
faced with your first major decision of the day. The slopes above are large, change 
angle slightly and have a couple of cliff bands in them (which are hopefully filled 
in with snow if you are heading up). You will want to skin up through these cliff 
bands trending climber’s left to gain the southeast alpine ridge area. Once on the 
ridge you will likely encounter some thick to thin areas. After working the ridge 
you will come to another bench with an often cross-loaded pocket above you. 
You can either work your way up to the summit ridge above the cross loaded 
pocket or trend climber’s right towards the summit, the choice will need to be 
made based on the conditions found. The summit is most often gained by a final 
bootpack and is usually not in shape to be skied from the top. On the way down 
the best snow is usually found skier’s left of the ridge in fetch zones. Once back 
at the treeline bench you can either follow the forest ridge you came up or keep 
heading east to find a drainage/avalanche runout leading back to the bottom of 
the valley. Once at the valley bottom, head back to the parking lot over the flats.
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Jimmy Jr Bowl
To the north of Jimmy Jr you will find a small alpine bowl feature, which has 
fast, straightforward access and stays in the shade for most of the year. I have 
heard several different names for this area including “Hidden Bowl” but that 
name is better left for the area found in the Hidden Lake area in the Lake Louise 
backcountry. I went with Jimmy Jr Bowl as I have heard Parks Canada staff refer 
to it as such in casual conversations.

Map Reference #76

Vertical: 350m access, 100-200m runs.

Distance: 2km for access, 0.3-0.5km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 35.5km 
before parking roadside near the obvious drainage coming out of Jimmy Jr Bowl. 
Skin across the flats towards the drainage where you will most likely find a well-
set track either directly up or alongside the drainage all the way to the trim line. 
From here the ski options are obvious with the longer runs on the east and south 
aspects of the bowl.
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Bow Summit
The ultimate classic area on the 93N and the site of the first posted avalanche 
bulletin back in the 30s. If you take an AST 1 course chances are you will end up 
at Bow Summit for your field day. The easy, short access, varied terrain and fun 
laps make it a perfect place to not only teach an introduction avalanche course 
but to also ski some great snow and test pieces. It is often the first area to get 
enough snow to get some turns in and sometimes the pocketed north aspects will 
hold enough snow for “skiing” until late summer. Generally speaking this area is 
very busy in early and late seasons but seems to be forgotten outside those times, 
likely due to people getting sick of going there in fall and early winter.

Driving Distance: 36.5 and 39km

Parking Style: Peyto Lake (Bow Summit) parking lot or roadside

Fireroad Trees
The tree area directly below the summer trail has short access and descent skiing 
once the trees have been filled in. Although this area may feel isolated from 
avalanche danger the upper alpine paths have been known reach into this area.

Map Reference #81

Vertical: 150-200m gain for access, 50-150m runs.

Distance: 1.25-1.5km for access, 0.15-0.4km runs.

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 39km 
and turn left onto the road marked for the Peyto Lake (Bow Summit) parking lot. 
From here you will likely find several skin tracks leading up to the Bow Summit 
ski area but I will give the most straightforward route here for beginners. Go past 
the outhouse found at the parking lot and follow the road to the summer tourist 
bus parking area. Head south in the upper parking lot to the looker’s left of the 
parking lot’s wooden fence and follow the open sections of forest (sections of 
the summer trail) towards the upper alpine ridge to reach an area with a small 
open convex slope above you. Head climber’s left (south south-east) from here, 
the route should become obvious, as it is basically a flat and straight road at this 
point. At any time you can ski down from this road feature into the trees with the 
longer runs being further up near the high point of the road. To lap you can either 
head back the way you came or skin directly up the slope.
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North Shoulder
I’ve actually never skied here but it might just be the most popular area at Bow 
Summit judging from the amount of tracks that you see. This slope has seen it’s 
share of avalanche fatalities and near misses likely due to the direct lee loading 
coming out of the Peyto Glacier area, cross-loading coming out of the Flower 
Couloir upper bowl, solar effect and large convex rolls, (and ultimately the 
decision to ski an area with so many combined problems). It shouldn’t take an 
avalanche expert to know that large destructive avalanches run here regularly as 
there are plenty of large trees that have been snapped like tooth picks below this 
slope. I have often heard people use “skier compaction” for a reason to ski here 
during heighten avalanche danger but I’ve seen enough large avalanches here 
while it was tracked out to know that doesn’t mean shit. I think I’ll keep giving 
this slope a miss myself.

Map Reference #80

Vertical: 200m access, 175m runs.

Distance: 2km access, 0.2-0.4km runs

Directions: Follow the directions for the Fireroad Trees run (page 211). Once 
meeting the more obvious road skin up fall line to meet up with the alpine ridge-
line. Often the west side of the ridge is wind swept and rocky and you may decide 
to bootpack as skinning along the cornice (or under it) could end up being a 
mistake. You can ski down from this ridge at any point.

Pac-man Couloir
By Kevin Hjertass, ACMG Ski Guide, MTN Guiding.

More of an add-on line to a day spent around Bow Summit than a real stand-
alone objective. But it’s a cool, quick line that’s steeper than it looks. Save it for 
a day with good stability. 

Map Reference #80

Vertical: 500m access, up to 600m run if skiing down to Peyto Lake

Distance: 2.5km access, up to 1km run if skiing down to Peyto Lake

Directions: Follow the directions for the North Shoulder (above). The trick here 
is finding a way across the north facing slopes from the North Shoulder that 
seems acceptable for conditions. This is a pretty major avalanche path and it 
often seems to have a shallow and wind affected snowpack. You can either start 
low on the slope where it isn’t as steep or cut across high where it’s quicker and 
there is less above you. 
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On the right day, make your way to the base of the couloir and start bootpacking 
up. It’s as straightforward as it seems. You climb up the guts and try to find a 
place to change over at the top of the line. In most conditions you won’t find a 
good way to top out on ridge or escape the line easily, so just kick out a place to 
put your board(s) on and get ready to drop in. 

The north-facing slope below is rarely in condition but makes for a nice long ski 
(sometimes even down to the lake) when it is. Wherever you stop your descent, 
skin back up the more open north slopes to the bottom of the North Shoulder. The 
forest above Peyto Lake, below the upper parking lot, is not enjoyable to skin up. 
From there you can link up some other Bow Summit slopes or ski back down the 
road to the car and call it a day.
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Exit Drainage
As the name suggests this run is often used to exit the Bow Summit area but the 
trees along it’s skier’s right side can offer some good glade and tree skiing too. 
In early and late season be careful of open water in this drainage and take note of 
the large sidewalls, which could easily provide enough volume to bury you deep 
in this terrain trap feature.

Map Reference #81

Vertical: 200m access and run.

Distance: 2km for access, 0.5km run.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Fireroad Trees run (page 211). After 
reaching the high point of the road you will ski down a short distance where 
you will notice the start of a drainage to your left (east). Head over to the skier’s 
right side of the drainage to start skiing or skin a short ways up the first hump 
feature to the south to get a slightly longer run. On the ski down you can enter the 
drainage at almost any point but make sure to check for any open water sections 
before committing. The tree skiing along the drainage can be quite good whereas 
the drainage itself runs mostly flat after skiing the sidewall.

Alpine Bowl
The main bowl feature at Bow Summit has great but exposed skiing. The upper 
cliffs get isolated solar most of the winter and have been known to trigger the 
shaded slopes below. Other than sending your party one at a time for complete 
laps there is no way to limit exposure to your group while skiing here and the 
terrain below could act as terrain traps.

Map Reference #79

Vertical: 300m access, 100m runs.

Distance: 2.5km access, 0.3km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for the Fireroad Trees run (page 211). After 
reaching the high point of the road you will ski down a short distance where you 
will notice the start of a drainage to your left (east). The Alpine Bowl runs are 
directly to the southwest here (look up to your right). Skin through the lower 
moraines until heading directly up the run of your choice.

South Shoulder Tree Chutes
After reaching the highest treeline area long the ridge that separates it from 
the alpine you will find several tree chutes facing the road. You can either grab 
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several quick laps here or ski lower down into the forest. The skiing here can be 
great but is very popular so you’re likely to find more than just a few tracks here 
when the conditions are good.

Map Reference where #77 and #78 split up

Vertical: 225m access, 100m runs in the chutes, 240m total to the bottom of the 
tree skiing

Distance: 2.5km access, 0.2km runs in the chutes, 0.6km to the bottom of the 
tree skiing

Directions: Follow the directions for the Fireroad Trees run (page 211). After 
reaching the high point of the road you will ski down a short distance where 
you will notice the start of a drainage to your left (east) and a small high point 
to the south. Ascend up along the climber’s right (west) side of the high point 
following what should still look like a flat road (later in the season this may fill 
in). Continue on the road past two more small high points until reaching a flat 
alpine area where the road feature ends. The South Shoulder is above and to the 
south of your position. Head a little further south and you will start to see tree 
chutes heading down to the east. Ski down the chute of your choice and lap by 
skinning north to regain were the road ends at the flat alpine area. You can also 
ski down into the forest to make for a longer run.

South Shoulder Chute
This is a popular and obvious little chute feature at the back of the Bow Summit 
area that can be lapped rather quickly if setting a steep skin track. This run is a 
bit less committing than the Flower Couloir found to the looker’s right and can 
serve as a good warm up to that test piece.

Map Reference #78

Vertical: 400m access, 100m run.

Distance: 3km access, 0.1km run .

Directions: Follow the directions for the Fireroad Trees run (page 211). After 
reaching the high point of the road you will ski down a short distance where 
you will notice the start of a drainage to your left (east) and a small high point 
to the south. Ascend up along the climber’s right (west) side of the high point 
following what should still look like a flat road (later in the season this may fill 
in). Continue on the road past two more small high points until reaching a flat 
alpine area where the road feature ends. The South Shoulder Chute is above and 
to the south of your position on the north aspect. Head southwest over rolling 
moraine features until directly under the chute. You should be able to skin up 
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most of the feature by putting in well-placed switchbacks but will likely need to 
bootpack the last upper section.

Flower Couloir
A very popular and often skied couloir/alpine run due to its short access and often 
good snow. The lower section is referred to as the “Stem” while the upper bowl 
are the “Petals” of the overall “Flower”. The classic line in the upper section is 
looker’s left to the highest point but most of the petals make for good runs. Many 
people will ski the stem section without bothering with the petals and they are 
more isolated from each other than they may appear from below. If you missed 
out on skiing this one in the winter have no fear as I’ve heard of the stem section 
being skied as late as August!

Map Reference #78

Vertical: 400m access to top of Stem Couloir, 700m total access to top of Petals 
with the full Flower Couloir run being about 400m.

Distance: 3.5km access to the top of Petals, full Flower Couloir run about 0.6km.

Directions: Follow the directions for the South Shoulder Tree Chutes run (page 
216). Skin past the South Shoulder Chute run to arrive at the fan of the stem 
section of the Flower Couloir. Bootpack up the stem until reaching the upper 
bowl feature where you can usually skin most of the way up the petal of your 
choice. Near the top you may be required to bootpack. Ski back the way you 
came.
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South Shoulder Roadside Bowl
This bowl feature provides some great wide open skiing that can be easily lapped 
or skied down to the lower flats once the trees have filled in. There is also a small 
couloir feature above it for those looking to squeeze some extra vertical out of 
the area.

Map Reference #77

Vertical: 225m access, 200-250m runs.

Distance: 2.5 access, 0.4-0.6 km runs.

Directions: Follow the directions for the South Shoulder Tree Chutes (page 
216). Head towards the bottom of the South Shoulder and skin through some 
short sections of benched terrain on the east aspect where you will then notice the 
Roadside Bowl to the south of you, with the run heading east. From here you can 
either skin higher up on the South Shoulder to extend your run a short distance 
or drop down the steep slope to enter the run. For lapping from the trim line head 
north and skin up either side of the South Shoulder Tree Chute runs with the 
climber’s right side having slightly less exposure.

Roadside Paths
Once the lower trees have filled in this slope offers some great quick laps from 
the road. Most people will skip the parking nightmare at the parking lot and park 
roadside to access this area directly. Obviously there is a reason why this slope 
lacks large trees, so make sure you are not only confident in the slope you’re 
skiing on but also the very large slopes high above you.

Map Reference #77

Vertical: 225m access (400m if parking roadside), up to 300m runs.

Distance: 3km access (1.3km if parking roadside), up to 0.7km runs.

Directions: Most people will access this area by parking along the road about 
2.5km south of the Peyto Lake (Bow Summit) parking lot (36.5km north of the 
Parks Canada gate at the start of the 93N). From here, simply skin across the flats 
and directly up the Roadside Paths for access and lapping. If wishing to access it 
from the parking lot, then follow the directions for the South Shoulder Roadside 
Bowl (above). Once at the South Shoulder you have a couple of options. You 
could take a lap down the South Shoulder Roadside Bowl and then skin up further 
south to access the Roadside Paths or you can head up the South Shoulder and 
traverse high across the slope in order to access the runs from above. Both routes 
have exposure but a high traverse will also put you in a start zone for longer. To 
lap the Roadside Paths you just skin up the slope.
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Day Traverses
There are plenty of interesting ways to connect the roadside areas found on the 
93N in order to create scenic traverses. The following are a mix of new modern 
routes and a couple of older touring classics.

Seven Deadly Sins Traverse
This is a long day traverse which connects all 7 Pulpit Knobs, providing excellent 
views, ski runs and a great way to get to know all the knobs. The route travels 
through all aspects, steep terrain and through large overlapping avalanche paths 
so near bomber conditions are required. It is also a fairly long day at 20+ km and 
2300m of vertical if topping out on each knob. It is possible to bail at almost any 
point if encountering unfavourable conditions or, if wishing to press on, you can 
skip sections by dropping to the valley bottom. In 2018 Chris Moneypenny and 
I completed the route north to south in an 11.5 hour day, which is how it will be 
described here but the reverse would also be possible.

Map Reference #82

Vertical: 2300m

Distance: 22km

Directions: The shortest access is found by parking roadside at the Hector Lake 
summer trailhead, from the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 
16.5km and park roadside. In the summer there is a small parking lot here but it 
is not plowed in winter. The other option for parking is to drive 1km further north 
to arrive at the Hector Lake viewpoint, this provides you with better parking but 
adds about 15 minutes to your access time. From the roadside parking area follow 
the fairly obvious cut summer trail all the way to Bow River where you will find 
a trail sign. If you parked at Hector Lake viewpoint then head down and skier’s 
left in the forest to reach the Bow River and ultimately the same point where 
the summer trail meets the river. Head downstream (left) along the riverbank 
until you reach Hector Lake. Cross the lake heading towards the southern shore 
and begin working your way up the forest slope heading southwest. After about 
150m vertical gained from the lake the trees will start to open up and you should 
find yourself below the south aspect. Follow the southeast ridge working slight 
benches to gain the top of Pulpit 1 Knob. From the high point ski west along 
the ridge before dropping the south aspect to the flat area between Knobs 1 and 
2. Throw the skins back on and start skinning along the lightly treed rolling 
north ridge of Pulpit 2 Knob. The last section is short but steep, watch your 
exposure on either side of the ridgeline. After skinning up the last uphill section 
you will arrive at a long low angle area to a short section of trees before reaching 
some large rock towers. Skin past the steep north face of Pulpit 3 Knob and 
cross the avalanche path on the east aspect before climbing up to the top via the 
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southeast trees. Following a similar route to Pulpit 1 Knob, ski along the high 
west ridge before dropping down the more open skier’s right area of the south 
aspect. Gain the old worn down moraine feature in the middle of this bowl and 
trend skier’s right into the lower trees. The next section of the traverse is likely 
the most committing section and should be considered the crux. Begin to skin 
back up and flat line at just above 2000m, heading south to cross several large 
overlapping avalanche paths on the east aspect of Pulpit 4 Knob. After entering 
some denser trees you should notice a steep open drainage to the south, do not 
enter the drainage but rather skin up through the trees trending slightly north 
(climber’s right). Soon you will come out into the bowl area with a small lake 
feature to the south. Skin the up the “ridge” that separates the terrain trap slope 
above the lake to the climber’s left and the start zones of the large avalanche 
paths to the climber’s right until you reach the low alpine bench below the high 
point of Pulpit 4 Knob. Work the slightly benched terrain to the top and follow 
the ridge west into the alpine. On your ski down, trend skier’s right to avoid the 
steeper slopes above the lake below. Skin up the north aspect of Pulpit 5 Knob 
to the ridge and follow it west to about 2300m before heading to the ridge at 
the back of the Pulpit 5/6 Bowl. The last 20-30m to the ridge may require a 
bootpack. From here the route becomes a little less committing. Follow the north 
ridge of Pulpit 6 Knob all the way to the top and then ski down the south ridge 
to the low point between 6 and 7. Follow the curving northwest ridge of Pulpit 
7 Knob to the top. Ski down the southwest ridge but enter the south-facing trees 
before reaching the low point between 7 and Waputik Peak’s north knob/ridge. 
Use the slope to traverse downhill to the east in the trees to meet up with the 
main drainage. Stay skier’s right of the drainage within the trees before coming 
to a steep open section which will need to be skied depending on snow coverage. 
After skiing 200m vertical of rather pleasant glades, you will arrive at the Bow 
River. From the Bow River you will have less than 2km of mostly flat skinning 
before reaching the road.
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Hector Andromache Highline Traverse
This route requires more commitment than linking up these two summits via 
their standard routes. Access to Mount Hector via the west aspect is a serious 
undertaking due to the nature of the snowpack which is usually found in the start 
zone of the 1200m avalanche path you will be climbing. Your exit run down 
Molar Glacier can have large open crevasses and is serious avalanche terrain. The 
route travels through every aspect and you will likely run into several completely 
different snowpack structures along the way. With all that said the continued 
views along this route are probably the best you’ll find and the ski descents are 
truly classics.

I do not personally recommend skinning up the west aspect of Mount Hector 
and a less exposed starting variation would be to climb Mount Hector via the 
standard route. The second half of the directions will also suit those looking to 
ski Molar Glacier by traversing Mount Andromache starting from Hector Pass.

Map Reference #83

Vertical: 2200m

Distance: 18km

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 15km and 
park roadside. Make sure not to park within the nearby avalanche zone. Staying to 
the climber’s right of the drainage runout skin directly up fall line for about 350m 
before seeing small but steep open sections above you. Skin up a short section of 
steeper trees where you will probably see the avalanche path runout to climber’s 
left. You will start to see larch trees before breaking out of the treeline and into 
a section of small open rolls before gaining the main alpine rib feature. Once on 
the rib the terrain will become lower angled for the next 200m of vertical before 
becoming very steep all the way to the ridge. Once on the ridge you should rope 
up as there are crevasses which border this area of the glacier. From here you 
can join the standard route to the summit of Mount Hector by working the upper 
north face benches to the col between the summit and sub peak. At the col you 
will almost certainly need to bootpack up though some short rock sections before 
reaching the summit. After down climbing from the summit you ski all the way 
down to Hector Pass via Hector Glacier. The pass area has several sharp rolls 
before arriving at the south ridge of Mount Andromache. Go up the ridge, which 
may require some bootpacking due to the often windswept rock, to reach a bench 
where you will find the south facing slopes above. At the top of the south aspect 
head west directly up the east aspect of Mount Andromache. Ski down the to the 
west towards the ridge leading to the other Mount Andromache peak and skin to 
the top. The last 10-20 meters will most likely require a bootpack up snow and/
or rock. From the top ski down the Molar Glacier heading northeast over steep 
rolls and the heavily crevassed glacier before reaching the lower angled glacier 
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tongue. Once off the glacier head north trending skier’s left to enter a rolling 
drainage leading to a couloir feature. Ski through the couloir and head north 
(hard skier’s right) to go above the lower waterfalls. Ski down the tree area to the 
skier’s right of the waterfall to arrive at Noseeum Creek. If you left your second 
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vehicle roadside at the creek then follow it all the way out. If you parked the 
second vehicle at the Mosquito Creek parking lot then stay along the skier’s right 
bank of Noseeum Creek, enter the trees and head hard skier’s right to link up to 
where the road and Mosquito Creek meet.
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Crystal Ridge Traverse
A great scenic highline best saved for a clear windless day. After quick access 
to the alpine via Helen Shoulder you stay high on the rolling terrain of Crystal 
Ridge all the way to the top of Cirque Forepeak. A little less commitment and 
less downhill skiing than the other traverses listed but the views are excellent.

Map Reference #84

Vertical: 1000m

Distance: 10km

Directions: Park roadside about 29.5 kilometres north of the Parks Canada gate 
at the start of the 93N and skin directly up fall line. After 30-40 minutes you 
will probably find the packed down summer trail which crosses under the burnt 
forest further to climber’s left (east). Skin up the shoulder to the climber’s right 
working around some cliffs before gaining the lower angled ridge where you 
will notice the burnt trees on the climber’s left slope. Continue up the ridge over 
wind-sculpted snowdrifts before reaching larger rocks, which you can’t skin over. 
Often you can skin around these rocks on either side to then continue skinning 
up along the climber’s left of Sitting Bull (the name of the large cliff above you). 
From here style will dictate the route you take. If you wish to truly highline then 
skin up to the right to gain the ridge but be prepared to bootpack sections along 
the higher and often rocky ridge tops. If looking to keep the skis on then it is 
easier to head into the wind tunnel to the climber’s left or gain the small high 
point to the west of it. After the wind tunnel the route will become very obvious 
to the next highest point. Follow the ridgeline for just under 1km before dropping 
down to a low point just south of the “summit” of Crystal Ridge. Ski around to 
the west of the slightly small ramp like peak to gain access to the bowl below the 
summit peak where a short bootpack will bring you to the top. Ski down to the 
north over a large flat section of the ridge and skin up to the next small high point. 
Follow the high ridge all the way to the top of Unnamed Border Peak (page 89). 
Ski down the northeast face to arrive at the unnamed pass, which separates the 
Crystal Ridge and Cirque Forepeak areas. Skin up the climber’s left ridge of the 
slope to the north to arrive at a short but steep dip in the south ridge of Cirque 
Forepeak. Ski down into the dip and skin back up a short but steep slope. Once 
on the south ridge work your way up the lower angled alpine slopes, which lead 
to the summit of Cirque Forepeak. From the top you can finish the day off with 
several options but if you have parked at Bow Lake and will want to ski down the 
South Rib (page 97) to provide the most direct route.
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Cirque Observation Sub Peak Highline
A nice highline traverse which gets you up high and includes two short couloir 
runs, glacier travel and ridge walks. There are also options to grab laps along the 
way on Observation Sub Peak’s North Glacier if you have some extra time. The 
majority of this route stays in open terrain.

Map Reference #85

Vertical: 1600m gain, 1450m loss (add about 350m +/- if climbing to the summit 
of Observation Peak)

Distance: 17km (add another 3km if climbing to the summit of Observation 
Peak)

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 27km and 
park at the plowed area found on the east side of the road. Follow the old summer 
trail west a short distance before it turns east to gain the forest ridge (you will 
find an open viewpoint of the creek below). The trail then side hills back down 
towards Helen Creek. After finding a creek crossing continue following the cut 
trail where you will cross through several avalanche runout zones from Dolomite 
Peak’s southwest aspect. After the last avalanche path continue following Helen 
Creek on a slightly harder to follow cut summer trail. After a short distance you 
will again cross the creek and start to skin up the treeline forest ridge staying 
to the climber’s left of the ridge. After 250-300m of vertical gained you arrive 
in the alpine. Work the benched south aspect of the ridge to the top to highline 
above Helen and Katherine Lakes to the low point of the summit ridge of Cirque 
Peak. Skin along the flat section to the base of the steeper ridge and go up as far 
as you can on skins before switching over to a bootpack. The last 20m before the 
false summit steepens slightly before heading to the flat area where the North 
Couloir run starts. To reach the summit, climb up the short slope to the east. You 
will find ring bolts on the skier’s left wall of the couloir, often the upper 30m of 
this run is littered with rocks and a rappel over them will be preferred by most. 
Once off the rope, ski the short couloir and north over the low angle glacier run 
which ends around 2600m. Skin across the alpine flats and up the south aspect of 
Observation Sub Peak’s East Summit using the terrain to the climber’s left. From 
the top ski down towards the main Sub Peak and skin to the top. From here you 
can take a lap on the North Glacier, ski it off chamber to the skier’s left, or just 
follow the northwest ridge down to the false summit of Observation Sub Peak. 
Once at the false summit you have two options, either bootpack around it to the 
west or ski the False Summit North Couloir. Both options put you very close 
to the col between the two false summits of Observation Peak and Observation 
Sub Peak. If wishing you summit Observation Peak you are about 175 vertical 
meters and 1.5kms away from the top but it adds little skiing. Instead head down 
the west aspect of Observation Peak either by the Roadside Avalanche Gullies 
or Alpine Bench, with the latter being less exposed. For the Alpine Bench head 
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skier’s left from the col over the direct access of the Roadside Avalanche Gullies 
to reach the more mellow terrain. Ski down and around the bench to the skier’s 
right to gain the lower runouts or head down into the trees to reach the lower 
flats near the road. The Peyto Lake (Bow Summit) parking lot is a short distance 
away.
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Dolomite Peak Circuit
This is a long time classic tour and is still as popular as ever. It provides a nice 
full day tour when the weather cooperates. The crux of the tour around Dolomite 
Pass can be subject to high winds and even whiteout conditions. The changing 
views as you wrap around Dolomite Peak are impressive for a low line route and 
this classic shouldn’t be missed.

Map Reference #86

Vertical: 650m

Distance: 15km

Directions: From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 93N drive about 27km and 
park at the plowed area found on the north side of the road. If you have a second 
vehicle it is best left roadside about 24km north of the gate. Traditionally the 
second vehicle was left at the Mosquito Creek Hostel parking lot and this is still 
a good option but if exiting via Dolomite Shoulder (the preferred modern exit) 
then you will have to walk about 1.5km down the road. Follow the old summer 
trail west a short distance before it turns east to gain the forest ridge (you will 
find an open viewpoint of the creek below). The trail then side hills back down 
towards Helen Creek. After finding a creek crossing continue following the cut 
trail where you will cross through several avalanche runout zones from Dolomite 
Peak’s southwest aspect. After the last avalanche path continue following Helen 
Creek on a slightly harder to follow cut summer trail. After a short distance you 
will again cross the creek and start to skin up the treeline forest ridge. There are 
two options here, the more popular one seems to be to the climber’s left of the 
ridge but the more direct one follows slightly steeper terrain to the climber’s 
right. Regardless of which you take you will find yourself in the low alpine after 
250-300m of vertical gained. Once in the alpine work the benched south aspect 
of the ridge to the east to arrive just above Katherine Lake. Ski down and to the 
north end of Katherine Lake and head northeast begin to wrap around Dolomite 
Peak, which you will keep to your right side for the remainder of the trip. Unless 
avalanche conditions are favourable then there is not much point in starting your 
climb early or near the north shoulder of Dolomite Peak, instead head down a 
short distance until you see the pass to the south. The climb to the pass is obvious 
but threatened by an avalanche slope, get up and over it quick and head down 
to the drainage on the other side. Follow the drainage until arriving at the first 
section of trees which you can enter to the skier’s left to limit some exposure 
from the east aspect of Dolomite Shoulder. Follow the drainage within the trees 
until it takes a sharp 90° turn. Cross over the drainage and continue south just 
within the trim line on flat terrain for about 1km before you begin your ski down 
the forest section of Dolomite Shoulder. Ski the forest shoulder all the way to the 
road in open trees to reach the road.
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Bow Peak Circuit
A fairly straightforward tour up to Crowfoot Pass and over to Hector Lake, 
probably better labelled as Crowfoot Pass Traverse but oh well. I would call it 
a “tourist” route but there are still some exposure concerns and the tree skiing 
down to Hector Lake can sometimes be nightmare-ish depending on snow levels. 
Most importantly, make sure the lake is frozen solid before doing this tour!

Map Reference #87

Vertical: 400m

Distance: 15km

Directions: Leave a second vehicle at the Hector Lake viewpoint found about 
17.5km north of the Parks Canada gate. From the Parks Canada gate at the start of 
93N drive about 31.5km to reach the Crowfoot Glacier viewpoint. From here you 
can either park in this often plowed area or backtrack south for about 1-1.5km 
before parking roadside before a slight left bend in the road. If opting for the 
plowed parking then skin down to the shoreline and follow it for just over 1km to 
link up with the roadside parking directions. From the roadside parking ski down 
a short slope to a large open area. Head south trending slightly west towards an 
opening in the trees where you will reach a lake. Cross the lake heading south 
trending slightly east towards an opening in the trees where you will follow a 
drainage for 0.1km before coming out to another open flat area. Head south (left) 
where you will often find previous skin tracks splitting off in two directions. 
Head east (left) up a drainage for a short distance before beginning to skin up 
through the forest. Skin up the slope heading south east to gain the ridge that 
climbs along the Road Facing Chutes (page 161). Once passing the top of Chute 
#3 start heading south where you will pop out of the trees with the moraines 
above you. Work your way through the ever growing maze of moraines features 
heading southeast. As you near the pass the fans from BowCrow Peak will begin 
to threaten your access. The final 0.5km will likely have you on the climber’s 
right travelling close to the fan coming of BowCrow Peak before reaching a large 
flat area with a large depression to the south. Head left (east) to find a shorter 
slope leading down into this depression in order to limit exposure before heading 
back right (west) to find easy access directly to Crowfoot Pass. Travel south 
in open terrain until you reach the drainage heading down into the forest. The 
descent from here to Hector Lake can be tricky depending on where you end up 
skiing, there are sections of thicker trees and steep terrain – the drainage itself is 
mostly open but faces south so low or tricky snow could be encountered. Once at 
Hector Lake follow the north shoreline to the east and cut through the forest near 
the summer campground to link back up to the Bow River. Cross over the Bow 
River and head up the forest slope trending north (climber’s left) to arrive back 
at the road and near the Hector Lake viewpoint.
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Resources
Gear
Banff
Atmosphere, www.atmosphere.ca/stores/banff.html 403-760-8249
Monod Sports, www.monodsports.com 403-762-4571
Rude Boys, www.rudeboys.com 403-762-8211
Unlimited Skate and Snow, www.unltd.ca 403-762-3725
Snowtips-Bactrax, www.snowtips-bactrax.com 403-762-8177
Soul Ski and Bike, www.banffsoul.com 403-760-1650

Lake Louise
Chateau Mountain Sports, www.chateaumountainsports.com 403-522-3837
Wilson Mountain Sports, www.wmsll.com 403-522-3636

Canmore
Gear Up Mountain Sport and Rentals, www.gearupsport.com 403-678-1636
Switching Gear, www.switchinggearinc.org 403-678-1992
Ski Uphill, www.skiuphill.ca 403-675-4455
Unlimited Skate and Snow, www.unltd.ca 403-678-6605
Valhalla Pure, www.vpo.ca 403-678-5610
Vertical Addiction, www.vertical-addiction.com 403-609-8226

Golden
Avalanche Safety Solutions, www.avalanchesafety.ca 250-344-8606
Higher Ground Sports, www.highergroundsports.ca 250-344-7980

Repair/Tuning
Banff
The Tune Shop, www.thetuneshop.ca 403-760-3450

Parks Canada
Banff - 224 Banff Ave, Banff, Alberta 403-762-1550
Lake Louise - 201 Village Road in the Samson Mall, Lake Louise, Alberta 403-
522-3833
Yoho - Trans-Canada Highway pullout, Field, BC 250-343-6783
Banff/Yoho/Kootenay Mountain Safety Specialists 403-762-1470
Park Wardens (to report park violations) 1-888-927-3367
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Trip Planning
Avalanche Canada, www.avalanche.ca 250-837-2141
ACMG Mountain Conditions Reports, www.acmg.ca/mcr
Backcountry YYC, www.facebook.com/groups/532259223516611/

Accommodation
The Alpine Club of Canada, 
www.alpineclubofcanada.ca 403-678-3200
Banff Lake Louise Tourism, www.banfflakelouise.com 403-762-8421
Travel Alberta, www.travelalberta.com 1-800-252-3782
Mosquito Creek Hostel, http://hihostels.ca/en/destinations/alberta/hi-mosquito-
creek 778-328-2220

Book Updates
Confessions Of A Ski Bum, www.confessionsofaskibum.com
Get To The Mountains Publishing, www.gettothemountains.com
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INDEX
Andromache, Mount  41, 51
Bow Glacier  203
Bow Hut  187
Bow Lake  175, 177, 185
Bow Peak  151, 173
Bow Peak Circuit  241
Bow Summit  211
Cirque Couloir  72
Cirque Glacier  72
Cirque Forepeak  97
Cirque Observation Sub Peak Highline  233
Cirque Peak  72
Crowfoot Couloir  175
Crowfoot Glades  169
Crowfoot Mountain  179
Crowfoot Pass  161, 170
Crystal Ridge  83, 91
Crystal Ridge Traverse  229
Dolomite Circuit  237
Dolomite Peak  57, 65
Ferris Glacier  179
Flower Couloir  218
Funnel of Death  159
Gordon, Mount  195, 197
Grand Daddy Couloir  153
Gutentight Couloir  155
Hector Andromache Highline Traverse  225
Hector Glacier  37
Hector, Mount  31, 37
Hector Pass  37
Hector Roadside  31
Hector South Peak  23
Hector South Ridge  14
Helen Creek  65
Helen Lake  71
Helen Shoulder  75
Iceberg Lake  203
Jimmy Jr, Mount  205
Jimmy Jr Bowl  207
Katherine Lake  71
Little Crowfoot  181
Molar Glacier  51
Mosquito Creek  53
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Mosquito Mountain  61
Murchison Group  13
Noseeum Creek  43
Noseeum Lake  48
Observation Peak  121
Observation Sub Peak  107
Olive, Mount  197, 199
Onion, The  187
OXO Puzzle Peak  59
Pac-man Couloir  213
Pulpit Knob  131
Quartzite Peak  63
Ramp Peak  63
Rhondda, Mount  191, 193
Seven Deadly Sins Traverse  221
Sitting Bull  81
St. Nicholas Peak  199
Sugar Cube  95
Thompson, Mount  191
Vulture Peak  201
Wapta Icefield  185
Waputik Peak  127
Waputik Mountains  126
West Nile  151
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About Guest Writers
Kevin Hjertaas has 
been a skier since age 6. He grew up 
skiing tiny hills in Central Alberta 
and moved to the mountains as soon 
as he could. His ski bum affliction 
took him to mountain ranges around 
the world for Freeski Tour contests 
and magazine and television shoots. 
Now a certified ski guide by the 
ACMG he spends winters operating 
and guiding under MTN Guiding 
operating out of Banff Alberta. Ski 
mountaineering has always been 
his passion but powder skiing is his 
number one distraction! Check out 
the excellent guiding services and 
programs at www.mtnguiding.com.

Matt Ruta forged his love 
for skiing through family ski trips 
in cramped motel rooms with his 
two sisters and parents. He became 
a member of the Alberta Ski Cross 
Team and a regular at freeskiing 
competitions in Western Canada 
where he became particularly adept 
at finishing in 4th place. He is now 
hyper focused on accessing steep 
and/or remote ski lines by human 
power in both his home ranges of 
the Canadian Rockies, Purcells 
and Selkirks and beyond. Follow 
his increasingly epic adventures at 
www.mattruta.com.
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Kieran Crimeen 
grew up split between two worlds, 
Australia and Timmins Ontario, 
both without much notable skiing 
terrain. Eventually he made his way 
to Canmore Alberta where he has 
gone full steam into the world of ski 
touring and steep skiing. Best known 
for his awkward sense of humour, 
long legs and backcountry Pepsi 
delivery service. His photography 
of classic big lines is not to be 
missed, check his Instagram account                
@shittymountaineer.

Robb Schnell grew up 
rock climbing in Manitoba before 
heading west for greater challenges 
and adventures. His single minded 
focus on mountain objectives has 
seen him conquer the ice climbing 
and mountaineering game on his own 
grounds. Although he had no skiing 
background, he soon realized that 
skis provided him with better access 
to many of the summits he chased. 
You can’t follow him online, he 
doesn’t take many pictures but if you 
find a sealed Nalgene bottle summit 
register then you’ve probably 
climbed one of the hundreds of 
peaks which he has, which recently 
includes all 58 Canadian Rockies 
11,000 footers.
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About The Author
Marcus Baranow 
was born and raised in North 
Bay Ontario where he grew up 
resort and backcountry skiing 
and snowboarding in Ontario and 
Quebec, (yes a few people do ski in 
the backcountry out east, admittedly 
it’s pretty rough going). Contrary to 
rumours he’s not a mountain guide 
nor a pro skier; just a ski bum with a 
passion with sharing what he knows 
and where he goes.

For over a decade Marcus has 
dedicated most of his skiing time 
(and life) to exploring, mapping and 
documenting the backcountry areas 
within Banff National Park after 
being told, “there’s nothing worth 
skiing here, you should just go back 
to the Selkirks”. In 2012 he released 

“Confessions Of A Ski Bum: Banff Area Backcountry” a backcountry guide/
journal with route information near the town of Banff. In 2015 he was voted 
“Best Mountain Man, Best of Banff” by readers of Rocky Mountain Outlook. In 
2017 he released  “Confessions Of A Ski Bum : Citadel To Egypt Lake : Banff 
Backcountry Skiing” a free e-guidebook covering skiing along The Great Divide. 
The same year he programmed the web based guidebook banffbackcountryskiing.
com which he rarely finds time to maintain.

Marcus currently lives in Lake Louise Alberta where he enjoys spending time 
with his cat Tom Tom, levelling Skyrim characters and exploring the mountains 
on skis with friends.





“You should just ski.”


